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This research thesis describes polymers, porous and non-porous, that are synthesized 
by templating within high internal phase emulsions (HIPEs) and the application of these 
polymers for latent heat storage, oil spill recovery, and airborne volatile organic 
compound (VOC) adsorption. My PhD involves the development of several different 
polyHIPE-based materials applications with environmentally beneficial applications.  
One project involved self-assembled triblock copolymer (TBC) (specifically poly(4-
vinyl pyridine)-block-poly(ethylene glycol)-block-poly(4-vinyl pyridine), P4VP-PEG-
P4VP) colloids for the stabilization of oil-in-water (o/w) Pickering HIPEs. A series of 
closed-cell hydrogel polyHIPEs (HG-PHs) were fabricated through light-induced, 
interfacially initiated, radical polymerization within these HIPEs. These HG-PHs, using 
phase change materials as the dispersed phase, exhibited excellent properties for latent 
heat storage. A second project involved a series of microphase-separated, hierarchically 
macroporous, high-porosity polyurethane (PU) polyHIPEs were fabricated from paraffin 
oil-in-dimethyl sulfoxide nonaqueous HIPEs. These nonaqueous HIPEs, stabilized by an 
X-shaped block copolymer (ethylenediamine tetrakis(ethoxylate-block-propoxylate) 
tetrol, T1107), enabled the fabrication of PU polyHIPEs from the T1107 and isocyanate 
through step-growth polymerization. The T1107 serves both as HIPE stabilizer and as the 
monomer. These PU polyHIPEs exhibited excellent mechanical properties and 
preferential halogenated liquids adsorption. 
A third project involved hierarchically porous, nanofibrous, syndiotactic polystyrene 
(sPS) aerogels prepared within glycerol-in-1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB) nonaqueous 
HIPEs. These nonaqueous HIPEs were stabilized using sulfonated atactic polystyrene 
(SaPS) and the polyHIPEs were prepared through the gelation of the sPS. The 




macropores, macropores that are typical of sPS gels, and nanopores within the sPS 
crystalline phase. These polyHIPEs exhibited relatively high Brunauer-Emmett-Teller 
(BET) surface areas (compared to typical polyHIPEs), up to 325 m2·g-1. The hierarchical 
porosity conferred a high solubility of airborne VOCs at ambient conditions and it was 
possible to reuse the polyHIPEs after simple vacuum drying. The monoliths were 
excellent candidates for the adsorption of VOCs from contaminated air. Similarly, 
sulfonated sPS (SsPS) was also applied for the stabilization of glycerol-in-TCB 
nonaqueous HIPEs. The ultralight sPS aerogels (densities of ~0.02 g·cm-3) possessed 
more uniform hierarchically porous structures and nanofibrous polymer walls. These 
SsPS surfactants could participate in the formation of sPS aerogels, resulting better 
mechanical properties than seen for the previous generation of SaPS-stabilized aerogels, 
with BET surface areas of up to 420 m2·g-1. These sPS aerogels also exhibited 
superhydrophobic surfaces with water contact angles greater than 145°. The aerogels 
rapidly absorbed oil in large amounts, even in o/w emulsions, which suggests oil 




1 General introduction 
1.1 Background 
Porous materials are a series of materials constituted with continuous solid-phase as 
the structural components and fluid-phase which would be gas or liquid. However, some 
materials, containing pore, crack or other flaws, cannot be named as porous materials, 
because these flaws usually reduce performances of materials. As defined by the 
International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) in pore sizes, porous 
materials can be classified as, microporous materials (less than 2 nm), mesoporous 
materials (between 2 and 50 nm), and macroporous materials (greater than 50 nm). 
As an important subdiscipline of porous materials, poly(high internal phase 
emulsion), polyHIPE, is one of important research fields in recent years. PolyHIPEs are 
macroporous polymers synthesized within the continuous phase of high internal phase 
emulsions (HIPEs), emulsions in which the dispersed droplet phase constitutes 74 % or 
more by volume.[1-3] Owing to their benefits in well-defined porosities, devisable 
physicochemical properties and tailorable geometrical shapes, polyHIPEs have 
demonstrated potential for applications in chemical engineering, absorption, adsorption, 
tissue engineering, and controlled release. 
Mainly, the porous structure of polyHIPEs are the results of the synergistic effects 
between HIPEs stabilization and polyHIPEs polymerization/solidification. Moreover, 
there are several parameters that can control and affect these two main issues. For 
example, HIPEs can be classified as water-in-oil (W/O) HIPEs, oil-in-water (O/W) HIPEs, 
non-aqueous oil-in-oil (O/O) HIPEs, supercritical-CO2-in-water (C/W) HIPEs, ionic 
liquid (IL)-in-oil HIPEs, and so on by the nature of the continuous phase and the dispersed 




micromolecule surfactants, ionomers, block copolymers (BCP) and amphiphilic 
nanoparticles. 
Both chemical and physical crosslinking method can be applied in polymerization 
or/and solidification of the continuous phase of the HIPEs. The polyHIPEs will be 
obtained after purification and drying. Most polyHIPEs are synthesized via conventional 
free radical polymerization (FRP) which can affect the porous structures by the 
polymerization kinetics and the locus of initiation. Some polymerization chemistries, 
such as step-growth polymerization (SGP), alternative FRP initiations, atom transfer 
radical polymerization (ATRP), thiol-ene and thiol-yne reactions, ring-opening 
metathesis polymerization (ROMP), and reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer 
polymerization (RAFT), have also been applied in polyHIPE polymerization. Moreover, 
some physical methods, for example sol-gel process, gelation, and aggregation, are also 
attempted by researchers. 
Recently, polyHIPEs have been widely applied in the treatment of environmental 
pollutants, especially liquid encapsulation, spilled oil uptake, oil/water separation, 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) adsorption, PM2.5 and PM10 filtration, and so on, 
due to their designable chemical compositions and controllable porous structures. For 
example, a hydrophobic and oleophylic polyHIPE with high porosity, highly 
interconnected pores, and considerable mechanical strength would be a perfect candidate 
for the oil spill cleanup from polluted water. 
Overall, there are various parameters that can control and affect the final structures 
and properties of polyHIPEs. It is a big challenge to clarify, control and apply these 
parameters in preparation of polyHIPEs. This thesis will try to design and prepare 
polyHIPEs with great flexibility to realize the determined surface properties and porous 





1.2 Thesis objectives 
This thesis aims to design suitable polyHIPEs for environmentally beneficial 
applications. The detailed objectives are summarised below: 
1) Forming different HIPEs with self-assembled BCP colloids, multi-arm BCPs and 
ionomers stabilizers; 
2) Solidifying the continuous phase, even the stabilizer, of the HIPE via chemical 
and/or physical crosslinking; 
3) Characterizing the molecular structures, porous structures, thermal properties, 
mechanical properties, and adsorptive properties of the polyHIPEs; 
4) Evaluating the as-obtained polyHIPEs for environmentally beneficial applications. 
 
1.3 The outline of the work 
Chapter two is a literature review over porous polymer, HIPEs stabilization, 
polyHIPEs polymerization/solidification and applications with an emphasis on 
environments. 
Chapter three involves self-assembled triblock copolymer (TBC) (specifically 
poly(4-vinyl pyridine)-block-poly(ethylene glycol)-block-poly(4-vinyl pyridine) (P4VP-
PEG-P4VP)) colloids, were used to stabilizer oil-in-water (o/w) Pickering HIPEs. Closed-
cell polyHIPEs, which could be applied for no-leakage latent heat storage, were fabricated 
through light-induced, interfacially initiated, radical polymerization. 
Chapter four discusses the formation of nonaqueous HIPEs with an X-shaped block 
copolymer (ethylenediamine tetrakis(ethoxylate-block-propoxylate) tetrol, T1107) 




polymerization. These polyHIPEs exhibited excellent mechanical properties and 
preferential halogenated liquids adsorption. 
Chapter five describes physical gelation of syndiotactic polystyrene (sPS) in 
sulfonated atactic polystyrene (SaPS) stabilized nonaqueous HIPEs. These polyHIPEs 
exhibited relatively high Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface areas. They were 
excellent candidates for the adsorption of VOCs from contaminated air. 
In Chapter six, sulfonated sPS (SsPS) was also applied for the stabilization of the 
nonaqueous HIPEs. These SsPS surfactants could participate in the formation of 
polyHIPEs. These polyHIPEs exhibited superhydrophobic surfaces and could rapidly 
absorbed oil in large amounts, even in o/w emulsions, which suggests oil adsorption and 
oil-water separation applications. 
Chapter seven presents the general conclusion and potential future research topic 
related to this thesis. 
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2 Literature review 
 
As mentioned in the introduction, researchers are moving their interests to novel 
constructing methods and specific applications of polyHIPEs. Firstly, to better understand 
the polyHIPEs, some other methods in preparation of porous polymers will be reviewed 
concisely. The advantages and disadvantages of these methods will be described. Then, 
in the polyHIPEs case, the formation of HIPEs and the solidification of the continuous 
phase of HIPEs are the two key issues in the porous structures and macro-properties of 
polyHIPEs. Hence, in this literature review, HIPEs stabilization, polyHIPEs fabrication 
and application will be discussed, which are mainly depended on recent five year’s 
research articles. 
 
2.1 Preparation of porous polymers 
There is a common conclusion that several considerable strategies, polymers with 
inherent microporosity,[1] block copolymer self-assembly,[2] porogen introduction and 
phase inversion,[3] hard templates,[4] breath figure ordering,[5] and emulsion 
templating[6] can be applied in preparation of porous polymers. 
 
2.1.1 Polymers with inherent microporosity (PIM) 
Generally, the conformational and rotational flexibility of polymers will allow them 
to maximize intermolecular and intramolecular cohesive interactions and pack space 
efficiently in the solid state. However, some polymers cannot occupy all of the spaces 
within the material, resulting with considerable “free volume”. And if the free volume 
within polymers is sufficiently large, interconnectivity will proceed, and it will provide 




synthesis of polymers with inherent microporosity: 1) hypercrosslinked polymer 
network;[7] 2) rigid and contorted macromolecular structures;[8] and 3) covalent organic 
frameworks (COFs).[9] These microporous polymers usually exhibit high nitrogen 
adsorption capacity (the specific surface area from Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) 
theory, SBET > 500 m
2·g) and some PIMs possess excellent electrical performances, since 
they are prepared from conjugated building blocks. However, they are too rigid and 
usually in the powder. Their synthesis conditions are rigorous. 
 
2.1.2 Block copolymer self-assembly 
Self-assembly of block copolymers (BCPs) can form ordered structures with the 
interaction between different segments, and phase separation will be obtained when these 
blocks are thermodynamic incompatibility. The separated phase could be well-defined 
with different morphologies, such as spheres, cylinders, gyroids, and lamellae, through 
adjusting the length of each blocks.[10] Moreover, phases can be only separated in the 
tiny range (nanoscale), forming highly regularly arranged pores usually. And these 
separated phase domains could be controlled in every narrow, even mono, dispersive size 
distribution, due to the narrow molecular weight distribution of BCPs via controlled 
living polymerization.  
Self-assembly of block copolymer seems to be a perennial hot one, several 
researchers who are indulging in the magic of self-assembly try to build porous polymers 
by block copolymer self-assembly. Serval special examples will be cited. With mature 
molecular design, the porous polymers which are prepared from BCPs could contain some 
stimuli-responsive porous structure. For example, a triblock amphiphilic copolymer, 
poly(styrene)-b-poly(phenylboronic acid)-b-poly(styrene) (PS-PPBA-PS), could 




controlled with pH values because of pH stimuli-responsive for PPBA block. Moreover, 
a second compound can be introduced into block copolymer self-assembly to achieve the 
controllability of porous polymers. Hemoglobin (Hb) was employed in self-assembly of 
Polystyrene-b-Poly(acrylic acid), PS-PAA, which was driven by charge and 
amphiphilicity to fabricate a porous membrane.[12] The as-obtained porous membrane 
presented remarkable enhancement in direct electron transfer and catalytic activity to 
H2O2 compared with pure Hb. 
Furthermore, through the introduction of degradable blocks within BCPs, 
mesoporous polymers can be prepared by permanent removal of these degradable blocks 
through: ozonolysis, UV degradation and reactive ion etching.[2] This method is an 
outstanding candidate in preparation of hierarchical porous polymers, since the etching 
process is quite independent, and easily controlled. For instance, Saba, S. A., and co-
workers obtained hierarchical porous polymer monoliths by controllable polymerization 
of styrene and divinylbenzene with a PLA macro-chain transfer agent.[13] Moreover, 
nonreactive PEO was introduced as macro-porogen. As they designed, polymerization-
induced microphase separation or simultaneous macro- and microphase separation could 
be controlled with contents of PEO. Subsequently, selective etching tailored monoliths 
with controllable pore structures from mesoporous, with regulated pore sizes, to 
hierarchically meso- and macroporous, with interconnected macropores. They 
successfully combined two different direct synthesis methods to prepare hierarchically 
porous polymer monoliths. And the designed structure was verified by SAXS, SEM, and 
nitrogen absorption.  
The advantages of this strategy are extremely simple process, well-defined pores 
with typical size (< 50 nm), surface activated pore walls, and the recovery of the formed 




relatively low porosity of the resultant porous polymers, limited range of morphologies 
and pore sizes, and high cost in BCPs chemistry. 
 
2.1.3 Porogen introduction and phase inversion 
A “porogen” is a substance that can be used as a template and then removed to 
generate pores. Porogens can be divided into different groups by their physical state (solid, 
liquid, or gas), solubility parameter and miscibility (solvating and non-solvating), and 
chemical constituent (organic and inorganic matters).[14] Hence, the following sections 
(2.1.4, 2.1.5 and 2.1.6) can be classified as porogen introduction in a broad sense. In this 
section, these systems which start with homogeneous solutions will be mainly focused on. 
Phase separation occur during polymerization within the solutions since the solubility of 
monomers and polymers are different. This phase separation could also be realized by 
freezing the solutions. Typically, solvent porogens should have such elements (1) 
solubility to the monomer and crosslinker (2) phase separated upon polymerization, and 
(3) insolubility to the dispersive medium. Phase separation in polymer solutions or gels 
could also be induced by supercritical fluids (SCFs), by contacting with a nonsolvent, and 
by thermal-introducing. In this strategy, freeze-drying methods have attracted increasing 
attention in recent years, since freeze-drying does not bring impurities into the samples, 
and therefore a further purifying process is not necessary during the removal of porogen. 
There are usual three stages, freezing, primary drying, and secondary drying, in a freeze-
drying process. In addition, the first stage, freezing, is designable and controllable, 
anisotropic porous polymers are fabricated (this method is defined as freeze casting).[15, 
16] Porous polymers which are prepared by porogen incorporation and phase inversion 
are thought as an excellent candidate in the applications, such as tissue engineering, drug 




and water, are employed. However, the selection of polymers is limited and the as-
obtained porous polymer cannot be prepared in large scale. 
 
2.1.4 Hard templates 
Although these porous polymers, which are prepared from templates, such as 
inorganic particles, water droplets, emulsion droplets, and bicontinuous emulsion 
channels, can be defined as colloidal-templated porous polymers in a broad sense.[6] 
Generally, they possess similar preparation process: 1) the formation of stable colloidal 
dispersion in a biphasic system; 2) polymerization or/and solidification of the continuous 
phase (or, one of the co-continuous phases in a bicontinuous emulsion); 3) the removal 
of dispersed colloidal entities to create porosity in the final polymeric material.  The 
characteristic domain sizes of these colloidal-templated porous polymers can be ranged 
from nanoscale to centimicron-sized, which are determined by the nature of employed 
colloidal systems. Herein, porous polymers from different templating systems will be 
reviewed respectively.  
Inorganic particle templates, or called as hard templates, can be employed in some 
very specific exceptions which soft templates are unable to achieve, for example, 
molecular imprinting of hypercrosslinked networks.[4] Several inorganic particles, 
including silica nanoparticles (NPs), colloidal crystals, zeolites, mesoporous silicas, and 
alumina membranes, have been reported in this porous polymer strategy. The as-obtained 
porous materials have been widely utilized, for example, for sensing applications, for 
chromatography, for fuel cells, or for the templates of porous ceramics, etc. These hard 
templates are easily controlled, for example, highly ordered three-dimensional porous 
polymer can be fabricated from uniform and monodisperse particles. The pore sizes of 




range of pore diameters. However, the removal of the inorganic templates is difficult. For 
instance, the most common templates, silica or alumina, can only be removed with 
hydrofluoric acid and strong bases or acids, respectively. These bases and acids are highly 
corrosive, while some polymer matrixes are non-corrosive. 
 
2.1.5 Breath Figure Ordered Porous Polymers 
Water droplets templates have been widely utilized to fabricate honeycomb-
patterned films, and named as “breath figure (BF)” according their preparation 
technology.[5] The volatile solvent, dissolving with polymers, is coated under high 
humidity. The temperature on the surface of polymers solvent decrease because of solvent 
induced, and close-packed water drop, since surface charge or wicking effect, is 
coagulated on the surface. Honeycomb-patterned porous polymers are obtained after 
solvent volatilizing. This strategy could manufacture mono- and multi- layer honeycomb-
patterned films which pore sizes are in the range from several to hundreds of millimetres. 
And the BF method have been generalized to types of polymers, such as, engineering 
plastics, biopolymers, biodegradable synthetic polymers, amphiphilic block copolymers, 
ionomers, and conjugated polymers, from the two classical polymers, PS and poly(methyl 
methacrylate) (PMMA).[6] The hexagonally packed pores endow BF films with 
application in templating, biology, and optical and photoelectronic devices, and others. 
And the characteristics of BF methods also limit their application in fabrication of porous 
polymer membranes. 
 
2.1.6 Emulsion templating 
In past decades, emulsion templating methods, especially two superstars, high 




(bijel), are booming so that a number of articles are published every year. Polymerizable 
monomers or co-monomers, which are dissolved in or acted as the continuous phase of 
an emulsion, can form the framework of porous polymers after polymerization and 
removal of dispersed droplets. The HIPE-templated porous polymers, or so-called 
“polyHIPE”, are the topic of this thesis and will be particularly reviewed in follow 
sessions. Here, bijel and bijel-templated porous polymers will be introduced firstly. 
Bicontinuous interfacially jammed emulsion gel, bijel, was first computer simulated 
as a series of hypothetical soft materials, containing interpenetrating and continuous 
phases of two incompatible fluids which are maintained in a rigid state by a jammed layer 
of colloidal particles at their interface.[17, 18] Since Stratford, K., et al. primarily reported 
the computer model of bijel in science,[19] theoretical physicists simulated to confirm 
the possibility of bijel in various specific circumstances. Furthermore, the presence of 
bijels has been identified by experimental work, however, gaps still varied widely 
between digital simulations and laboratorial systems, which leaves room for continuing 
exploration on the preparation and mechanism in these bijels. The experimental 
preparation of bijels must bypass the nucleation by rapidly quenched, hence, only finite-
thickness bijels can be fabricated, which never achieve the putative 3D bicontinuous 
network.  Additionally, even a tiny imbalance of particles wettability to the two liquids 
may lead to ill-characterized, therefore, bijel is an unsteady and irreproducible state. 
There are two typical binary liquids, water/2,6-lutidine (W/L) and 
nitromethane/ethylene glycol (NM/EG), that can form bijel, and they will be discussed 
with their stabilizers, properties and applications. Herzig, E. M., et al. firstly prepared 
bijel, consisting of critical water/2,6-lutidine mixtures (W/L, xL = 0.064) with a jammed 
monolayer of fluorescent silica colloids trapping at phase interfaces.[20] Confocal 




summarized that a bijel would be successfully created with neutral wetting, a three phase 
(fluid-fluid-colloid) wetting angle at 90 °, and high interfacial tension. With controlling 
silica colloids on 100s nm scale and phase domains on 10s μm scale, the produced bijel 
could stably exist for months, which might extend the bijel to be applied as a microreactor 
and solvent-extractor. 
On the other hand, another classical bijel system, nitromethane/ethylene glycol 
(NM/EG), was also prepared. Tavacoli, J. W., et al. firstly prepared NM/EG bijel (xNM = 
0.64) with too little HMDS modifying silica particles.[21] They confirmed that NM/EG 
bijel was more stable at room temperature and easier fabrication than W/L bijel. Through 
comparing rheological studies and confocal microscopy of the two bijel systems, W/L 
and EG/NM, Mohraz, A.’s group established that elastic storage modulus of bijels was 
governed by both particle loading and the departure from criticality.[22]  The stability of 
bijels was the result of synergistic effects between interfacial tension and particles 
interaction. When a foreign fluid was incorporated into bijels, their sensitivity would 
climb up. Their work provided a stimulating and accessible method of the research about 
the connection.  
The bijel systems have been employed in fabrication of bicontinuous porous 
polymers, for example, a macroporous material was obtained by photopolymerization in 
the W/L bijel.[23] And it was confirmed that there was only a small but measurable 
variation in the morphology of particle-laden interfaces during polymerization in the 
abovementioned example. These bicontinuous porous polymers would exist excellent 
performances, since the continuous channels are perfect candidate in material transfer. 






2.2 HIPEs stabilization 
As defined in the nomenclature, HIPEs are highly viscous, paste-like emulsions 
which usually constituted by more than 74 vol % “internal” phase within the continuous, 
minor, “external” phase.[24-26] However, the 74 % volume fraction of the dispersed 
phase is the maximum packing efficiency of perfect and monodispersed spheres in a 
container. The HIPEs contain over 74 vol % internal phases through the deformation of 
monodispersed droplets into polyhedra or/and the formation of polydispersed droplets. 
To achieve these polyhedral or/and polydispersed droplets, it requires high-efficiency 
emulsifiers which could accumulate on the interface between continuous phase and 
dispersed droplets and protect dispersed droplets against coalescence. There are only a 
limited number of emulsifiers which could stabilize a major phase dispersed within a 
minor phase. Classically, sorbitan monooleate (SMO or Span 80) could stabilized a water-
in-oil (W/O) HIPE, while oil-in-water (O/W) HIPEs could be emulsified with some 
commercial triblock copolymers (TBC) which contain poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) and 
poly(polypropylene oxide) (PPO) blocks, such as Pluronic® P-123 and F-127. It would 
get even more complicated in preparation of those novel HIPEs, for example, water-in-
oil-in-water (W/O/W) HIPEs, oil-in-oil (O/O) nonaqueous HIPEs, supercritical CO2-in-
water HIPEs, ionic liquid-based (IL-based) HIPEs, and deep-eutectic solvent-based 
(DES-based) HIPEs. The package ability of these stabilizers needs to be further 
strengthened when polyHIPEs will be fabricated through these HIPEs templating, since 
HIPE stability is essential during the solidification of their continuous phase. Herein, 
some typical HIPE stabilizers in preparation of polyHIPEs will be reviewed through 
classifying their types from low molecular weight (MW) surfactants, polymeric 






Scheme 2.1 PolyHIPEs fabricated from HIPEs with various stabilization strategies: (a) 
low MW surfactants (Inserted SEM from Ref. [27], copyright 2018,  Elsevier.); (b) 
polymeric surfactants (Inserted SEM from Ref. [28], copyright 2014,  ACS publishing.); 
(c) amphiphilic NPs (Inserted SEM from Ref. [29], copyright 2018,  RSC publishing.); 
and (d) novel reactive stabilizers (Inserted EDX mapping from Ref. [30], copyright 






2.2.1 Low molecular weight surfactant 
Low molecular weight (MW) surfactants are the most conventional and the most 
common HIPE stabilizer, however, there are only a limited number of surfactants which 
can stabilize more than 74 vol % dispersed phases in the minor continuous phase. 
According to the Bancroft rule, HIPE surfactants should dissolve solely in the minor, 
continuous phase, thus preventing phase inversion as increasing amounts of the major, 
dispersed phase are added.[31] Conventional surfactants for W/O HIPEs include SMO, 
polyglycerol polyricenoleate (PGPR) and cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB), 
while O/W HIPEs can be stabilized with Cithrol and the derivatives from polyethoxylated 
sorbitan and oleic acid (such as Tween 80). There are always new researches and 
applications in this relatively conventional tech tree. Zhang, N., et al. introduced organic 
template species in a SMO stabilized W/O HIPEs. They prepared compressible and 
superhydrophobic spongy polystyrene for oil capture within these dual-templating 
systems.[27] Gemini surfactant (GS) was also synthesized and attempted to stabilize O/W 
HIPEs by Zhao, Y., et al.[32] This GS exhibited distinctive performance in carbonization 
of polyHIPEs as the derived carbon foams (carboHIPEs) possessing higher surface areas 
and higher porosity than conventional surfactants derived carboHIPEs. Some extra 
physical homogenization were also applied to improve the stability of low MW 
surfactants emulsified HIPEs.[33] It was confirmed that the HIPEs would exhibit an 
enhanced stability and more narrow droplets size dispersion after mechanical 
homogenization. Typically, a relatively high concentration (usually from 20 up to 50 wt/v % 
of the continuous phase) of these low MW surfactants is required in stabilization of HIPE. 
Although they claimed that only 1 wt/v % Tween85 was needed in the abovementioned 
mechanical homogenization systems, the polyHIPEs were obtained with frozen photo-




high concentration of surfactants is inevitable, and the large low MW surfactant contents 
can easily leak out, which causes the instability of final properties and environmental 
challenges (shown in Scheme 2.1a). To solve these problems, an additional purification 
process is needed, resulting the increasing cost of polyHIPEs production and the 
hindrance of polyHIPEs industrial adoption and application.[34] These disadvantages of 
low MW surfactant stabilized HIPEs propel researchers to replace them in the fabrication 
of polyHIPEs. One method is the employment of high MW polymeric surfactants which 
are needed in low amount in HIPEs stabilization and can be incorporated into polyHIPE 
scaffolds through physical entanglement.[28] These polymeric surfactants will be 
reviewed in 2.2.2. The other method is the application or/and introduction of reactive 
groups in surfactants, the surfactants will be anchored into the polyHIPE scaffolds by 
covalent bonding (reviewed in 2.2.4).[35] 
 
2.2.2 Polymeric surfactant 
Two different types of polymeric surfactants, block copolymer (BCP) and ionomer, 
can be employed in stabilization of HIPEs. Block copolymers (BCPs), copolymers with 
chemically different blocks connected by a covalent interaction,[36] are promising for 
HIPE stabilization, because their amphiphilicity can be tuned with chemical structures 
and macromolecular-weights of their blocks. The commercial TBCs, Pluronic® P-123 and 
F-127, have been widely employed in stabilization of O/W HIPEs. Moreover, the P-123 
and F-127 can also applied in stabilization of O/O nonaqueous HIPEs, usually polar 
organic solvents, such as formamide (FA), N,N'-dimethyl formamide (DMF) and 
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), are the continuous phase, and the dispersed phases are 
alkanes.[37] The versatility of P-123 and F-127 is due to solubility of one block in the 




HIPEs could be applied in the polyHIPEs which were synthesized from water reactive 
monomers[38] or/and strict reaction.[39] Since the designable of BCPs, various BCPs 
have been synthesized and employed in stabilization of different types of HIPEs. A series 
of BCPs, poly(1,4-butadiene)-b-poly(ethylene oxide) (PBD-PEO), polystyrene-b-poly-
(acrylic acid) (PS-PAA), polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene oxide) (PS-PEO), and Poly(1,4-
butadiene)-b-poly(acrylic acid) (PBD-PAA), could stabilize W/O HIPEs.[28] The BCPs 
could be incorporated into polyHIPE scaffolds through physical entanglement when their 
MW was large enough (shown in Scheme 2.1b). Moreover, BCPs could prevent the 
immediate phase separation in some unstable HIPE systems. For example, fluorinated 
diblock copolymer (FDBC), poly(2-dimethylamino)ethylmethacrylate-b-
poly(trifluoroethyl methacrylate) (PDMAEMA-PTFEMA), could stabilize the water-in-
sufficiently water soluble (hydrophilic) monomer (methyl methacrylate, MMA) HIPEs, 
which were difficult to stabilize by other conventional surfactants through FRP.[40] The 
universality of BCPs make them in stabilization in special HIPEs, besides the 
abovementioned O/O HIPEs. Poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc) was usually employed as CO2-
philic building blocks, and synthesized with hydrophilic blocks. The as-obtained diblock 
copolymer (DBC) and TBCs, for example, PVAc-PEG, PVAc-PEG-PVAc,[41] 
poly(vinyl acetate)-b-poly(1-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone) (PVAc-PVP) and PVP-PVAc-
PVP,[42] have been synthesized and employed to stabilize CO2-in-water (C/W) HIPEs. 
Moreover, with molecular designing, PVAc-based BCPs was reported to stabilize CO2-
in-ionic liquid (C/IL) HIPEs.[43] Another commercial Pluronics TBC (P105) was 
confirmed to stabilize an IL-in-water (IL/W) HIPE.[44] 
Besides the BCP, ionomers are always employed as the stabilizer of HIPEs, since 
ionomer, containing both electrically neutral repeating units and ionizable or ionic 




and  ionizable or ionic units are hydrophilic. Our group synthesized slightly sulfonated 
polystyrene (SPS)[46-48] and sulfonated polystyrene-b-poly(ethylene-ran-butylene)-b-
polystyrene (SSEBSS)[49-51] to stabilize W/O HIPEs, even O/O HIPE.[52] These SPS 
and SSEBSS exhibited excellent emulsification that HIPE, containing 90 vol % internal 
phase, could be fabricated with less than 1 wt/v % ionomers in continuous phase. In 
addition, polyHIPEs could be prepared without chemical reaction since these ionomers 
could be employed as the precursors of the final polyHIPEs via charge-driven assembly. 
And these charge-driven polyHIPEs will be reviewed in detail at section 2.3.2.3. 
 
2.2.3 Amphiphilic nanoparticle 
Amphiphilic nanoparticles (NPs) have been realized to stabilize emulsion very early, 
this particle-stabilized emulsion was defined as Pickering emulsion.[53, 54]  The 
formation of Pickering emulsion can be simplified as: dispersed particles accumulate on 
the interface between water and oil; and the formed mechanical barrier can protect 
dispersed droplets against coalescence.[55] Common Pickering emulsions have been 
widely investigated, however, Pickering HIPEs were less successfully prepared owing to 
only enough strong mechanical barrier can prevent phase inversion and coalescence at 
high dispersed phase contents. In the last decades, several successful Pickering HIPEs 
have been reported, and employed as the templates for polyHIPEs (shown in Scheme 
2.1c). A large number of particles, both inorganic and organic particles, have been utilized 
to stabilize Pickering HIPEs. Since the surface characteristics of these particles could be 
adjusted through physical or/and chemical modification, some amphiphilic particles 
could stabilize from W/O to O/W HIPEs. Generally, predominantly hydrophobic particles 
will possibly stabilize a W/O HIPE, while an O/W HIPE may be formed with primarily 




preparation of Pickering HIPEs which were stabilized by silica particles without 
pretreatment.[56] By the addition of depletants, attractive forces would generate between 
dispersed droplets and particles, and phase inversion would be inhibited, resulting as 
highly stable HIPEs. With these quite universal depletion interactions, which cannot be 
affected by the surface characteristic of the particles and the type of the depletants, a series 
of particles, including metal, ceramic or polymeric particles, have been employed in the 
formation of Pickering HIPEs. And the much more common strategy is the pretreatment 
of particles. Additionally, the Pickering HIPEs can also offer others key features 
compared with surfactant stabilized HIPEs. Firstly, the usage of particles is usually 
smaller, that only around 1 wt/v % of particles in the continuous phase can stable HIPEs 
in most cases. Then, the droplet sizes of Pickering HIPEs (normally up to hundreds of 
microns) are much larger than surfactant stabilized ones (usually in the range from several 
to tens microns). Better yet, polyHIPEs, which are prepared from Pickering HIPEs, are 
more likely to exhibit close-cell pores (inserted SEM in Scheme 2.1c), extending the 
application of polyHIPEs to insulation, encapsulation and sustained release. Herein, this 
section will firstly review some emblematic particles for the stabilization of HIPEs. 
Inorganic particles are the pioneer in the stabilizing of Pickering HIPE, various 
surface-modified inorganic particles, such as iron oxide NPs,[57-59] silica particles,[60, 
61] carbonaceous microspheres,[62] and so on, were reported to stabilize Pickering HIPE. 
These particles were modified by various methods and employed to emulsify different 
kinds emulsion. For example, Vílchez, A., et al. reported oleic acid coated iron oxide NPs 
as stabilizers for Pickering W/O HIPE;[57] And Xu, H., et al. applied CTAB modified 
silica particles to emulsify the W/O HIPE for copolymerization of methyl acrylate, 




Polymeric particles in HIPEs stabilization were developed somewhat after the 
inorganic particles,[63] but are more widespread investigated now. The diversities of 
polymeric materials and development in polymer chemistry has greatly expanded the 
types of polymer particles, including polymer microgels,[63-66] core cross-linked star 
(CCS) polymers,[67-71]  anomalous polymer particles,[72-74] assembled BCP 
micelles,[29, 75] and so on, for HIPEs formation. Additionally, some natural organic 
particles, especially some food grade particles, have been attempted to stabilize 
sustainable Pickering HIPEs. For example, rod-like sulfated cellulose nanocrystals 
(CNCs) have been confirmed as high-efficiency emulsifier for O/W Pickering HIPE, that 
more than 90 vol % internal oil phase could be well dispersed in aqueous phase with less 
than 0.1 wt/v % of CNCs stabilization.[76] Besides the CNCs, some other polysaccharide 
particles, such as bacterial cellulose nanofibrils (BCNs),[77, 78] cellulose microgels 
(GMGs),[79] and starch nanocrystals (SNCs),[80] have also been reported in stabilization 
of HIPEs. Furthermore, protein microgels were also widely employed in sustainable 
Pickering HIPEs due to their amphipathy.[81-84] And individual polysaccharide or 
protein particles cannot stabilize a HIPE at some point. Some researchers prepared hybrid 
particles from polysaccharide or protein, and these hybrid particles were confirmed as 
excellent stabilizers for Pickering HIPEs.[85-88] 
Most recently, a series of coordination polymer particles, metal-organic frameworks 
(MOFs), have been attempted to stabilize HIPEs. In this case, the MOFs could usually 
offer extra micropores, which pore sizes are around ten angstroms. MOFs nanoparticles 
were firstly reported to stabilize O/W HIPEs through the combination with a nonionic 
surfactant (Pluronic® L-121).[89] The as-obtained hybrid membranes exhibited quite high 
SBET and excellent catalytic activity after polymerizing the continuous aqueous phase. 




In addition, some novel HIPEs could be emulsified by these amphiphilic NPs. For 
example, supercritical carbon dioxide-in-water (C/W) HIPEs have been reported with 
MOFs stabilization, and formed HIPEs were confirmed as prominent templates of hybrid 
hydrophilic monoliths.[93-95] Furthermore, the other types of novel HIPEs, including 
O/O HIPEs,[96] IL-based HIPEs,[97] and DES-based HIPEs,[98] could be prepared 
through this Pickering emulsion strategy. 
 
2.2.4 Reactive stabilizer 
As mentioned in section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, the leakage of low MW surfactant is a 
nonnegligible drawback in the fabrication of polyHIPEs, and this problem could be partly 
dissolved with polymeric surfactant which can incorporate into polyHIPE scaffolds with 
physical entanglement. However, this physical entanglement seems to be hardly infallible 
when compared with covalent linkage. A reactive HIPE stabilizer is more promising 
strategy to solve the uncertain leakage due to the strong anchoring into polyHIPE 
scaffolds through covalent linkage (shown in Scheme 2.1d). 
There are two main strategies, that one is chain transfer reaction and the other is 
monomeric surfactant, to realize the reactivity of stabilizers. SMO, the most common 
surfactant for W/O HIPEs, could be anchored on the polymer wall of polyHIPEs through 
chain transfer reactions during ROMP.[35] However, this strategy is limited due to this 
specific ROMP with high cost initiator and chain transfer agent (CTA). The BCPs, which 
are terminated with CTAs, are much more familiar, since a lot of BCPs surfactant are 
synthesized with RAFT. If the CTA groups are not removed, they would participate in 
the following polyHIPE polymerization. Unfortunately, the earlier researchers did not 
realize the influence of incorporated BCPs on the polyHIPE morphology and surface 




morphology and surface chemistry was firstly investigated by Debuigne, A., and co-
workers.[101] They synthesized a series of well-defined BCPs, PEO-PS, via RAFT, and 
the difference of these BCPs with and without terminal CTA group was contrastively 
researched when they were employed in preparation of polyHIPEs. And the PS blocks 
could incorporate into polyHIPEs scaffolds with physical entanglement (PEO-PS) only 
when the molar mass of PS exceeded 6000 g·mol-1, while PEO-PS-CTA could anchor 
into polyHIPEs without having to consider the length of PS blocks. Then, Hilder, E. F.’s 
group popularized this this covalent anchoring strategy to other polyHIPE systems which 
were stabilized with poly(acrylic acid)-b-poly(butyl acrylate)-CTA (PAA-PBA-
CTA),[30] PEO-based brush-type amphiphilic macro-RAFT agents,[102] and  PAA-PS-
CTA.[103] All of these BCPs could covalently incorporate into polyHIPEs during RAFT 
polymerization of the continuous phase. Furthermore, a nitroxide-terminated (N-
tertbutyl-N-[(1-diethylphosphono-2,2-dimethylpropyl)] nitroxide (SG1)) BCP, PEO-PS-
SG1, could covalent anchor onto polymer walls of polyHIPEs via nitroxide-mediated 
radical polymerization (NMP).[104] 
Another method to reactivity of stabilizers is the direct introduction of reactive 
groups, or the employment of the reactivity of functional groups on stabilizers. The first 
application of this method was the preparation of vinyl-silica particles (V-SPs) for 
Pickering HIPEs stabilization.[105] V-SPs could avoid splitting away off and obviously 
enhance the mechanical strength of polyHIPEs, since their participation in the polyHIPEs 
polymerization.[106] Vinyl group functioned low MW surfactant[34] and polymeric 
surfactant[107] were also reported. Specially, polyHIPEs have been fabricated through 
the polymerization of vinyl group functioned Pluronic® F-127, dimethacrylate-end F-127 
(F127-DMA), within oil-in-water HIPEs.[107] The F127-DMA could act as conventional 




polyHIPEs could absorb both hydrophobic liquids and hydrophilic liquids. Although 
reactive HIPE stabilizers have achieved significant progress, these surfactants should be 
synthesized with a lot of chemical work. Moreover, all reactive BCPs were used to 
stabilize HIPEs for radical polymerization and no polyHIPEs have been formed by 
crosslinking the surfactant, which have been realized to particulate stabilizers. Most 
recently, a novel sonochemical method was employed to cross-link the stabilizer, protein 
microgels, in O/W HIPEs. In this thesis, this strategy was attempted through the reactivity 
of hydroxyl groups in polymeric surfactant and in Chapter four. 
 
2.2.5 Multiple stabilizers synergy 
In fact, the usage of cosurfactant or costabilizer is quite normal, especially in 
inorganic NPs stabilized Pickering HIPEs. For example, polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) was 
utilized as costabilizer in MOFs stabilized HIPEs, since a small amount of costabilizer 
could reduce the interfacial tension and enhance HIPEs stability.[80, 92] Here, only these 
cosurfactant or costabilizer which can affect the morphology and functionality of 
polyHIPEs will be reviewed briefly. With a small amount of high hydrophile-lipophile 
balance (HLB) value cosurfactants added, larger droplets would be found in SMO 
stabilized HIPE, and, hence, lager pores in ultimate polyHIPEs.[31] The addition of 
cosurfactants in Pickering HIPEs could be applied in the preparation of polyHIPEs with 
enhanced interconnectivity[108] and hierarchical pores.[109] Sometime, the cooperation 
of different types of surfactant could solve the long existing and very difficult problems. 
For example, the formation of fluoro-emulsions, even the conventional emulsions, was 
thought as intricate challenge. This problem has been well solved that stable fluoro-HIPEs 





2.3 PolyHIPEs solidification 
As mentioned in the Introduction, conventional polyHIPEs are produced only when 
monomers and crosslinking comonomers act as or present in the external continuous 
phase of HIPEs. However, the differences between the original HIPEs and the resulting 
polyHIPEs should be realized. For example, droplet coalescence or/and Ostwald ripening 
usually occur during polymerization, resulting as demulsifying or rupturing. The 
demulsifying means the failure of polyHIPEs preparation, while the rupturing is 
beneficial in some case, since it can offer pore throats or so-called as holes and windows 
in the polyHIPEs scaffold, resulting as highly interconnected pore structures. Hence, the 
investigation and selection of the solidifying strategy in HIPEs are significantly important. 
Herein the common solidifying strategies will be reviewed from conventional chemical 
crosslinking to novel physical crosslinking. 
 
2.3.1 Chemical crosslinked PolyHIPEs 
Chemical crosslinking strategies have been widely employed in polyHIPEs 
preparation, different polymerization reactions, from conventional free radical 
polymerization (FRP) to controlled/living radical polymerization (CRP), ring-opening 
polymerization (ROP) and ring-opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP), step-growth 
polymerization (SGP) and “click” chemistry, are all reported in polyHIPEs synthesizing. 
Moreover, the chemical crosslinking of biopolymer-based polyHIPEs will be discussed 
individually due to their particularities. 
 
2.3.1.1 Free radical polymerization (FRP) 
From solidification methods listed in Table 2.1, FRP is the undisputed champion in 




115] In FRP, the polyHIPE morphologies could be affected by monomers,[47] 
crosslinking comonomers,[116] locus of initiation,[117] and so on. Here, some alternative 
FRP initiations, including ultraviolet (UV) photoinitiation, γ-ray radiation, redox-
initiation, visible light-driven photoredox reaction, will be discussed in detail. 
Some compounds, like metal iodides, metal alkyls, and azo compounds, could cleave 
and produce two radicals, which would initiate a polymerization, under radiation. If these 
compounds are utilized alone, high energy radiation would be required. The UV[29, 33, 
52] and γ-ray[118] have been reported to start a polyHIPE polymerization. These 
radiation initiations can proceed a faster polymerization than thermal initiated ones, hence, 
they are perfect candidates in the unstable, especially heat-labile, HIPEs systems. 
Moreover, the faster polymerization could lock the continuous phase quicker and avoid 
the droplet coalescence or/and Ostwald ripening, resulting in polyHIPEs with smaller 
voids and narrower polydispersities. Most recently, our group prepared a isorefractive 
HIPEs through adjusted the refractive index of internal aqueous phase and external 
organic phase.[52] This isorefractive system dramatically improved the efficiency of 
photoinitiated FRP which could be polymerized under visible light. 
Generating free radicals under mild conditions, the most effective of which is redox 
initiation, is also a very effective method to avoid the demulsification and phase 
separation of HIPEs during polymerization. There are two classical redox-initiated 
systems for the polyHIPEs polymerization. The first one employs persulfate (ammonium 
persulfate, APS, or potassium persulfate, KPS) as initiator and N,N,N',N'-
tetramethylethylenediamine, TEMED, as reducing agent. This combination have been 
widely utilized in the preparation of hydrogel polyHIPEs (O/W HIPEs templating).[116, 
119] Moreover, the APS/TEMED or KPS/TEMED redox initiation allow the 




situ (in vivo) polymerization.[116] And this system was also applied in a heterocatalysis 
polymerization, which it initiated the polymerization of a W/O HIPEs in aqueous 
dispersed phase.[120] Iron gluconate dihydrate (IG) was also reported as a succedaneum 
of the reducing agent, TEMED, in preparing polyHIPEs.[121] The other redox-initiated 
system, benzoyl peroxide (BPO) as initiator and trimethylaniline (TMA) as reducing 
agent, is oil-soluble, expanding the application of the redox-initiated FRP in 
polyHIPEs.[122, 123] 
 
2.3.1.2 Controlled/living radical polymerization (CRP) 
The discovery, development and application of controlled/living radical 
polymerization (CRP) were through as one of the most improvement of modern polymer 
chemistry, since the CRP allow the preparation of well-defined polymers with controlled 
molecular weight, polydispersity, composition, chain architecture, and site-specific 
functionality.[124] Recently, CRP, activators generated by electron transfer (AGET) 
atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP), reversible addition-fragmentation chain-
transfer polymerization (RAFT) and nitroxide-mediated radical polymerization (NMP), 
was also successfully applied in HIPE system. 
AGET ATRP was firstly reported to synthesize elastomeric polyacrylate polyHIPEs 
from SMO-stabilized W/O HIPEs and inorganic NPs-stabilized Pickering W/O HIPEs by 
Silverstein, M. S.’s group.[125] They found that AGET ATRP initiation would occur at 
either NPs surface or oil-water interface that “lock” the polyhedral dispersed droplets of 
the original HIPE at the beginning of the polymerization. Through AGET ATRP, the NPs 
would be “locked together” at the oil-water interface to forceful polyHIPE scaffold with 
effectively isolated pores, which have been applied in the synthesis of liquid droplet 




compressive deformation and to flame. Moreover, AGET ATRP was applied in the 
synthesis of a degradable polyHIPE as well.[126] 
Besides the covalent incorporation of stabilizers into polyHIPE scaffold for solving 
the leakage problem and adjusting the surface physicochemical property,[30, 101-103] 
RAFT polymerization was firstly applied in polyHIPE system to push the mechanical 
strength, since polyHIPE would form a highly homogeneous polymeric wall through 
RAFT.[127] The polymer chain length grows with conversion in the RAFT, resulting the 
easy movement of shorter polymer chains to form homogeneous polymeric walls without 
defects. Moreover, most polymer chains are in the dormant state during RAFT, hence, 
polymer chains would fit to homogeneity during this long dormant time. Finally, RAFT 
would avoid the formation of microgels which are quite normal in FRP. The obtained 
polymeric walls were so dense that mechanical strength is expected to be improved 
significantly. The excellent mechanical properties of RAFT polymerized polyHIPEs 
make the burdensome post-polymerization possible. A deep-laid strategy for the 
preparation of hierarchical porous polymer has been reported.[128] The porous polymer 
obtained its macropores through RAFT polymerization in SMO-stabilized W/O HIPEs. 
The macro-CTA used in this work was poly(lactic acid)-CTA, PLA-CTA, which will 
occur polymerization-induced microphase separation in the classical poly(styrene-co-
divinylbenzene) (P(S-DVB)) framework. Mesopores would be generated with the etching 
of PLA. Finally, the hypercrosslinking of P(S-DVB) framework occurred micropores. 
The excellent mechanical properties made the etching and hypercrosslinking process 
possible. 
In addition, the abovementioned NMP should be pointed out again, since the NMP 
replenish the application of CRP in polyHIPEs.[104] NMP is a type of reversible-




well-defined polymer with a very low polydispersity index (PDI).[129] The successful 
application of PEO-PS-SG1 (or alkyne-PEO-PS-SG1) took same benefits not only the 
covalent incorporation but also the protection of alkyne groups for the following “click” 
chemistry.[104] 
 
2.3.1.3 Ring-opening polymerization (ROP) and ring-opening metathesis 
polymerization (ROMP) 
Ring-opening polymerization (ROP) is a type of polymerization in which a cyclic 
monomers yields an acyclic or less-cycle monomeric unit.[130] The ROP is widely 
utilized in the polymerization of internal ester and cyclic diesters, including caprolactone 
(CL), pentadecanolide (PDL), and ι-lactide (LLA). SMO-stabilized W/O HIPEs were 
prepared with PDL as the continuous organic phase, bioactive polyHIPEs would be 
obtained after an enzymatic ROP.[131] In addition, LLA and CL would form a DES with 
a melting point at -19 °C when the mole ratio between LLA and CL is 30:70. Stable oil-
in-DES HIPEs would be formed with F-127 stabilization, following with macroporous 
poly(ι-lactide) (PLLA)/poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) blend materials by ROP at 
physiological temperature.[132] 
Ring-opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP) is a special ROP that synthesizes 
unsaturated polymers by a process of bond redistribution from olefin monomers, such as 
cycloalkenes and bicycloalkenes.[130] ROMP was firstly applied in polyHIPEs 
polymerization by Kovačič, S. and co-workers for the benefits, reserved unsaturated 
bonds and no additional crosslinker.[133, 134] The as-obtained poly(dicyclopentadiene) 
(PDCPD) polyHIPEs exhibited paramount mechanical properties that the Young's moduli 
could be up to 159 MPa, and the reserved unsaturated bonds made the possibility of easy 




onto different substrates in two-hundred micrometer thick, and open-cell macroporous 
membranes with 80 % porosity and 150~200 mm thickness would be obtained after the 
following ROMP.[135] Most recently, the ROMP of DCPD has been realized in 
Pickering W/O HIPEs which were stabilized by surface modified titanium (IV) 
oxide.[136] Additionally, as mentioned in Section 2.2.4, Kovačič, S. et al applied the 
double bond in the lipophilic part of SMO to make it participate in the chain transfer 
reaction during ROMP.[35] And the covalent incorporation of SMO into polyHIPE 
scaffolds was confirmed by FTIR and 1H NMR, while no anchored surfactant could be 
found in the contrast samples, which were synthesized from L121 stabilized HIPEs. 
 
2.3.1.4 Step-growth polymerization (SGP) and “click” chemistry 
Step-growth polymerization (SGP) is the oldest method in synthetic polymers, 
however it has rejuvenated, especially in the field of polyHIPEs polymerization. Highly 
porous polyurethanes (PU) polyHIPEs were successfully synthesized within PGPR 
stabilized W/O HIPE via SGP.[137] PU scaffold was polymerized from the reaction of 
PCL triol and isocyanate in the continuous oil phase, however, at the same time, the 
reaction of water and isocyanate, which would produce CO2 bubbles, could not be avoid. 
Then, in the following work of Barbara, I., the Pickering W/O HIPEs and nonaqueous 
O/O HIPEs were employed in the SGP of PU polyHIPEs as well.[38] In addition, in the 
Chapter four of this thesis, the reactivity of stabilizer, ethylenediamine 
tetrakis(ethoxylate-b-propoxylate) tetrol, T1107, will be firstly realized by the usage of a 
polyisocyanate, poly[(phenyl isocyanate)-co-formaldehyde], polyMDI in a nonaqueous 
O/O HIPE. Most recently, highly aromatic polyHIPEs, for example, polyurea,[138] 




been prepared from HIPEs via SGP. These polyHIPEs usually exhibit an intrinsic 
micropores and can be carbonize to hierarchically porous carbons. 
Additionally, thiol-ene or thiol-yne “click” chemistry, in which a thiyl radical adds 
to an alkene or alkyne, respectively, has been known since the early years of the last 
century, and they have been applied in polyHIPE polymerization. Cameron, N. R.’s group 
was the first one who reported the preparation of polyHIPEs from W/O HIPEs via thiol-
ene and thiol-yne reaction.[139] They found there were from 80 and 90% networks 
formed in all polyHIPEs, while thiol-yne polyHIPEs occurred enhanced mechanical 
strength due the higher crosslinking degree. Then, biodegradable polyHIPEs was 
synthesized for potential regenerative medicine applications.[140] The usage of a more 
hydrophobic monomer, pentafluorophenyl acrylate (PFPA) could result as better defined 
morphologies.[141] The residual thiol on the polyHIPEs surface made the post-
polymerization or surface chemical modification possible.[142] And the thiol-ene or 
thiol-yne “click” chemistry have been confirmed as a perfect strategy in polyHIPEs 
polymerization that different monomers and comonomers have been employed in the 
synthesis.[143] Thiol-ene or thiol-yne “click” chemistry was also untilized in the case 
where hard particles and HIPE templating collaborate together for a multiple-level porous 
polymer in bone tissue engineering applications.[144] 
 
2.3.1.5 Biopolymer-based polyHIPEs 
Biopolymers, a series of polymers from living organisms, have been attempted to 
produce the polyHIPEs, since biopolymers are easily obtainable, biocompatible, 
biodegradable, and some other characteristics. There are three main classes of 
biopolymers, including polynucleotides, polypeptides, and polysaccharides, and all of 




on, which make the formation of biopolymer networks in the HIPE continuous phase 
possible. 
Chitosan (CTS) could incorporate into the polyHIPEs which are polymerized from 
Bronsted acid-based monomers, such as acrylic acid (AA)[145] and 2-acrylamide-2-
methylpropanesulfonic acid (AMPS).[146] For these polymerization, CTS would been 
grafted with these Bronsted acid-based monomers due its active amido groups, then, a 
crosslinked CTS networks would be formed in the presence of crosslinker, N,N'-
methylenebisacrylamide (MBAAm). 
Besides these FRP methods, some others chemistry crosslinkers, including 
genipin,[109, 147] glutaraldehyde,[148, 149] and epichlorohydrin,[150] have been 
intruded into the biopolymer-based polyHIPEs. These as-obtained porous biopolymer 
scaffolds, which were synthesized from biopolymers with natural crosslinkers, could, 
therefore, have important application as a 3D scaffold for medical application. Most 
recently, a novel sonochemical method has been reported in the preparation of 
biopolymer-based polyHIPEs by Tan, C. and co-workers.[151, 152] They applied 
ultrasound to emulsify immiscible liquids and acoustic cavitation, and the acoustic 
cavitation could create reactive free radicals (e.g., OH• and H•) in water and subsequent 
superoxides, which can crosslink proteins and polysaccharides. This high-energy strategy 
could prepare ultrastable HIPEs with homogeneous spread surfactant and smaller 
dispersed droplets, and the as-obtained fully “green” porous monoliths with tunable 
porosity and structure are excellent candidates of renewable porous materials for 





2.3.1.6 Sol-gel process for hybrid polyHIPE 
Sol-gel process is a method for producing solid materials from small molecules, 
which are mainly inorganic or metallic alkoxides. Backov, R.’s group has employed this 
technology with the combination of HIPE to prepare hybrid organic-inorganic porous 
monoliths (Si-HIPE) since their first publication in Journal of Materials Chemistry at 
2004.[153] They found the morphology of HIPE-templated macropores would be 
affected by pH values, complete mineralization of the continuous aqueous phase at 
pH=0.5 and silica condensation mainly on oil-water interface at pH=0.035. Moreover, the 
sol-gel process of tetraethoxy-orthosilane (TEOS) would support an extra micro- and 
mesopores in these Si-HIPEs. Later, they introduced different organo-silanes,[154, 155] 
complex lanthanide ions,[156] platinum NPs,[157] bacteria[158] in the early W/O HIPEs 
system, and extended this strategy to O/W HIPEs.[159, 160] The usage of sol-gel process 
makes the preparation of inorganic macroporous monoliths direct from HIPE templating 
possible, while the conventional strategy is first synthesis of polymeric polyHIPEs, then 
the application of these polyHIPEs as the templates for inorganic macroporous monoliths. 
 
2.3.2 Physical crosslinked PolyHIPEs 
The formation of networks in the continuous phase of HIPEs can be realized with 
physical linkage (physical gelation) as well. These physical linkages include van der 
Waals' forces, hydrogen bond, π-π stacking, coordinate bond, and ionic bond. Although 
these physical linkages are relatively weaker compared with chemical crosslinked 
networks, resulting crushing and/or shrinking in the emulsion-templated structures of the 
as-obtained porous polymers, the physical linkages are responsive to the environment, 




of stimuli-responsive polyHIPEs. Herein, some typical physical crosslinked polyHIPEs 
will be reviewed depending on their gelation mechanism. 
 
2.3.2.1 Aggregation 
In some typical polymer microgels stabilized Pickering HIPEs, polymer microgels 
could aggregate together to generate porous polymers only after removing the solvent 
from the external and internal phases by simple evaporation at room temperature.[64, 161] 
However, as mentioned above, porous monoliths in large size have been reported in this 
methods, since the interaction force among these polymer microgels are too weak to “lock” 
the continuous phase in macroscale. In some specific case, inorganic NPs stabilized 
Pickering HIPEs could also bear room temperature evaporation of the solvent.[61] The 
inorganic NPs would strengthen polyHIPE matrix, hence, “lock” the continuous phase 
during removal of solvent. Polymer chains could be grafted to the inorganic NPs which 
served as the stabilizer for W/O HIPEs, and polyHIPEs with well-ordered pores structures 
and excellent mechanical properties would be obtained after simple drying at room 
temperature.[162] Then freezing-dry method has been applied in this case, for example, 
cellulose monoliths have been obtained after freeze-drying a CNCs stabilized Pickering 
HIPEs.[76] However, the emulsion-templated pores structure still cannot preserved well. 
Researchers attempted to synthesize suitable polymer particles, which can stabilize 
HIPEs as well as build forceful polymer scaffold. And poly(urethane urea)/(vinyl ester 
resin) PUU/VER NPs have been reported to stabilize Pickering O/W HIPE, and form 
powerful polyHIPE walls, even bearing a unidirectional freezing to prepare aligned 
macroporous polymers.[163] Furthermore, polyHIPEs, which was templated from worm-
like polymeric nanoaggregates stabilize HIPEs, can also been preparation from the 




silica NPs and ferroferric oxide (Fe3O4) NPs, as the co-stabilizers, the physical properties 
of as-obtained polyHIPEs would be improved significantly, as well as prominent 
magnetic-responsiveness. 
The physical entanglement of polymer chains would also form networks which “lock” 
the continuous phase during freezing and freeze-drying process. A thermoresponsive 
BCP, Dextran-block-poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (Dextran-PNIPAm), was synthesized 
by Bismarck, A.’s group, and BCP had a lower critical solution temperature (LCST) 
(34 °C) which was slightly higher than pure PNIPAm (32 °C).[165] The Dextran-
PNIPAm could form strong networks in the continuous phase of O/W HIPEs after heating 
the HIPEs up than the LCST, and PNIPAm chains would be entangled together as the 
physical crosslinking points in these polyHIPEs. After this work, they graft PNIPAm to 
chitosan, and the as-obtained chitosan derivatives could act as the stabilizer for O/W 
HIPEs, the polyHIPE matrix itself without chemical crosslinking.[166, 167] Moreover, 
the later chitosan derivative was grafted with polylysine, which could adjust the HIPE 
morphology by its chain length.[167] 
Additionally, some low MW gelators (LMWG) could “lock” the continuous phase 
of HIPEs via van der Waals' forces. A cholesteryl derivative (CEA), butane-1,4-
dicarboxamide of di-cholesteryl l-alaninate, was utilized to stabilize a W/O HIPE in 
which the concentration of water could be up to ∼ 92 %.[168] CEA-based polyHIPEs 
(xerogels) would be obtained after freezing and freeze-drying process, since CEA could 
gelate in the water/n-nonane mixture when the water content was less than 92 vol %. Most 
recently, a glucose-based LWMG was reported to stabilize W/O HIPEs by itself.[169] 
This LMWG could self-assemble as nanofibers in both dispersed and continuous phases 




interdigitation and overlapping of its alkoxyl chains would occur in the dispersed aqueous 
phase, while hydrogen bonding drove glucose moiety to assemble in the continuous phase. 
 
2.3.2.2 Hydrogen bond-driven crosslinking 
As mentioned in the last sample in the above section, hydrogen bond (H-bond) have 
been widely applied in the formation of supramolecular networks from small gelators. 
Furthermore, hydrogen bonds are sensitive to the environment. Bon, S. A. F.’s group 
introduced a hydrogen bond donor-acceptor, 2-ureido-4[1H] pyrimidinone (UPy), 
functionalized methacrylate into monodisperse polymeric NPs (PMMA and PBA 
copolymer) via soap-free emulsion polymerization.[170] The as-obtained polymeric 
microgels could stabilize W/O HIPEs through simple hand shaking. And the pendant UPy 
groups in the polymer chains create a physically crosslinked and self-supporting gel 
through self-complementary quadruple hydrogen bond interactions. Then, they 
introduced UPy to PNIPAm nanogels for the stabilization of O/W HIPEs in which non-
covalent linkage was offered by quadruple hydrogen bond interactions from UPy 
dimers.[171] The as-obtained gelated HIPE could be shaped into reconfigurable shaped 
objects, and release guest molecules due to the LCST of PNIPAm chains. Most recently, 
they reported a pH-responsive polymer microgel, containing poly(ethylene glycol) 
methyl ether methacrylate (PEGMA) and methacrylic acid (MAA) functionalities, to 
emulsify O/W HIPEs through steric and electrostatic stabilization neutral or basic 
solution.[172] While, the emulsion droplets were well assembled via multiple hydrogen 
bonds from PEGMA and MAA functionalities under acidic conditions. The mechanical 
strength of these gelated HIPEs was enhanced that they could be spun into fibres. 




gelated with poly(vinylphenyl boronic acid) (PVPBA)[173] and UPy gafted CNCs,[174] 
have been reported as well. 
 
2.3.2.3 Ionic crosslinking 
Ionic bonds are widely applied in non-covalent crosslinked polyHIPEs as well, 
especially these systems containing ionomers or/and polyelectrolytes. Our group prepared 
a series of ionic crosslinked HIPE organogels in our ionomers-stabilized W/O HIPEs.[49-
51] In SSEBSS stabilized HIPEs, polypropylenimine (PPI) dendrimers,[49, 51] and (3-
aminopropyl)triethoxysilane modified Fe3O4 NPs[50] were dissolved as the continuous 
organic phase. Supramolecular networks would be formed through the ionic bonds (-SO3
-: 
-NH3
+) which were the result of the protonation between sulfonate groups in SSEBSS and 
their proton acceptors, the amidogen in the additive dendrimers and NPs. The mechanical 
strengths of the HIPE organogels were quite excellent, moreover, could be tuned through 
the solution ionic strength. The major contributor of these works, Zhang, T. reported 
doubly-crosslinked (DC) HIPEs hydrogels, chemical and ionic linkage, with Silverstein, 
M. S.[175] After the polymerization of acrylamide (AAm), MBAAm and sodium acrylate 
(NaA), which provided –COO- groups, based polyHIPEs, FeCl3 was added to form a 
second network through the ionic bond between the –COO- groups and Fe3+. The 
mechanical properties of DC polyHIPEs were significantly enhanced compared with 
conventional MBAAm crosslinked polyHIPEs. Moreover, DC polyHIPEs exhibited a 
multiple-cycle shape memory behaviour, that ionic crosslinked network could be reversed 
through the reduction of Fe3+. Other researchers also concerned the ionic crosslinked 
polyHIPEs. Both covalent and ionic crosslinkers (PEG diacrylate, PEGDA, and calcium 




system.[176] Pore structures was directly related to the CaA content of the polyHIPE, 
that void diameter was decreased, while, pore diameter windows diameter was increased. 
There are more different physical crosslinking mechanisms which depend on the 
type of polymer and the employed solvent or solvent-nonsolvent mixture. However, the 
physical crosslinking will be rather complicated when binary immiscible solvents are 
utilized. More works should be attempted to realize physical crosslinking in the 
continuous phase or on the oil-water interface of HIPEs. In the case of semicrystalline 
polymers especially, physical linkage is often initiated by the formation of 
microcrystallites. These microcrystallites, which are small ordered regions, are in fact the 
nuclei for the crystallization process but without the ability to grow further. However, if 
these microcrystallites can connect various polymeric chains together, a three-
dimensional network will be formed. Because of their crystalline nature these gels are 
thermo-reversible, i.e. upon heating the crystallites melt and the solution can flow. Upon 
cooling, the solution again gels. We prepared syndiotactic polystyrene (sPS) organogels 
and aerogels which are crosslinked by sPS microcrystallites from sulfonated atactic 
polystyrene (SaPS) or sulfonated syndiotactic polystyrene (SsPS) stabilized O/O 






Table 2.1 HIPE types, stabilizers, and solidification methods for polyHIPE preparation. 
HIPE types Stabilizers Solidification methods Ref. 
W/O SMO FRP [27, 117, 125] 
 CEA FRP [34] 
 SMO ROMP [35, 137] 
 PGPR SGP [38] 
 DBC  FRP [28, 40] 
 Ionomers  FRP [47] 
 Ionomers FRP, photoinitiation [48] 
 Ionomers Ionic crosslinking [49-51] 
 Inorganic NPs FRP [57, 58, 60, 62, 117] 
 Inorganic NPs Aggregation [61] 
 Inorganic NPs SGP [38] 
 Polymer microgels FRP [63] 
 CCS FRP [71] 
 Anomalous particles FRP [73, 74] 
 BCNs FRP [77] 
 BCP-CTA RAFT [100, 101, 103] 
 BCP-SG1 NMP [104] 
 V-SPs FRP [105, 106] 









Continued Table 2.1 
HIPE types Stabilizers Solidification methods Ref. 
W/O SMO AGET ATRP [125, 126] 
 SMO FRP, γ-ray radiation [118] 
 SMO FRP, Redox-initiation 120 
 PGPR FRP, Redox-initiation [121-123] 
 SMO RAFT [127, 128] 
 SMO ROP [131] 
 L121 ROMP [133-135] 
 Inorganic NPs ROMP [136] 
 Hypermer B246 “Click” chemistry [139-143] 
 L121 “Click” chemistry [144] 
 TTAB Sol-gel process [153-158] 
 CEA Aggregation [168] 
 Glucose-based 
LWMG 
Aggregation + H-bond 
crosslinking 
[169] 
 Polymer microgels H-bond crosslinking [170] 
O/W SDLC SGP [32] 
 Tween85 FRP, photoinitiation  [33] 
 Inorganic NPs FRP [59] 
 Polymer microgels Aggregation [64, 161, 163, 164] 
 CCS FRP [67] 
 BCP micelles FRP, photoinitiation  [29] 
 CNCs Aggregation [76] 




Continued Table 2.1 
HIPE types Stabilizers Solidification methods Ref. 
O/W MOFs FRP [89-92] 
 BCP-CTA RAFT [30, 102] 
 F127-DMA FRP [107] 





 Triton X-305 FRP, Redox-initiation [116] 
 SDS FRP, Redox-initiation 119 
 Tween-20 FRP, Redox-initiation [145] 
 Inorganic NPs FRP, Redox-initiation [146] 
 Synperonic A7 Chemical crosslinking, 
genipin 
[147] 
 Protein microgels Chemical crosslinking, 
glutaraldehyde 
[148] 
 CNPs Chemical crosslinking, 
glutaraldehyde 
[149] 
 Kolliphor® EL Chemical crosslinking, 
epichlorohydrin 
[150] 
 Protein microgels Sonochemically [151, 152] 
 Triton X-405 Aggregation [165] 
 P123 Sol-gel process [159, 160] 
 Chitosan derivatives Aggregation [166, 167] 
 Polymer microgels H-bond crosslinking [171-173] 




Continued Table 2.1 
HIPE types Stabilizers Solidification methods Ref. 
O/W P123 FRP + Ionic 
crosslinking 
[175] 
 F127 FRP + Ionic 
crosslinking 
[176] 
O/O Pluronic F-127 SGP [38, 39] 
 SPS FRP, photoinitiation [52] 
 Inorganic NPs Aggregation [96] 
C/W DBC FRP [41] 
 MOFs FRP [93-95] 
 BCP-CTA RAFT [99] 
IL-based DBC RAFT [43] 
DES-based  NHA FRP [98] 
 Pluronic F-127 ROP [132] 
 Triton X-405 SGP [138] 






2.4 Specific applications of polyHIPEs 
The essence of materials science is the applications. Applications of polyHIPEs have 
been more or less mentioned in the literature review about preparation. The intrinsic and 
added-value properties of polyHIPEs have endow their potential applications such as 
absorption, adsorption, tissue engineering, controllable release, encapsulation, catalyst 




Figure 2.1 (a) Digital photograph of polyHIPEs before and after liquid uptake, (b) the 
amphiphilic uptake capacity of polyHIPEs for different solvents, including water, ethanol, 
toluene and dichloromethane (DCM). Reproduced with permission from Ref. [107]. 






Figure 2.2 Schematic illustration of pH-responsive switchable liquids absorption. 
Reproduced with permission from Ref. [180]. Copyright 2019, Elsevier. 
 
The conventional polyHIPEs contain high porosity and highly interconnecting pores, 
which resulting in high absorption capacity and rapid material transfer. Moreover, the 
absorption capacity would be further increased with soft polyHIPEs scaffold which can 
be vastly swollen by the absorbed liquids. The liquid uptakes of polyHIPE are mainly 
depended on the surface physicochemical properties of the polymeric scaffold, for 
example, hydrophobic polyHIPEs are candidates for spilled oils clean-up,[27, 48, 51, 58, 
62] while hydrophilic polyHIPEs usually exhibited outstanding water uptakes.[177-179] 
Most recently, amphiphilic uptake[107] and switchable absorption[180] have drawn 
researchers' attention. PolyHIPEs could absorb both hydrophilic solvents (water and 
ethanol) and hydrophobic solvents (toluene, dichloromethane) (shown in Figure 2.1), 
since they were synthesized from amphiphilic BCPs, containing hydrophilic PEO blocks 
and hydrophobic PPO segments.[107] These phenomena fully confirmed the liquid 
uptakes mechanism that polyHIPEs ascribed liquids within the polymeric walls, within 
the original voids, and within the volume generated by gel-swelling-driven void 




by the good solvent for both PEO and PPO blocks. Similarly, the switchable liquid 
uptakes of polyHIPEs were offered from the switchable surface physicochemical 
properties at different environments. For instance, 3-(diethylamino)propylamine 
(DEAPA) was grafted into poly(glycidyl methacrylate) (PGMA) based polyHIPEs 
through a ring-opening reaction.[180] The as-obtained polyHIPEs were lipophilic and 
hydrophobic, that made the polyHIPEs to absorb oil, while the polyHIPEs were 
hydrophilic and lipophobic after protonation at acid environment, that the polyHIPEs 
could absorb water (shown in Figure 2.2). 
 
2.4.2 Adsorption 
Adsorption is a surface phenomenon which is the adhesion of atoms, ions or 
molecules from their solution or dispersion to material framework surface, while 
absorption involves the whole volume of the materials. For a high adsorption capacity, a 
large specific surface area and functional surface chemistry are required. Although 
conventional polyHIPEs don’t have an enough large specific surface area compared with 
other porous materials due to their macropores, the flexibility of enlarging specific surface 
area and modifying surface chemistry make the potential adsorption of the polyHIPEs 
possible. For example, an excellent heavy metal ions adsorbent, containing chitosan and 
acrylic acid (AA) chains (CTS-g-PAA), was prepared by O/W HIPEs templating (shown 
in Figure 2.3).[145] Supermacroporous structures of the as-obtained CTS-g-PAA 
monolith allowed the fast adsorption of Cu2+ and Pb2+ from their dilute aqueous solution 
via Langmuir isotherm model, and adsorption capacities of Cu2+ and Pb2+ would reach to 
their extremum value at 302.01 mg·g-1 and 611.94 mg·g-1, respectively, in the optimized 
pH range of 4~6. Moreover, there only slight decrease in adsorption capacity after five 




monoliths could be fabricated into different geometric profile, and these easily separated 
adsorbents showed high adsorption capacities for Cd2+ and Cu2+.[59] Unalloyed chitosan 
scaffolds could also adsorb Cu2+ from aqueous solution.[149] More polyHIPEs have been 
reported to remove preservative,[181] pyrethroid,[182] antibiotic,[146] and protein[94] 
from aqueous solution. Most recently, PDCPD-based polyHIPEs were employed to 
remove chemical warfare agents (CWA), including Demeton-S and 2-chloroethyl ethyl 
sulphide, through oxidation of these CWAs in their acetonitrile solution by the oxidation 
products and subsequent elimination products from PDCPD.[183, 184] 
 
Figure 2.3 Schematic illustration of CTS-g-PAA monoliths preparation by HIPE 
templating and their application in adsorption of heavy metal ions.[145] Copyright 2016, 
Elsevier. 
 
In addition, polyHIPEs could also adsorb gas or the airborne pollutants. 
Matyjaszewski, K.’s group prepared polyHIPEs, which contained quaternary ammonium 
ions and hydroxide counter ions, for reversible CO2 capture.[185] These polyHIPEs could 
adsorb CO2 from dry air and desorb it when the humidity of air was increased. And 
polyHIPEs-based adsorbent exhibited a higher CO2 capture compared with carbon black- 
and colloidal crystal templated porous polymer-based adsorbent. More polyHIPEs which 
contained MOFs have been reported for CO2 capture, since MOFs contain micro cavities 
for CO2 adsorption.[92, 186] Moreover, polyHIPEs could adsorb volatile organic 





2.4.3 Tissue engineering 
 
Figure 2.4 (a) Indirect cytotoxicity evaluation of M2-M4 scaffolds based on the viability 
of fibroblasts (L929) cultured in the extraction media. (b) Viability of L929 cells cultured 
with extraction media of scaffolds, as relative percentage of control, i.e., fresh medium 
(100%). Reproduced with permission from Ref. [109]. Copyright 2018, ACS publishing. 
 
Since the large specific surface area, high porosity and controllable pore 
interconnectivity of polyHIPEs, they would meet tissue engineering requirements when 
intrinsic characteristics of polymer are biodegradable, nontoxic, and biocompatible, as 
well as adequate mechanical strengths. There are a lot of researchers who are attempting 
to apply biodegradable polyHIPEs in tissue engineering, such as cell culture and 
inhibition,[61, 109, 116, 140] biocatalysis or enzyme supports, [190, 191] drug 
delivery,[61, 162] and so on. Herein, two examples, one is for cells culture[109] and the 
other one is for drug release,[162] will be introduced briefly. A series of polyHIPEs, 
which was fabricated from gelatin and gelatin NPs stabilized HIPEs (the mass ratio 
between gelatin and gelatin NPs were 1:0.25 (M1), 1:0.4 (M2), 1:0.68 (M3), and 1:1.5 
(M4)) and crosslinked by genipin.[109] These degradable and outstandingly 
biocompatible biopolymer scaffolds exhibit excellent performance in L929 cells culture 
that the cells could adhere on the surface of the scaffolds and grow intensively and well-




(g-HAp)/poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) nanocomposite (NC) porous scaffolds were 
prepared by solvent evaporation of Pickering HIPE templates at room temperature.[162] 
The as-obtained polyHIPEs exhibited large specific surface area and highly 
interconnecting pores, leading to high load of the anti-inflammatory drug ibuprofen (IBU) 
and the sustained release of IBU. 
 
Figure 2.5 (a) Schematic illustration of polyHIPEs preparation by HIPE templating and 
their application in drug release, (b) In vitro release profiles of IBU from IBU-loaded 
scaffolds incubated in phosphate buffer saline (PBS) at 37 °C. Reproduced with 
permission from Ref. [162]. Copyright 2014, ACS publishing. 
 
2.4.4 Encapsulation 
Encapsulation and storage of liquids within discrete, micrometer-scale containers is 
essential for some specific applications. A truly or well closed-cell pores structure is 
necessary for no leakage of encapsulated liquids, and the closed-cell structure can be 
conventionally realized through Pickering emulsion, through interfacially initiated 
polymerization in the polyHIPEs system.[114] For example, in Silverstein, M. S.’s early 
work, they employed the AGET ATRP, which was initiated on the oil-water interface, to 
prepare truly closed-cellular polyHIPEs, and water was encapsulated in these closed-cell 
pores to enhance the resistance to compressive deformation and to ignition upon direct 




initiated FRP in a polymeric microgel stabilized Pickering HIPE to prepare closed-
cellular polyHIPEs, and these polyHIPEs showed excellent properties for latent heat 
storage using phase change materials (PCM), octadecane,  as the dispersed phase (shown 
in Figure 2.6).[29] And this work would be the Chapter three of this thesis. 
 
Figure 2.6 Schematic illustration of (a) synthesis of polyHIPEs through light-induced, 
interfacially initiated radical polymerization of continuous phase in o/w Pickering HIPEs; 
(b) closed-cell polyHIPEs after removal of dispersed hexane (SEM image); (c) 
PolyHIPEs for latent heat storage with dispersed octadecane (SEM image); (c’) phase-







Figure 2.7 a) Molecular structures of DMA, SMA, and EGDMA, and a schematic of the 
nanoclay; b) illustration of BSGs prepared by HIPEs; c) illustration of the heterogeneous 
interfacial structure of the BSGs and melting-crystallization transitions of micro-
inclusions; d) an illustration of the shape-memory behavior of BSG in the process of 
programming, fixing, and recovering its permanent shape; e) illustration of the internal 
structure of the BSGs in a shape-memory process. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 
[192]. Copyright 2017, John Wiley & Sons. 
 
Additionally, polymeric materials can also be encapsulated in polyHIPEs, which 
were widely studied in early works as bicontinuous polyHIPEs.[114] Mostly recently, the 




2.7, Liu, M.’s group employed hydrophilic monomer, N,N-dimethylacrylamide (DMA), 
in the aqueous continuous phase, and lipophilic monomer, stearyl methacrylate (SMA), 
and crosslinking comonomer, ethylene glycol dimethylacrylate (EGDMA), in the 
dispersed organic phase of nanoclay stabilized Pickering HIPEs.[192] Moreover, the 
nanoclay could act as the physical crosslinker in the aqueous phase. In their result, they 
found the closely packed micro-inclusions within the elastic hydrogel matrix would 
greatly improve the mechanical properties of the as-obtained organogel-hydrogel 
bicontinuous polyHIPEs (biphasic synergistic gel, BSG). These polyHIPEs exhibit 
excellent switchable mechanics, shape-memory performance and self-healing capacity. 
More of their work in these organogel-hydrogel bicontinuous polyHIPEs have been 
published in very good journals.[193, 194] Silverstein, M. S.’s group also reported similar 
bicontinuous polyHIPEs which showed remarkable mechanical properties and a “dual-
lock” shape memory behaviour.[195] In their work, PAAm hydrogels were filled into 
poly(stearyl acrylate) (PA18) or poly(behenyl acrylate) (PA22) based hydrophobic 
polyHIPEs. The as-obtained polyHIPEs exhibited an ideal “dual-lock” shape-memory 
behaviour, in which the crystalline element was the first “lock” that releases above the its 
melting point, the hydrogel element was the second “lock” that releases upon 





2.4.5 Catalyst carrier 
 
Figure 2.8 a) The structure diagram and synthetic process of a Zn@ah-PMF particle; b) 
Catalytic cycloaddition reaction of propylene oxide with CO2. Reproduced with 
permission from Ref. [39]. Copyright 2018, RCS publishing. 
 
In recent years, highly cross-linked polyHIPEs which contain porous networks have 
been progressively adopted as polymeric supports for organic synthesis. These polymers 
cannot significantly shrink or swell with the surrounding solvent because of the highly 
cross-linked structure. Instead, their porous network will provide gallery and site for 
molecules, being able to react with active patch carried on surfaces of pores, in solution. 
A large number of catalysts, for instance, functional groups in pore surface,[196, 197] 
biocatalysis or enzyme,[190, 191] fuel cell catalysts,[198, 199] nano-metal particles,[74, 
157] hybridization with metal,[39] and so on, have been prepared by polyHIPE-based 
supporting. A hierarchical porous metallized poly(melamine-formaldehyde) (PMF) 




SGP, following incorporation of Zn2+ via metal coordination.[39] The as-obtained 
polyHIPEs could reduce 100-fold in monomer cost and enhance catalytic activity in six- 
to several hundred-fold compared to the state-of-the-art catalysts for synthesizing 
propylene carbonate from epoxide and CO2 under the same conditions (shown in Figure 
2.8). 
 
2.4.6 Templating for other materials 
 
Figure 2.9 Schematic illustration for the preparation of HPC derived from polyHIPE.[201] 
Copyright 2017, ACS publishing. 
 
The polyHIPEs can be employed in various and outstanding occasions, however, 
some specific performances, for example, metal-like behaviours and ceramic-like 
behaviours, will be hardly realized with polymer materials. Fortunately, the valuable 
porous and framework structure can be duplicated into other materials with a polymer 
structure-donating template. Then, polymers can be removed by several methods, like 
solvent etching and pyrolysis, obtaining a hollow duplicate with primary structure.[200] 
A series of hierarchically porous carbon (HPC) have be thought as the most conventional 
porous materials through the carbonization of hypercrosslinked polyHIPEs (typical 
process is shown in Figure 2.9). Different methods have been reported to synthesize 




PIM-based polyHIPEs,[32, 138, 202] extra crosslinking reaction via post-
polymerization,[202, 203] and graphite nanomatters hybrid polyHIPEs.[204] And the as-
obtained HPCs were potential candidates in electric and electronic applications. In 
addition, porous ceramics could also be fabricated form polyHIPEs templates. Besides 
the reviewed sol-gel process reported by Backov, R.’s group,[153-160] some other 
researchers prepared porous ceramic through introducing ceramic precursor, such as 
silica NPs,[205] silicon carbide precursor,[206] ZnO NPs,[207] MOF precursor,[186] and 
so on, in the continuous phase of HIPEs, following with polymerization and calcination. 
 
2.5 Conclusions 
All in all, some typical porous polymers are reviewed, and polyHIPEs are 
demonstrated widely attention due to their designable and controllable characteristics. 
Then, the formation of HIPEs, the polymerization or/and gelation of polyHIPEs, and the 
specific applications of polyHIPEs are reviewed. Different types of stabilizers can be 
employed in the stabilization for different types of HIPEs. Both chemical crosslinkage 
and physical crosslinkage could “lock” the continuous phase of HIPEs, resulting in 
polyHIPEs. The porous structure polyHIPEs could be affected by different parameters, 
including the formation of HIPEs and the produce process of polyHIPEs. Moreover, with 
designable and controllable polyHIPEs morphology and surface physicochemical 
properties, polyHIPEs can be applied in different fields. PolyHIPEs can also be employed 
as templates of other high-powered porous materials. 
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A series of closed-cell hydrogel polyHIPEs (HG-PHs) were fabricated. The HG-PHs 
with closed-cell structures were prepared through light-induced, interfacially initiated 
radical polymerization of Pickering high internal phase emulsions (HIPEs). These HG-
PHs showed excellent properties for latent heat storage using phase change materials as 




PolyHIPEs are macroporous polymers synthesized within the continuous 
phase of high internal phase emulsions (HIPEs) that constitute 74 % or more of the 
dispersed droplet phase by volume.[1, 2] PolyHIPEs have recently attracted 
considerable attention because of their potential applications in chemical 
engineering,[3] absorption,[4] adsorption,[5] tissue engineering,[6] controlled 




work on polyHIPEs centred on hydrophobic, highly interconnected porous 
polymers that were templated within water-in-oil (w/o) HIPEs. 
It has been shown that emulsion-templating can be employed to synthesize 
polyHIPEs with a variety of morphologies and properties.[2] These polyHIPE systems 
include closed-cell polyHIPEs and hydrophilic polyHIPEs. Closed-cell polyHIPEs have 
been obtained by selecting types of stabilizers[9] and monomers,[10] changing stabilizers 
concentrations,[11] controlling initiation processes,[12, 13] and so on. Among these, the 
selection of stabilizers types and the controlling of initiation processes are the most 
common and effective methods to fabricate polyHIPEs with closed-cell structures. For 
example, particle-stabilized HIPEs (also termed Pickering HIPEs) usually resulted in 
polyHIPEs with closed-cell structures. Encapsulation of water or aqueous solutions 
within closed-cell polyHIPEs through interfacially initiated radical polymerization have 
been investigated for water retention[12] and heat storage.[14] 
Closed-cell polyHIPEs so prepared are usually hydrophobic. Hydrophilic 
polyHIPEs can be obtained via surface modification of hydrophobic polyHIPEs[15] 
or through formation of hydrophobic-hydrophilic bicontinuous polyHIPEs.[16] 
Moreover, hydrogel polyHIPEs (HG-PHs) have been prepared via radical 
polymerization of different monomers, from ionic monomers (e.g. acrylic acid,[17, 
18] styrene sulfonated,[19] 2-acrylamido-2-methylpropanesulfonic acid[20]) to 
non-ionic ones (e.g. 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate[21, 22] and acrylamide[7, 8, 18, 
20]) in the continuous aqueous phase of oil-in-water (o/w) HIPEs. Although HG-
PHs with open-cell structures have been applied in various fields, HG-PHs with 
closed-cell structures have been seldom reported, not to mention their applications. 




octadecane within polyHIPEs for thermal energy storage, and the polyHIPEs were 
prepared from interfacial step-growth polymerization of o/w HIPEs.[2] 
 
Scheme 3.1 Schematic illustration of (a) synthesis of HG-PHs through light-induced, 
interfacially initiated radical polymerization of continuous phase in o/w Pickering HIPEs; 
(b) closed-cell HG-PH after removal of dispersed hexane (SEM image); (c) HG-PH for 
latent heat storage with dispersed octadecane (SEM image); (c’) phase-change of 
encapsulated octadecane during heating-cooling cycles. 
 
Herein, we report the fabrication of closed-cell HG-PHs via interfacially 
initiated radical polymerization and their applications for latent heat storage. 
Closed-cell HG-PHs were fabricated through light-induced polymerization of o/w 
HIPEs stabilized by self-assembled block copolymer (BCP), poly(4-vinyl 
pyridine)-block-poly(ethylene glycol)-block-poly(4-vinyl pyridine) (P4VP-PEG-
P4VP) colloids. The closed-cell HG-PHs showed excellent properties for latent 
heat storage when phase change material (PCM) was applied as the dispersed phase 






Table 3.1 Recipes of HG-X-Y 
 HG-0.5-I HG-1-I HG-2-I HG-1-D HG-1-D-OD 
Aqueous continous phase (wt %) 
Water 27.4 27.3 27.2 27.2 24.4 
NaA 8.79 8.78 8.75 8.76 8.71 
MBAAm 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 
Irgacure 2959 0.24 0.24 0.24 -- -- 
BCP 0.15 0.30 0.60 0.30 0.27 
DMF 3.03 3.02 3.01 3.01 2.69 
Total 39.9 40.0 40.2 39.7 36.4 
Organic dispersed phase (wt %) 
Hexane 60.1 60.0 59.8 59.8 -- 
OD -- -- -- -- 63.1 
Darocur 1173 -- -- -- 0.54 0.48 
Total 60.1 60.0 59.8 60.4 63.6 
 
3.3 Experimental section 
3.3.1 Materials 
Block copolymer (BCP), poly(4-vinylpyridine)-block-poly(ethylene glycol)-block-
poly(4-vinylpyridine) (P4VP-PEG-P4VP), was synthesized by atom transfer radical 
dispersed polymerization according to our previous work.[23, 24] Sodium acrylate (NaA), 
N,N′-methylenebisacrylamide (MBAAm), 2-hydroxy-2-methyl propiophenone (Darocur 
1173) and 2-hydroxy-4′-(2-hydroxyethoxy)-2-methyl propiophenone, (Irgacure 2959) 




N,N′-dimethylformamide (DMF), were analytical grade and used without further 
purification. Deionized water was used throughout the experiments. 
 
3.3.2 Preparation of HIPEs 
BCP was dissolved in DMF, and then the solutions were slowly dropped to water 
(solution: water = 1:9) to obtain assembled BCP dispersions with the concentration of 0.5, 
1 or 2 w/v %, respectively. HIPEs were formed by shearing hexane and the BCP colloid 
dispersion via a vortex mixer at 3700 rpm. HIPEs with 75.0, 83.3, 87.5 and 90.0 vol % of 
the internal phase were obtained.  
 
3.3.3 Preparation of hydrogel polyHIPEs (HG-PHs) 
The formulation of the HG-PHs are listed in Table 3.1, and the resultant HG-PHs 
were denoted HG-X-Y, where X (0.5, 1 and 2) and Y (I and D) represent BCP concentration 
in the aqueous continuous phase and the type of photoinitiators (I for the water-bone 
Irgacure 2959, and D for the oil-soluble Darocur 1173), respectively. For all HG-PHs, the 
volume fractions of dispersed hexane phase were fixed at 75 vol %. The typical procedure 
for the preparation of a HG-X-Y, is described below. An aqueous solution, containing 3.92 
mol/L NaA, 0.08 mol/L MBAAm and 0.04 mol/L Irgacure 2959, was prepared. Then 
DMF solutions of BCP was slowly dropped to the aqueous solution until the concentration 
of BCP colloids reached to 1 w/v %, and the mixture was applied as the continuous phase 
of HIPEs. Hexane was dropped in to the aqueous phase under continuous shearing on a 
Vortex mixer to form a HIPE. The HIPE was placed in an Electro-Lite ELC-500 UV 
curing chamber for 18 mins’ irradiation, and monoliths were formed. The unreacted 
monomers were removed through Soxhlet extraction with acetone and then ethanol for 




water was carefully removed in a convection oven at 60 °C after polymerization, leaving 
octodecane (OD) stay in voids. 
 
3.3.4 Characterization 
A Bruker Vertex 70 FTIR spectrometer and a JEOL ECS 400 NMR spectrometer 
were utilized to identify the chemical structures of P4VP-PEG-P4VP. Self-assembled 
BCP particles were characterized by the JEOL 2100 TEM and Malvern Zetasizer Nano 
ZS. The water-in-oil contact angles θow were measured at 25 °C using a contact angle 
meter (KSV Model CAM 101) setup by the captive drop method. BCP particles was 
coated on microscopic slides. About 3 μL water droplets were deposited on the slides 
which were immersed in hexane. And the contact angle value was the average of 6 
measurements. Structures of HIPEs were investigated by optical microscopy (Nikon 
Eclipse-80i). Morphology of HG-X-Y was observed with a Zeiss Supra 55VP SEM at an 
accelerating voltage of 5 kV, and fracture surfaces of HG-X-Y were coated with gold 
before observation. The void size and its distribution were statistically analyzed from 
SEM micrographs using ImageJ software, with around one hundred voids analyzed for 
every sample, and the arithmetic average diameters were multiplied by 2/(31/2) to correct 
for the statistical nature of the section.[25] Thermal properties of HG-1-D-OD were 
determined with the TA Q50 thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and TA Q200 
differential scanning calorimeter (DSC), with at least three parallel samples measured. 
TGA was operated in the range from 30 °C to 800 °C with an increase of 10 °C·min-1 
under nitrogen. During DSC measurements, nitrogen has been blowing. Firstly, 
preliminary crystallization of samples was conducted by cooling samples at most to -
40 °C and held there for one hour. For the first cycle, the temperature was raised to 60 °C 




rate at 2 °C·min-1 too. The second cycle would start after samples keep at -40 °C for half 
an hour. Totally, 11 cycles were scanned with the same heating and cooling rate, 
2 °C·min-1. The exotherm and endotherm curves of each cycle were recorded. 
 
3.4 Results and discussion 
3.4.1 Synthesis and solvent-driven assembly of P4VP-PEG-P4VP 
 
Figure 3.1 (a) FTIR spectrum and (b) 1H NMR spectrum of P4VP-PEG-P4VP.  
 
 
Figure 3.2 (a) size distribution of assembled BCP colloids from DLS; (b) TEM 





Chemical structures of P4VP-PEG-P4VP were confirmed by fourier-transform 
infrared (FTIR) spectrascopy and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) (Figure 3.1). The 
pyridines IR spectrum exhibited characteristic bands of ring skeletal vibrations 1610 ~ 
1360 cm-1. NMR signals were assigned as follows: δ = 7.25 ppm: CDCl3; δ = 3.64 ppm:  
-CH2-CH2-O- of PEG block; δ = 1.42, 2.54 ppm:  -CH2-CH- of P4VP block; δ = 6.38, 
8.34 ppm:  H in pyridine ring. The number of repeat units for each P4VP block was 
calculated from NMR to be 136 according to the method described in our previoud 
work.[23, 24] The calculated Mcopolymer was 12,700 and the BCP could be recorded as 
4VP136-EG64-4VP136. 
HIPEs were stabilized by P4VP-PEG-P4VP colloids, which was assembled through 
a solvent-driven method. P4VP-PEG-P4VP was dissolved in DMF, a good solvent to both 
PEG block and P4VP blocks, to obtain 10 w/v % solution, and under stirring, the DMF 
solution was dropped to water, which selectively dissolve PEG block but not P4VP blocks, 
leading to assembly of the BCP. The final solid content was only 1 w/v % and the 
dispersion was stable, without precipitation observed over 2 months. The average 
diameter of the BCP colloids measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS) (Figure 3.2a) 
was 177 nm, in agreement well with the transmission electron microscopy result around 
160 nm (Figure 3.2b). 
 
3.4.2 BCP colloids stabilized HIPEs 
The BCP colloids can stabilize o/w emulsion because of their amphiphilic 
properties, which has been verified by contact angle measurement. The water-in-
oil contact angle, θow, of BCP colloids was determined to be 57.0° (shown in Figure 
3.3), displaying that there particles have high affinity to oil-water interface.[26] 




continuous phase and by using hexane as the organic dispersed phase. These HIPEs 
are Pickering HIPEs. Similar to our previous results,[24] the HIPEs showed high 
stability over a few weeks (digital photos shown in Figure 3.4 and optical 
micrographs in Figure 3.5), independent of the fractions of the dispersed phase 
(75.0, 83.3, 87.5 and 90.0 vol %). This high stability can be ascribed to the high 
affinity imparted by Pickering stabilization. 
 
Figure 3.3 Water-in-oil contact angles θow of BCP colloids. 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Photos of HIPEs with (a) 75.0, (b) 83.3, (c) 87.5 and (d) 90.0 vol % of 
hexane after 24 h storage (1.0 w/v % BCP colloid). Trace amount of Rhodamine B was 






Figure 3.5 Optical micrographs of HIPEs with hexane fractions of (a) 75.0, (b) 83.3, (c) 
87.5, and (d) 90.0 vol % as the internal phase (the BCP concentration in the continous 
phase was fixed at 1.0 w/v %). 
 
HIPEs with 75.0 vol % of hexane can flow, but HIPEs with yield point behaviour 
were formed when their dispersed internal phase was increased to 80.0 or more. The 
morphology of these HIPEs was observed by optical microscope, and the oil droplets 
were found to disperse in the aqueous phase. The average diameters of the dispersed 
droplets varied from tens micrometres to around 100 μm, filling-in the size range of 
emulsions. Interestingly, the average diamters of the dispersed droplets increased with 
increasing volume fractions of the internal phase (Figure 3.5). Polyhedral or polygonal 
droplets were observed, which agrees with theories postulation.[27, 28] Interestingly, the 
droplet sizes were independent with BCP colloids content (Figure 3.6). The average 
droplet sizes within HIPEs were 122.4, 108.4 and 134.0 μm for 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 





Figure 3.6 Optical micrographs of HIPEs with (a) 0.5, (b) 1.0 (the same graph as Fig. 
S5a) and (c) 2.0 w/v % BCP in the continous aqueous phase (the volume fraction of 
hexane was fixed at 75 vol %). 
 
3.4.3 HG-PHs by the Pickering HIPEs templating 
 
Table 3.2 Pore properties of the HG-X-Y. 
 HG-0.5-I HG-1-I HG-2-I HG-1-D 
HG-1-D-
OD 
Yield (%) 78.6 82.2 90.8 91.0 / 
dv (μm) 131.5 150.0 165.6 135.6 124.7 
ρHG-PH (g·cm
-3) 0.094 0.089 0.093 0.081 0.083 
ρHG (g·cm
-3) 0.338 0.344 0.363 0.360 0.360 
P (%) 72.2 74.1 74.4 77.5 76.9 
 
Polymerizable HIPEs were formed by dissolving sodium acrylate (NaA) and 
N,N'-methylenebisacrylamide (MBAAm) into the assembled BCP dispersion and 
by using the dispersion as the continuous phase to form HIPEs. For all the HIPEs, 
the volume fractions of dispersed hexane phase were fixed at 75.0 vol %. After 
polymerization and purification, HG-PHs were obtained. The resulting HG-PHs 




concentration in the continuous aqueous phase and the type of photoinitiators (I for 
the water-borne Irgacure 2959, and D for the oil-soluble Darocur 1173), 
respectively. HG-PHs were obtained with relatively high yields from around 80 % 
to 90 % (Table 2). The average void diameters (dv), densities of HG-PHs (ρHG-PH) 
and densities of corresponding bulk samples (ρHG) were also listed in Table 3.2. 
The porosities (P) of HG-PHs were calculated from the equation, 𝑷 =
(𝟏 − 𝝆𝐇𝐆−𝐏𝐇 𝝆𝐇𝐆⁄ ) · 𝟏𝟎𝟎%.  
 
Figure 3.7 SEM micrograph from the monolith surface of the HG-1-I. 
 
Firstly, the SEM micrograph from the monolith surface of the HG-1-I was shown in 
Figure 3.7, assembled BCP colloids was clearly exhibited on the rough surface, 
confirming the preconception about Pickering polyHIPEs in which BCP colloids 
maintained as particles during preparation of HIPEs and polymerization of polyHIPEs. 
The formation of Pickering emulsions would experience the two processes, accumulating 
of dispersed particles on the water/oil interface and protecting dispersed droplets against 
coalescence through mechanical barrier.[29] The stability of Pickering emulsions 





Figure 3.8 SEM micrographs of the HG-X-Y: (a) HG-0.5-I, (b) HG-1-I, (c) HG-2-
I, and (d) HG-1-D. 
 
The morphology of HG-1-I observed with SEM (Figure 3.8b) shows that most 
voids exhibited closed-cell structures. The formation of closed-cell structures 
reflects that BCP colloids are tightly adhered on the oil-water interface and prevent 
polyHIPE walls from cracking during polymerization. Although nearly closed-cell 
structures have been formed in the HG-1-I, they are not perfectly closed and some 
interconnecting holes still exist, which implies that the barrier effect of BCP 
colloids is not strong enough. Moreover, the diameter distribution of its voids 
becomes less uniform in comparison to that of the droplets within the 
corresponding HIPEs (Figure 3.5a), which perhaps resulted from the shrinkage of 





Figure 3.9 Void size dispersion of HG-PHs: (a) HG-0.5-I, (b) HG-1-I, (c) HG-2-I, and 
(d) HG-1-D. 
 
It has been shown that excessive particles adhere on water-oil interfaces 
within Pickering emulsions.[7, 24] Therefore, it is possible to obtain HG-PHs with 
relatively closed-cell structures through increasing the BCP colloids concentration. 
To verify this, HG-PHs with different BCP colloids contents were prepared. With 
increasing BCP colloids, HG-PHs exhibited more closed-cell structures, and less 
interconnecting pores observed. The dv within HG-0.5-I, HG-1-I and HG-2-I was 
131.5, 150.0 and 165.6 μm, respectively (Table 3.2). And the void size distributions 
were shown in Figure 3.9. This result is interesting as the increase of stabilizer 
concentration usually enlarges the water-oil interfacial area and decreases the size 
of the dispersed droplets.[17] To understand this unusual trend, the corresponding 
HIPEs with 0.5 and 2.0 w/v % BCP colloids were prepared, and their optical 




were 122.4, 108.4 and 134.0 μm for 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 w/v % BCP colloids stabilized 
HIPEs, respectively. Firstly, it has been widely recognized that the mixing method, 
or the so-called processing conditions, could greatly impact the pore sizes of final 
polyHIPEs.[30] Stable HIPEs formed under vortex mixing with same rotate speed 
for same time, hence, the influence of processing conditions was simplified. The 
droplet sizes were independent of BCP colloids content, showing there was not 
only the packed particle layer around the oil droplets, but also the formed rigid 
disordered layers or networks in the continuous aqueous phase. These rigid 
disordered layers and/or networks would prevent the shrinkage of HG-PHs during 
polymerization and purification, resulting in a larger void size and porosity when 
more BCP colloids were employed (Table 3.2). 
It was obviously increased the average size of voids and could not guarantee 
the formation of totally closed-cell structures with the BCP colloids concentration 
increasing. To prepare HG-PHs with closed-cell structures, interfacial initiation 
was applied, as it has been reported to be an effective method to prepare polyHIPEs 
with closed-cell structure.[12, 13] HG-1-D were obtained by dissolving an oil-
soluble photoinitiator, Darocur 1173, in the dispersed oil phase to replace the 
water-borne Irgacure 2959 in the continuous aqueous phase. The HG-1-D exhibited 
more closed-cell structures (Figure 3.8d) and the average diameter of the voids was 
slightly reduced. This result is in accordance with the previous results from closed-
cell hydrophobic polyHIPEs, and both Pickering HIPEs and interfacial initiation 







3.4.4 Encapsulation of PCM within HG-PHs 
 
Figure 3.10 SEM micrographs of HG-1-D-OD (a) before and (b) after extraction; (c) 
void size dispersion of HG-1-D-OD after extraction 
 
The closed-cell HG-PHs could be used for encapsulation of various materials, 
including octadecane (OD), a commonly used PCM. By using OD as the dispersed 
phase of polymerisable HIPEs, HG-1-D-OD was fabricated and examined for 
latent heat storage. The as-obtained HG-1-D-OD was pressed to 90 % of its original 
height at 50 °C and no leak was observed, indicating the formation of closed-cell 
structures and their high stability. The morphologies of the HG-1-D-OD before and 
after Soxhlet extraction with acetone and then ethanol was observed with SEM, 
and OD filled-cells were observed before the extraction (Figure 3.10a). After 
extraction, however, only cells were observed (Figure 3.10b), indicating that the 
OD could be removed from the closed-cell structures through molecular level. 
After the removal of the OD, the morphology of HG-1-D-OD were very similar to 
that of HG-1-D, suggesting that the change of the dispersed phase would not 
significantly change the properties of HG-PHs (Table 3.2). Most closed-cell 
structures were maintained although several cracks occurred to the HG-PHs. These 




hydrogel walls. Moreover, the void size distributions of HG-1-D-OD after 
extraction was similar as that of HG-1-D (Figure 3.10b). 
 
Figure 3.11 TG curves of OD, BH and HG-1-D-OD. 
 
Conventional HIPE stabilizers such as surfactants must be removed to prevent 
their leakage and negative effects on the application of as-obtained polyHIPEs. In 
fact, the transfer and removal of surfactants is even more negative in this 
encapsulation application since it takes away the PCMs in the dispersed phase as 
well. The BCP used in this study has a high macromolecular weight. It was noted 
that HIPE stabilizers with such high molecular-weight could not be removed even 
using Soxhlet extraction.[31] Therefore, the BCPs are highly suitable for the 
stabilization of polyHIPEs in latent heat storage applications. 
Thermogravimetric decomposition of OD, BH (bulk hydrogel prepared with same 
composition of HG-1-D-OD, but without internal OD phase) and HG-1-D-OD was 
investigated by TG (Figure 3.11). There was almost no mass loss observed before 140 °C, 
showing that HG-1-D-OD was thermal stable up to 140 °C. Two degradation steps were 




weight loss, which could be ascribed to the evaporation of OD from HG-1-D-OD. The 
second stage between 400-500 °C could be assigned to the degradation of the PH scaffold. 
 
Figure 3.12 DSC thermograms of OD, 1st, 2nd and 11th scan curves of HG-1-D-OD. 
 
Table 3.3 Thermal properties of HG-1-D-OD. 
Sample  Tm (°C) ΔHm (J·g
-1) Tc (°C) ΔHc (J·g
-1) 
OD  29.8 -258.2 26.3 259.7 
HG-1-D-OD 1st scan 28.1 -161.9 22.4 166.2 
2nd scan 27.8 -164.2 22.2 159.3 
11th scan 28.4 -156.2 25.1 166.1 
 
Thermogravimetric analysis confirmed the high thermal stability of the HG-
1-D-OD during melting and cooling cycles. OD in the dried HG-1-D-OD was 
determined to be 73.1 % from the first mass loss stage. Heat storage and release 
properties were investigated with DSC; the heating and cooling curves of the HG-
1-D-OD and OD were shown in Figure 3.12. Well-defined endothermic and 




scans, and the results are presented in Table 3.3. The melting and crystallization 
peaks for OD were at 30.1 and 26.5 °C, respectively, and OD had a high latent heat 
at over 250 J·g-1. The ratio between the measured heat enthalpy of the HG-1-D-
OD (160 J·g-1) and the calculated value (189.8 J·g-1, calculated from the mass 
fraction of OD in dried HG-1-D-OD) was nearly 0.85, exhibiting high efficiency 
for thermal energy storage. Additionally, the difference (ΔT) between 
crystallization point and melting point of HG-1-D-OD was a little larger than that 
of OD, likely because of the low thermal conductivity of polymer walls. The low 
conductivity would decrease heat transfer of the encapsulated PCMs.[32] Thermal 
conductivity of encapsulation materials could be enhanced by addition of high 
thermal conductivity nanoparticles in polymer walls[33] or employment of 
inorganic encapsulation materials.[32] The reusability of the HG-1-D-OD was also 




Closed-cell, HG-PHs were firstly fabricated for latent heat storage. The HG-
PHs with closed-cell structures were formed through light-induced polymerization 
of o/w Pickering HIPEs stabilized by BCP colloids which were prepared from 
solvent-driven assembly of P4VP-b-PEG-b-P4VP. By tuning the BCP colloids 
concentration and the type of initiators, HG-PHs with closed-cell structures were 
obtained. Using OD as the dispersed phase, the resulting HG-PHs showed high 
heat enthalpy and reusability, demonstrating that such HG-PHs are an excellent 
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A series of microphase-separated, hierarchical macroporous polyurethane (PU) 
polyHIPEs with high-porosity, highly interconnected, open-cell structures have been 
fabricated from nonaqueous high internal phase emulsions (HIPEs). These paraffin oil-
in-dimethyl sulfoxide nonaqueous HIPEs, stabilized by an X-shaped block copolymer 
(ethylenediamine tetrakis(ethoxylate-block-propoxylate) tetrol, T1107), enabled the 
fabrication of PU polyHIPEs from the T1107 and isocyanate through step-growth 
polymerization. The T1107 serves both as HIPE stabilizer and as monomer. The as-
obtained PU polyHIPEs exhibited hierarchical voids in two different scales. One is in ten-
micron from emulsion-templating and another is in hundred-micron from CO2, which was 
generated from the reaction between isocyanate and water. These voids were connected 
by interconnected holes. Microphase-separation was observed between poly(ethylene 
oxide) (PEO) and poly(propylene oxide) (PPO) domains in these PU polyHIPEs. The PU 
polyHIPEs showed crystalline structures, and their Young’s moduli ranged from 0.3 to 
4.4 MPa. These PU polyHIPEs exhibited preferential liquid absorption. They absorbed a 
large amount of halogenated liquids, with absorption capacities of 36.0 g·g-1 for 
chloroform and 27.3 g·g-1 for 1,2-dichloroethane, and with a high absorption rate, with 
half equilibrium uptakes reached within 2 min. These PU polyHIPEs are an excellent 







Emulsion-templated macroporous polymers, commonly known as polyHIPEs, have 
been synthesized from continuous phase of high internal phase emulsions (HIPEs), 
emulsions exhibiting over 74 % dispersed internal phase by volume.[1-3] PolyHIPEs 
have attracted considerable attention because of their widespread applications in 
absorption,[4-7] tissue engineering,[8, 9] controllable drug release,[10-12] water 
purification[13-18] and so on. PolyHIPEs are usually generated in the following three 
steps. Stable HIPEs with polymerizable continuous phase are fabricated, followed by 
solidification of the HIPEs to lock the emulsion microstructure and finalized with 
purification by removing the dispersed phases.[19] 
Stable HIPEs are essential for the preparation of polyHIPEs, and HIPEs are 
commonly stabilized by particles and surfactants. Particle-stabilized HIPEs, termed 
Pickering HIPEs, have been generated using various particles, including inorganic 
nanoparticles,[12, 16, 20-22] organic nanoparticles,[23-26] core cross-linked stars (CCS) 
polymers[27-29] and metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) nanoparticles,[30-32] as 
emulsion stabilizers. Using these Pickering HIPEs, emulsion-templated porous polymers 
have been fabricated mainly in two different methods. One is to polymerize monomers 
within HIPEs to solidify the emulsion structures, and thus polyHIPEs can be formed. 
These polyHIPEs usually exhibit closed-cell structures[12, 16] although open-cell 
structures have been reported recently as well.[20, 22, 26] Another one is to solidify 
emulsion-structures by crosslinking the particulate stabilizers,[23, 33] which represents a 
new route to fabricate emulsion-templated porous polymers. In comparison with particles, 
surfactants are more commonly and conventionally used to stabilize HIPEs. However, to 




prevent phase inversion. Moreover, a relatively high concentration of surfactants is 
required (commonly between 20 to 30 % of the continuous phase, and sometimes even 
up to 50 %), and the large number of surfactants should be removed after the synthesis of 
polyHIPEs. The relatively high expense of surfactants and environmental challenge 
imparted by the large amount of surfactants impede the applications of polyHIPEs.[34] 
Block copolymers (BCPs), copolymers with chemically different blocks connected 
by a covalent interaction,[35] are promising for HIPE stabilization, because their 
amphiphilicity can be tuned with chemical structures and macromolecular-weights of 
their blocks. Block copolymers can be incorporated into macromolecular structures and 
thus avoids purifying process.[36] Moreover, using BCPs to act as HIPE stabilizer, 
porous polymers have been formed through simple drying.[37] However, these porous 
polymers are fragile, because no chemical bonding exists between these macromolecular 
chains. 
Reactive BCPs can be covalently incorporated into polyHIPE macromolecular 
structures. A variety of reactive BCPs, including chain transfer agents-terminated 
BCPs[38-40] and nitroxide-terminated BCPs,[41] have been used for HIPE stabilization. 
These reactive BCPs were incorporated into polyHIPEs through a synergic interaction of 
physical entanglement and covalent linkage.[39] Very recently, polyHIPEs have been 
fabricated through the polymerization of a reactive BCP, dimethacrylate-end 
poly(ethylene glycol)-block-poly(propylene glycol)-block-poly(ethylene glycol) (F127-
DMA), within oil-in-water HIPEs.[42] This reactive BCP acted as emulsion stabilizer, as 
the monomer, and as crosslinking comonomer. Although reactive HIPE stabilizers have 
achieved significant progress, these BCPs should be synthesized. Moreover, all reactive 




been formed by crosslinking the surfactant, which have been realized to particulate 
stabilizers. 
Here, we report polyurethane (PU) polyHIPEs fabricated from emulsion-templating. 
A reactive X-shape block copolymer, ethylenediamine tetrakis(ethoxylate-block-
propoxylate) tetrol (T1107), was crosslinked by a polyisocyanate, poly[(phenyl 
isocyanate)-co-formaldehyde] (polyMDI), within the continuous phase of paraffin oil-in-
dimethyl sulfoxide nonaqueous HIPEs. The T1107 acted as the HIPE stabilizer and also 
as the monomer for PU polyHIPEs, and the nonaqueous HIPEs guaranteed the formation 
of three-dimensional network from the T1107 and polyMDI. The preparation of PU 
polyHIPEs was illustrated in Scheme 4.1. The resulting PU polyHIPEs exhibited 
microphase-separated, semi-crystalline polymer walls; highly interconnected, 
hierarchical macroporous structures (scanning electron micrograph, SEM in Scheme 1); 
excellent mechanical properties and preferential liquid uptakes. 
 
Scheme 4.1 Schematic illustration of the preparation of nonaqueous HIPEs using T1107 
as stabilizer; fabrication of highly interconnected PU polyHIPEs from emulsion 





4.3 Experimental section 
4.3.1 Materials 
Ethylenediamine tetrakis(ethoxylate-block-propoxylate) tetrol (T1107, Mn ~15,000, 
fPEO= 70 wt %), poly[(phenyl isocyanate)-co-formaldehyde] (polyMDI, Mn ~340), and 
dibutyltindilaurate (DBTDL) were purchased from Sigma. Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) 
and paraffin oil were from Chem-supply. DMSO and paraffin oil were dried with 
activated 3 Å molecular sieves, and T1107 was vacuum dried at 60 °C for 24 h prior to 
use. 
 
4.3.2 PolyHIPEs synthesis 
 
Table 4.1 Recipes for the PU-X-Y 
 PU-75-20 PU-80-20 PU-83-20 PU-80-10 PU-80-30 
External continuous phase (wt %) 
DMSO 27.9 22.9 19.4 23.6 22.3 
T1107 5.07 4.17 3.53 2.14 6.07 
PolyMDI 1.72 1.41 1.20 0.73 2.07 
Total 34.7 28.5 25.2 26.4 30.4 
Internal dispersed phase (wt %) 
Paraffin oil 65.1 71.4 75.7 73.4 69.4 
Catalyst (added after HIPEs formation, wt %) 
DBTDL 0.20 0.16 0.14 0.17 0.16 
DMSO: Paraffin oil (vol %: vol %) 





The recipes for PU polyHIPEs were listed in Table 4.1 and the resultant polyHIPEs 
were denoted PU-X-Y, with X (75, 80 and 83) representing volume percentages of the 
internal phase and Y (10, 20 and 30) representing the T1107 concentration within the 
continuous phase. HIPEs with the same recipe but without the polyMDI were also 
prepared, and they were denoted HIPE-X-Y. Typically, the preparation of PU-80-20 was 
described below. PolyMDI and T1107 (the ratio of –NCO to –OH was at 10:1) were 
dissolved in DMSO, and then paraffin oil was added to the DMSO solution under stirring 
with a Vortex mixer. A paraffin oil-in-DMSO HIPE was formed after stirred for 15 min, 
and then DBTDL was added, followed with an additional 5 min stirring. The HIPEs were 
polymerization for 24 h at 60 °C in a convection oven. The formed monolithic polyHIPEs 
were cut and Soxhlet extracted with acetone and then ethanol for 24 h, respectively, to 
remove unreacted monomers. The solvents within the PU-X-Y were finally removed by 
freeze-drying. 
The bulk reference PUs, denoted Bulk-Y, were synthesized using the same recipe as 
the continuous external phase of the corresponding PU-X-Y. The polymerization was also 
carried out in a convection oven at 60 °C for 24 h. The obtained Bulk-Y were Soxhlet 
extracted and then freeze-dried. 
 
4.3.3 Characterization 
4.3.3.1 Morphology and rheological properties of nonaqueous HIPE-X-Y 
Morphology of the HIPE-X-Y was observed using an optical microscope (Olympus 
DP71), droplet diameter distributions and average droplet diameter were statistically 
analysed using ImageJ software. Rheological properties of these HIPEs were studied 
using a rheometer (TA HR-3) at 25 °C with a parallel-plate geometry. The parallel-plate 




minimize the influence of solvent evaporation. Dynamic frequency sweeps were 
conducted with an angular frequency from 0.01 to 500 rad·s-1 at a strain of 1 %. 
 
4.3.3.2 Properties of the PU-X-Y 
Chemical structures of the PU-X-Y were confirmed using a Fourier-transform 
infrared spectrometer (FTIR, Bruker Vertex 70) in an attenuated total reflectance (ATR) 
mode. And the FTIR spectra were expressed by the transmittance (T) which was 
calculated from the absorbance (A) data by T = 10-A. Morphology of the PU-X-Y was 
described using a scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Zeiss Supra 55VP) with an 
accelerating voltage of 5 kV, and the cryogenic fracture surfaces of the PU-X-Y were 
coated with gold prior to observation. With these SEM images, void diameter 
distributions of the PU-X-Y were statistically analysed using ImageJ software, and the 
arithmetic average diameters were multiplied by 2/(31/2) to correct for the statistical nature 
of the section.[43] The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area (SBET) of the PU-X-
Y was obtained from nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms at 77 K using a 
Quantachrome Autosorb. The water contact angle (WCA) of the PU-X-Y was measured 
using a contact angle meter (KSV Model CAM 101). All the WCA values were the 
average of 6 results. The microphase separation within the PU-X-Y was revealed by small 
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS, laboratory Bruker N8 Horizon) with Cu source (50 kV, 
1.0 mA, λ=1.54060 Å). The crystallization behavior of T1107 and the PU-X-Y was studied 
with a differential scanning calorimetry (DSC, TA Q200) under nitrogen flow. T1107 and 
the PU-X-Y were quenched to -60 °C, and after a 5 min isotherm at -60 °C, they were 
heated to 250 °C at 10 °C·min-1 (first heat). After a 5 min isotherm at 250 °C, they were 
cooled to -60 °C at 10 °C·min-1 (second cool). Crystallinities of PEO blocks (Xc-PEO) 




ΔHm-PEO = ΔHm / fPEO                (1) 
Xc-PEO = ΔHm-PEO / ΔHm0       (2) 
where ΔHm-PEO, ΔHm, and fPEO were PEO melting enthalpy, integral melting enthalpy from 
DSC thermogram andtheoretical PEO fraction within each sample; ΔHm0 was melting 
enthalpy of perfectly crystalline PEO (205 J·g-1).[42] PEO crystallization enthalpies 
(ΔHc-PEO) were calculated as well. 
Mechanical properties of the PU-X-Y were studied using a universal testing machine 
(Instron 30 kN) equipped with a 1 kN load cell at compression mode. The PU-X-Y were 
cut into cylinders with a diameter of around 10 mm and a height of about 10 mm, and 
they were compressed to 70 % of their original heights at a speed of 1 mm·min-1. The 
compressive modulus, EPU, was calculated from the slope of the stress-strain curves 
within the elastic deformation region. To avoid the influence of porosity, a modulus of 
polymer, Es, was calculated from Equation (3):[19, 44] 
EPU / Es = C1·(ρPU / ρbulk)
2       (3) 
where C1 is usually taken as 1. 
Liquid uptake measurements were carried out according to the previous methods.[5] 
In brief, about 100 mg of dry PU-X-Y (m0) was put in 20 mL of different liquids (water, 
ethanol, chloroform, 1,2-dichloroethane, toluene and hexane), and the samples were 
picked out with a tweezer at different time t. The mass (mt) after removal of surface oil 
with a filter paper was recorded until reaching to anequilibrium uptake (m∞). The average 
value from at least three results was reported. The mass uptake as a function of time (fm(t)) 
was calculated from Equation (4), and the equilibrium mass uptake was denoted fm∞. 
Volume uptakes, fv∞ was obtained using fm∞ to divide the density of the corresponding 





fm(t) = mt / m0 - 1                     (4) 
Nm(t) = fm(t) / fm∞ · 100 %       (5) 
 
4.4 Result and discussion 
4.4.1 Nonaqueous HIPE preparation 
 
Figure 4.1 Photos of nonaqueous HIPEs: (a) HIPE-75-20, (b) HIPE-80-20, (c) HIPE-83-
20, (d) HIPE-80-10 and (e) HIPE-80-30, after 24 h storage. 
 
 
Figure 4.2 Optical images of nonaqueous HIPEs (a) HIPE-75-20, (b) HIPE-80-20, (c) 





Nonaqueous HIPEs were successful prepared using DMSO as the external 
continuous phase, paraffin oil as the internal dispersed phase, stabilized by T1107 (Figure 
4.1). A tube-inversion method was used to test the viscosity of the HIPEs, and the results 
showed that the relatively low viscosity of HIPE-75-20 enabled it to slip off in seconds 
in an inversed vial. Viscosities increased with the increase of the dispersed phase fractions, 
and gel-like HIPEs with yield point behaviour were formed with 80 and 83 vol % 
dispersed paraffin oil.  
 
Figure 4.3 Droplet diameter (dd) distribution and average droplet diameter (𝑑d̅̅ ̅) of the 
HIPE-X-Y (determined from optical micrographs): (a) HIPE-75-20, (b) HIPE-80-20, (c) 
HIPE-83-20, (d) HIPE-80-10 and (e) HIPE-80-30. 
 
The morphology of these as-formed HIPEs was observed using optical microscopy 




dispersed droplet diameters were around tens micrometres, filling-in the viewport of 
HIPEs. With volume fraction of the dispersed paraffin oil phase increased from 75 to 83 
vol %, the average dispersed droplet diameters increased from 11.4 to 12.8 µm and these 
dispersed droplets became polyhedral. These polyhedral shapes are of typical for the 
dispersed phase within HIPEs.[19] Droplet diameter distributions of the HIPE-X-Y (in 
Figure 4.3) showed that the average droplet diameters were 12.9, 11.8 and 9.9 µm for 
HIPE-80-10, HIPE-80-20 and HIPE-80-30, respectively. Nonaqueous HIPEs, stabilized 
by a linear poly(ethylene glycol)-block-poly(propylene glycol)-block-poly(ethylene 
glycol), F127, have been reported,[45] but controlled experiment showed that two 
hydroxyl groups of F127 cannot guarantee the formation of three-dimensional network. 
Here, these nonaqueous HIPEs, which were stabilized with T1107, showed very good 
stability, and no phase inversion was observed after storing the HIPEs at room 
temperature for one month. The high stability might stem from the high viscosity of the 
HIPEs (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.4). 
 
Figure 4.4 Storage modulus G′ (filled) and complex viscosity |η*| (hollow) of HIPEs (a) 





Rheology studies showed that HIPEs were stable over the measured frequencies 
(Figure 4.4). These HIPEs showed rheology characteristic of non-Newtonian fluids. 
Storage modulus, G’, for all the HIPE-X-Y, did not change significantly within the initial 
to medium-term frequency range, suggesting that the dispersed droplet was forcefully 
associated with each other. However, with the angular frequency increased over 100 
rad·s-1, the G’ curves became warping, showing the coalescence among the dispersed 
droplets. HIPEs exhibited higher G’ and complex viscosity, |η*|, within the measured 
frequency range. As mentioned in optical microscope study, average droplet sizes of 
HIPEs increased with the increase of paraffin oil phase, suggesting that larger dispersed 
droplet exhibited higher elastic response.[46] For HIPEs stabilized by more surfactants, 
the values of G’ and |η*|increased, and the stability was higher among the frequency range. 
The superfluous surfactant would form much more stable and rigid three-dimensional 
networks on the interface between continuous and dispersed phase, resulting in higher 
elastic response.[47] 
 
4.4.2 Synthesis of the PU-X-Y 
PU-X-Y were successfully synthesized via a step-growth polymerization between 
T1107 and polyMDI within the nonaqueous HIPEs. The obtained PU-X-Y possessed high 
gel contents of over 95 wt %, indicating that T1107 and polyMDI were covalently 
incorporated into the polyHIPEs’ macromolecular structures. The densities of the PU-X-
Y (ρPU) varied from 0.103 to 0.187 g·cm
-3 (Table 4.2), increasing with the decrease of the 
dispersed phase and with the increase of the T1107 concentration, as expected from the 
recipes. Moreover, as a result of shrinkage of PU-X-Y during preparation, the porosities 
(PPU) were typically in the range of 64.9 % to 73.9 %, which were slightly smaller than 





Table 4.2 Properties of the PU-X-Y 
 PU-75-20 PU-80-20 PU-83-20 PU-80-10 PU-80-30 
WGel 
a (wt %) 97 97 95 95 98 
ρPU (g·cm
-3) 0.160 0.138 0.124 0.103 0.187 
dv1 (μm) 145.1 148.6 140.2 206.3 108.1 
dv2 (μm) 12.9 13.5 15.1 13.7 12.2 
dw (μm) 2.9 3.0 3.1 4.1 2.8 
ρbulk (g·cm
-3) 0.468 0.468 0.468 0.294 0.716 
PPU 
b (%) 65.8 70.5 73.5 64.9 73.9 
SBET 
c (m2·g-1) 20 23 25 31 17 
EPU (MPa) 3.1 1.4 0.9 0.3 4.4 
Es (MPa) 26.5 16.1 12.8 2.4 64.5 
σ70-PU (kPa) 642.7 338.2 176.9 43.0 1751.3 
a Gel contents of the PU-X-Y. 
b Emulsion-templated porosity: 𝑃PU = (1 − 𝜌PU 𝜌bulk⁄ ) · 100% 






Figure 4.5 CO2-induced large voids (SEM) of: (a) PU-75-20; (b) PU-80-20; (c) PU-83-
20; (d) PU-80-10; (e) PU-80-30. 
 
 
Figure 4.6 SEM morphologies of PU-80-20 prepared from DMSO dried with 3 Å 






Figure 4.7 CO2-induced void diameter (dv1) distributions of the PU-X-Y (determined from 
SEM micrographs): (a) PU-75-20, (b) PU-80-20, (c) PU-83-20, (d) PU-80-10 and (e) PU-
80-30. 
 
Voids in two very different scales were observed from SEM (Figure 4.5), larger 
voids (dv1) with an average diameter of around 125 μm and smaller voids (dv2) with an 
average diameter of around 12 μm. The larger voids could stem from carbon dioxide, 
which has been reported previously.[44] The smaller voids originated from emulsion 
templating. Although various methods have been utilized to remove water from the 
reactants, trace amount of water still existed, since a total drying of DMSO is impossible 
under the experimental conditions.[48] Water, even in trace amount, would react with 
isocyanates rapidly to produce amine and CO2. The formed amine could react with 
additional isocyanate to give a urea, meaning that one water molecule would react with 




would produce voids in hundreds of microns.[49] Previous work shows there exists 226 
mg·L-1 of water in DMSO even after drying with activated molecular sieves.[48] Hence, 
to guarantee the successful preparation of the PU-X-Y, a high isocyanate group/hydroxyl 
group of 10 is utilized, and the influence of trace water could not be ignored. The 
morphologies of PU-80-20, prepared using DMSO with different drying methods, 
confirmed the effect of water on larger voids (Figure 4.6). The morphologies of PU-80-
20, prepared using DMSO with different drying methods, confirmed the effect of water 
on CO2-induced large voids. These hundreds micrometres voids were filled in the 
viewport of PU-80-20 when prepared from an undried DMSO. Less CO2-induced large 
voids were found with longer drying time by molecular sieves. This inference could also 
be verified from average diameters (Table 4.2) and size distribution (Figure 4.7) of these 
CO2-induced voids. As expected, PU-80-10, with lowest T1107 content and with the 
highest water/hydroxyl group ratio exhibit largest CO2-induced voids. PU-X-20 exhibit 
the similar CO2-induced voids, showing that these CO2-induced voids have no significant 
relationship with the dispersed phase. 
 
Figure 4.8 Emulsion-templated voids (SEM) of: (a) PU-75-20; (b) PU-80-20; (c) PU-83-






Figure 4.9 Emulsion-templated void diameter (dv2) distributions of the PU-X-Y 
(determined from SEM micrographs): (a) PU-75-20, (b) PU-80-20, (c) PU-83-20, (d) PU-
80-10 and (e) PU-80-30. 
 
The smaller voids originated from emulsion templating, and all the PU-X-Y exhibited 
interconnected macroporous structures (Figure 4.8). Average void diameters ranged from 
12.2 to 15.1 μm (Table 4.2), with emulsion-templated void diameter distributions shown 
in Figure 8. Overall, void diameters increased with the increase of the dispersed phase, 
and with the decrease of T1107 concentration. These results have very good 
corresponding relationships with the droplet diameters of HIPE-X-Y (Figure 4.2 and 
Figure 4.3). Average interconnecting window diameters (dw) ranged from 2.8 to 4.1 μm. 
The PU-X-Y possessed the similar ratio between the average interconnecting window 




polyHIPEs, with ratios ranged from 0.2 to 0.4.[50] The specific surface area (SBET) of PU-
X-Y were calculated from isothermal nitrogen adsorption-desorption by BET method and 
listed in Table 2 as well. These PU-X-Y exhibited low SBET which were located in the 
range from 17 to 31 m2·g-1, since the voids in PU-X-Y were tens and hundreds of 
micrometers.[19] 
 
Figure 4.10 FTIR spectra of PU-80-10, PU-80-20 and PU-80-30 in the carbonyl region 
(1800~1500 cm-1). 
 
To reveal the formation of urethane and urea in the PU-X-Y, FTIR was applied and 
the spectra in carbonyl region (1800~1500 cm-1) are shown in Figure 4.10. All the PU-
80-Y exhibited two well-defined peaks: one peak at 1596 cm-1, ascribed to the C=C 
stretching vibration of the aromatic ring of polyMDI; and another peak centred at 1538 
cm-1, ascribed to the amide-II (NH-C=O) bending absorption. The characteristic 
stretching absorptions of urethane C=O and urea C=O group in PU-80-10 would be at 
1706 and 1668 cm-1, respectively.[51] With the mole ratio of residual water/hydroxyl 
groups reducing, these two well-defined carbonyl groups would be a urethane peak (1708 




could attribute to the hydrogen bond between -NH and C=O. Usually, the characteristic 
peaks for hydrogen bonded carbonyl were lower than free carbonyl.[51-53] 
 
4.4.3 Microphase separation and crystallization of the PU-X-Y 
 
Figure 4.11 SAXS profiles of the PU-X-Y. 
 
Microphase separation of the PU-X-Y was revealed by SAXS, and all SAXS curves 
(Figure 4.11) showed a single broad peak, indicating that microphase separation occurred 
to all the PU-X-Y. There was only a single broad peak from SAXS profiles, indicating 
nonuniform microphase separation of the incompatible PEO and PPO blocks. The 
averaged distance between the neighbouring separaed microdomains, calculated from the 
first-order scattering peak, was a constant at 9.1 nm for the PU-X-20, independent on the 
internal phase content, and this result is similar to the result from the previous work.[42] 
However, the microphase sepration was affected by T1107 content. The average distance 
between separated microdomains was 10.2, 9.1 and 8.5 nm for PU-80-10, PU-80-20 and 
PU-80-30, respectively, decreasing slightly with the increase of T1107 content. This trend 




volume decreased with increasing concentration, leading to a more tight and narrow 
microphase separation. This, to our knowledage, is the first time to report a route to tune 
the size of microphase sepration within emulsion-templated macroporous polymers. 
 
 
Figure 4.12 DSC thermograms of T1107 and the PU-X-Y: (a) first heating; (b) first 
cooling. 
 
The crystalline nature of the PU-X-Y was confirmed by thermal analysis. DSC 
thermograms in Figure 4.12 showed that the melting points (Tm) of PEO blocks within 
the PU-X-Y ranged from 47.7 to 51.7 °C, which increased with the increase of the 
dispersed phase content and with the decrease of T1107 content. The melting peak for the 
PU-X-Y shifted to lower temperature and become broad, in comparison to that for T1107 
which exhibits a narrow endothermic peak centered at 52.1 °C (Figure 4.12a). The 
crystallization peaks for the PU-X-Y were in the range of 16.0 to 21.7 °C, and they were 
lower and broader than that for T1107 at 27.8 °C. The reduction in melting and 
crystallization temperature and broadened peaks indicate that the molecular mobility was 




degree (exhibited as gel content, WGel, in Table 4.2) would be slightly decreased with the 
increasing of dispersed phase contents, resulting the reduction in melting and 
crystallization temperature would be smaller. While the WGel would be increasing with 
the T1107 content increase in the PU-80-Y, hence the reduction would be lager. From the 
melting points and the melting enthalpies (ΔHm-PEO) of T1107 and the PU-X-Y (Table 4.3), 
the relative PEO crystallinities for the PU-X-Y were varied from 28.1 to 50.2 wt %, which 
is significantly lower than that of T1107 at 87.1 wt %. The trend of PEO crystallinities 
was identical as that of melting and crystallization temperatures. The significant reduction 
of PEO crystallinities might be ascribed to the decline of macromolecular mobility 
imposed by crosslinked structure. The difference in crosslinking degree per volume, 
affected by the T1107 content, explains the variation of Tm and ΔHm-PEO. These trends 
were identical for crystallization temperatures (Tc) and calculated crystallization 
enthalpies (ΔHc-PEO) (Figure 4.12b and Table 4.3). 
 
Table 4.3 Tm, ΔHm, Tc, ΔHc, ΔHm-PEO, ΔHc-PEO and Xc-PEO of the PEO blocks in T1107 


















T1107 52.1 -125.0 27.8 130.1 70.0 -178.6 185.9 87.1 
PU-75-20 48.7 -43.9 16.0 46.6 52.2 -84.1 89.3 41.0 
PU-80-20 49.1 -47.4 17.6 55.7 52.2 -90.8 106.8 44.3 
PU-83-20 49.6 -50.7 19.4 45.8 52.2 -97.1 87.7 47.4 
PU-80-10 51.7 -53.7 21.7 52.1 52.2 -102.9 99.8 50.2 





4.4.4 Compressive properties of the PU-X-Y 
 
Figure 4.13 Mechanical properties of the PU-X-Y. 
 
The compressive stress-strain curves for the PU-X-Y presented in Figure 4.13 show 
that these PU-X-Y exhibit typical foam stress-strain curves: a linear region at low strains, 
followed a stress plateau region and ending with a rapid increase in stress at densification 
or crushing region.[19] The Young’s moduli (EPU, Table 4.2) reduced with the increase 
of the dispersed phase content and with the decrease of T1107 content. The variation in 
mechanical properties reflects the change in density of the PU-X-Y (Table 4.2). The 
typical stress plateau appeared at strains of around 0.1 to approximately 0.6, reflecting an 
accordion-like collapse from  porous structure.[44] At the end of accordion-like collapse, 
porous structure no longer exists, showing a rapid rising in stress. The trends in Young’s 
moduli of the PU-X-Y agree with that of the PU-X-Y density, due to the volumetric 
replacement of polymer matrix with air.[19] Moreover, the calculated moduli (Es) of 
polymers listed in Table 4.2 also reveal the moduli of the scaffold material. The Es for the 
PU-X-20 change slightly, while the Es of PU-80-30 (64.5 MPa) was nearly 30-fold higher 




one is the crosslinking density; and anotheris the amount of polyurea units, which is 
known as a ‘harder’ segment than polyurethane.[44] Here, PU-80-30 exhibited lower 
polyurea units, but its crosslinking density was 3-time higher than that of PU-80-10. Es 
of PU-80-30 is more than an order in magnitude over that of PU-80-10, indicating that 
the main contribution of mechanical properties was the crosslinking density rather than 
the stiff urea content. 
 
4.4.5 Preferential liquid uptake within the PU-X-Y 
 
Figure 4.14 Equilibrium mass uptakes of various liquids within the PU-X-Y: (a) PU-75-






Figure 4.15 Equilibrium volumetric uptakes to various liquids within the PU-X-Y: (a) 
PU-75-20, PU-80-20, and PU-83-20; (b) PU-80-10, PU-80-20, and PU-80-30. 
 
 
Figure 4.16 (a) Equilibrium mass uptakes and (b) equilibrium volume uptakes to various 
liquids within the Bulk-X. 
 
These PU-X-Y exhibited highly preferential liquid uptake. Liquid uptakes within PU-




highest uptakes (4.0, 8.8, 36.0, 27.3, 11.9 and 4.9 g·g-1 of water, ethanol, chloroform, 
DCE, toluene, and hexane, respectively). The liquid uptake within the PU-80-Y increased 
with decreasing the T1107 content, with PU-80-10 exhibiting the highest uptakes at 5.6, 
7.1, 35.2, 26.3, 12.5 and 5.5 g·g-1 for water, ethanol, chloroform, DCE, toluene, and 
hexane, respectively. The PU-X-Y absorbed quite a high amount of halogenated solvents, 
such as 1,2-dichloroethane (DCE) and chloroform whose polarity index located at 3~5. 
The uptakes for both high polar liquids (water and ethanol) and low polar liquids (toluene 
and hexane) were not so high (shown in Figure 4.14), demonstrating the preferential 
liquid uptake. The volumetric uptakes for PU-X-Y, which could avoid the difference in 
absorbed liquids densities, were shown in Figure 4.15 as well. In particular, PU-83-20 
exhibited the highest volumetric uptakes (4.0, 11.1, 24.1, 21.7, 13.7 and 7.4 mL·g-1 to 
water, ethanol, chloroform, DCE, toluene, and hexane, respectively) in PU-X-20 as well. 
The liquid volumetric uptakes within the PU-80-Y exhibited the highest uptakes at 5.6, 
8.9, 23.6, 20.9, 14.4 and 6.8 mL·g-1 for water, ethanol, chloroform, DCE, toluene, and 
hexane, respectively, of PU-80-10. The liquid uptakes of the PU-X-Y were at least three 
times higher than of the corresponding bulk samples (shown in Figure 4.16) and the 
higher uptake could be ascribed to the storage in original voids and extra void expansions 
generated by gel-swollen-induced void expansion.[5, 6] Hence, the equilibrium uptakes 
of the PU-X-Y were a synergistic effect in combination with the porosity of the PU-X-Y, 
amphipathicity and flexibility of polymer scaffold in the PU-X-Y. Firstly, the influence of 
the PU-X-Y amphipathicity was supposed similarly, since their water contact angles 
(WCA) were approximate (Figure 4.17). The preferential liquid uptake of the PU-X-Y is 
also associated with their structures. Hydrophilic PEO blocks enable the hydrophilic 
liquid uptakes, while hydrophobic PPO and polyMDI segments enable hydrophobic 




1 to 1 (52.2: 47.8). However, the crystallization of PEO blocks tends to reduce the 
flexibility, and thus reduces the contribution of PEO blocks in liquid uptakes. 
Halogenated solvents dissolved all the polymer segments well, and thus PU-X-Y exhibited 
highest uptakes to the halogenated solvents. Some typical polyHIPE-based and PU foam-
based absorbents have been listed in Table 4.4 and 4.5, respectively, for comparison. 
These PU-X-Y exhibited a slightly higher chloroform uptakes compared with normal 
polyHIPEs whose uptakes were usually below 35 g·g-1.[5, 37] Although there are some 
PU foams whose uptakes to chloroform could be up to 150 g·g-1, they are complicated to 
be fabricated.[54] 
 
Figure 4.17 Water contact angles of the PU-X-Y: (a) PU-75-20, PU-80-20, and PU-83-






Table 4.4 Comparison of the halogenated solvents uptakes (g·g-1) of some typical 
PolyHIPE-based absorbents reported in literatures to the results obtained from the present 
work. 





HIPE xerogels Chloroform 32.2 [37] 
DCE 22.6 
PBA polyHIPEs Chloroform ~ 37 [5] 
DCE ~ 32 
PLMA polyHIPEs Chloroform 24.0 [55] 
PHMA polyHIPEs Chloroform 32.0 [55] 
PSMA polyHIPEs Chloroform 34.0 [55] 
PBMA polyHIPEs Dichloromethane ~ 17 [56] 
PS polyHIPEs Chlorobenzene 30.5 [57] 
Tetrachloromethane 32.0 
Dichloromethane 33.0 
Switchable polyHIPEs Chloroform ~ 18 [58] 
Dichloromethane ~ 16 
Melamine-based polyHIPEs Chloroform ~ 35 [59] 
PS polyHIPEs Chloroform 62.0 [60] 
F-127-DMA polyHIPEs Dichloromethane ~ 120 [42] 
PU polyHIPEs Chloroform 36.0 This 




a Abbreviation: F-127-DMA, Pluronic F-127 dimethacrylate; PBA, poly(butyl acrylate); 
PBMA, poly(tertiary butylmethacrylate); PHMA, poly(hexadecyl methacrylate); PLMA, 
poly(lauryl methacrylate); PS, polystyrene; PSMA, poly(steary methacrylate). 
 
Table 4.5 Comparison of the halogenated solvents uptakes (g·g-1) of some typical PU 
foam-based absorbents reported in literatures to the results obtained from the present 
work. 





Al2O3@PU foam Chloroform ~ 150 [54] 
TiO2@PU foam Chloroform ~ 110 [61] 
Soot dipped PU foam Chloroform ~ 82 [62] 
SiO2@MnO2@PU foam Tetrachloromethane 31.6 [63] 
Graphene coated PU foam Chloroform ~ 120 [64] 
Silanizated PU foam Tetrachloromethane ~ 165 [65] 
Grafted PU foam Chloroform 40.9 [66] 
PDA/FA/DT coated PU foam Chloroform 47.0 [67] 
PU polyHIPEs Chloroform 36.0 This 
work DCE 27.3 
a Abbreviation: DT, dodecanethiol; FA, fly ash; PDA, polydopamine. 
 
The normalized uptakes of chloroform shown in Figure 4.18a were quite rapid, with 
the half equilibrium uptakes within PU-80-20 reached within 2 min. Nevertheless, the 
half equilibrium water uptake was achieved at almost 30 min. The uptake rate for bulk 




approximately 10 and 90 min for chloroform and water, respectively. The relatively rapid 
uptake within PU-80-20 can be explained by the presence of emulsion-templated, 
interconnected macroporous structures. The PU-X-Y showed high reusability for at least 
20 absorption-squeezing-out in chloroform with a typical result showing in Figure 4.18b. 
PU-80-20 almost maintained its original shape after 20 absorption-squeezing-out cycles, 
and the chloroform absorbed were recovered with a high rate of around 90 %. The quite 
rapid and fairly high halogenated liquids uptake showed their potential application in 
absorption and removal of toxic halogenated liquid. 
 
Figure 4.18 (a) Normalized uptakes of water and chloroform within PU-80-20 and Bulk-






These PU polyHIPEs might be employed in some other fields in addition to the 
halogenated liquid uptakes due to their hierarchical macroporous structures and highly 
interconnected pores. For example, their pore structures would exhibit high scaffold 
permeability, and they could be applied in soft tissue regeneration after the confirmation 
of their cytocompatibility.[68] Moreover, the highly interconnected structure could make 
the transmission routes of air and sound waves to be irregular, which would inspire their 
application in the sound absorption.[69] Hence, the performances, such as 
biocompatibility and acoustic property, should be carried out to exploit potential 
applications of these PU polyHIPEs in future 
 
4.5 Conclusions 
Emulsion-templated, hierarchical macroporous PU-X-Y were successfully fabricated 
from a reactive block copolymer within nonaqueous HIPEs. These interconnected, highly 
porous PU-X-Y were formed through step-growth polymerization between T1107 and 
polyMDI, and the PU-X-Y exhibited low densities ranging from 0.103 to 0.187 g·cm-3. 
The PU-X-Y exhibited voids in two different scales, smaller voids with an average 
diameter of around 12 μm and larger voids with an average diameter of around 125 μm. 
The smaller voids originated from HIPE templating, and the larger voids stemmed from 
carbon dioxide. Microphase separation occurred to the PU-X-Y and the average distance 
between separated microdomains was at 9.1 nm for PU-X-20. The distances decreased 
with increasing T1107 concentration, at 10.2, 9.1 and 8.5 nm for PU-80-10, PU-80-20 
and PU-80-30, respectively. PEO blocks within the PU-X-Y were crystalline, with 
crystallinities of about 50 %, melting points of around 50 °C, and crystallization 




The Young’s moduli of the PU-X-Y varied from 0.3 to 4.4 MPa, mainly dependent 
on their densities. These PU-X-Y showed preferential liquid adsorption, and they absorbed 
a large amount of halogenated solvents, with 36.0 and 27.3 g·g-1 for chloroform and DCE, 
respectively. The uptake to chloroform was quite rapid, with half equilibrium uptake 
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5 Hierarchical porous, nanofibrous polymers from an 
emulsion-templated syndiotactic polystyrene 
 
5.1 Abstract 
A series of hierarchically porous, nanofibrous syndiotactic polystyrene (sPS) 
aerogels were prepared within glycerol-in-1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB) nonaqueous 
HIPEs. These nonaqueous HIPEs were stabilized using sulfonated atactic polystyrene 
(SaPS) and the polyHIPEs were prepared through the gelation of the sPS in the continuous 
TCB phase. The as-prepared aerogels exhibited hierarchical porous structures, including 
emulsion-templated macropores, amorphous meso/macropores that are typical 
characteristic of sPS gels, and the intrinsic nanoporous in sPS δ-form crystalline phase. 
And the pore walls of the as-prepared aerogels were nanofibrous with diameter at around 
25 nm. These polyHIPEs exhibited relatively high Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) 
surface areas (compared to typical polyHIPEs), up to 325 m2·g-1. The hierarchical 
porosity conferred a high solubility of airborne VOCs at ambient conditions and it was 
possible to reuse the polyHIPEs after simple vacuum drying. The monoliths were 
excellent candidates for the adsorption of VOCs from contaminated air. 
 
5.2 Introduction 
PolyHIPEs, a series of emulsion-templated macroporous polymers, have been 
commonly fabricated via solidification of the continuous phase and removal of the 
dispersed phase of high internal phase emulsions (HIPEs), in which the dispersed internal 
phase can be over 74 % by volume.[1-3] PolyHIPEs have attracted considerable attention 
due to their widespread applications in absorption,[4-6] adsorption,[7-11] tissue 




polyHIPEs are produced only when monomers and crosslinking comonomers act as or 
present in the external continuous phase of HIPEs. A series of polymerization strategies, 
including free radical polymerization (FRP), controlled/living radical polymerization 
(CRP), ring-opening polymerization (ROP), and step-growth polymerization (SGP), have 
been employed in polyHIPEs synthesizing.[1] 
During the past years, some physical crosslinking (physical gelation) strategies, 
including van der Waals' forces,[12, 17-19] hydrogen bond,[20-23] coordinate bond,[24, 
25] and ionic bond,[26-28] have also been employed to solidify the continuous phase of 
HIPEs. Although these physical linkages are relatively weaker compared with chemical 
crosslinked networks, resulting crushing and/or shrinking in the emulsion-templated 
structures of the as-obtained porous polymers, the physical linkages are responsive to the 
environment, like temperature, pH value and ionic strength, which are widely applied in 
the preparation of stimuli-responsive polyHIPEs. 
Some polymeric organogelators, including syndiotactic polystyrene (sPS), isotactic 
polystyrene (iPS), and syndiotactic poly(methyl methacrylate) (sPMMA), can form 
various conformations in solvents and their helical conformations usually act as 
crosslinking points in their gelation process.[29] The polymer solution would separate 
into two phases, a polymer-rich phase and a polymer-lean phase, during the gelation 
process, resulting as porous scaffolds with nanofibrous three-dimensional network after 
removing the solvent. Particularly, there are isolated cavities, which contain guest 
molecules, between sPS polymer chains within TTGG helical conformations.[30] It 
means that hierarchical porous sPS aerogels, micropores of diameter (d) < 2 nm within 
the crystalline phases and meso/macropores among the nanofibrous polymer strands, 
would be fabricated with removal of all solvent and guest molecules.[31] Besides these 




employed to introduce more hierarchical porous structures. Ma, P. X. and colleagues 
introduced a series of porogens, including sugar and salt particles,[32] paraffin 
spheres,[33] and gelatin spheres,[34] into poly(ι-lactic acid) (PLLA) organogels to 
prepare nanofibrous scaffolds with interconnected spherical macropores. However, these 
solid-state porogens were hardly removed, which have negative influences on the final 
performance of aerogels. If these porogens are liquid, the removal of residual porogens 
would be much more efficient. Most recently, emulsion-templating has been reported in 
the preparation of sPS aerogels.[35] Two typical HIPEs emulsifiers, span 80 and F127, 
have been introduced to this system, respectively. However, the emulsions were not stable 
enough in which dispersed phase was only 50 vol % at maximums, and the pore size 
dispersion of emulsion-templated macropores were very wide. 
Herein, we firstly prepared sPS HIPEs and aerogels which are crosslinked by sPS 
helical conformations from sulfonated atactic polystyrene (SaPS) stabilized glycerol-in-
1,2,4 trichlorobenzene nonaqueous HIPEs (Scheme 5.1). As expected, the as-obtained 
aerogels exhibited three-level pores, emulsion-templated macropores, amorphous 
meso/macropores among nanofibrous sPS networks, and the intrinsic nanopores in sPS 
crystalline phases. These emulsion-templated sPS areogels exhibited relatively high 
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface areas (compared to typical polyHIPEs), up to 325 
m2·g-1. The adsorption performances of as-obtained sPS aerogels for two representative 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs), aromatic (toluene) and chlorinated compounds 





Scheme 5.1 Schematic representation of (a) the procedures adopted for the preparation 
of sPS-X-80 aerogels (HIPEs were casted into irregular shape); and (b) the hierarchical 
porosities, including emulsion-templated macropores, amorphous meso/macropores and 
crystalline micropores, within sPS-X-80 aerogels. 
 
5.3 Experimental section 
5.3.1 Materials 
Syndiotactic polystyrene (sPS, Mw ~ 241,000) was kindly supplied by Idemitsu 
Kosan Co., Ltd. (Japan), with very high tacticity (greater than 95 %) from the supplier-
furnished data. Atactic polystyrene (aPS, Mw ~ 192,000) was purchased from Sigma-






5.3.2 Sulfonation of atactic polystyrene 
Sulfonated atactic polystyrene (SaPS) was prepared from aPS according to a 
conventional method.[36] The sulfonation degree of SaPS was determined by titration to 
be 7.5 mol %. 
 
5.3.3 Fabrication of non-aqueous HIPEs templated aerogel 
According the highly efficient emulsification of SaPS in our previous work,[37-39] 
SaPS stabilized glycerol-in-1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB) non-aqueous HIPEs were 
employed as the emulsion templating. Moreover, the continuous TCB phase would be 
dissolved with different amounts of syndiotactic polystyrene (sPS). These sPS could form 
three-dimensional networks in TCB due to their helical conformation and crystallinity 
which acted as crosslinking points.[29] Hence, hierarchical aerogels, containing 
emulsion-templated micron pores and sPS-derived nanoscale pores, would be obtained 
after removal of glycerol droplets and TCB solvent. 
In the following, sPS aerogel have been abbreviated sPS-X-80 where X was defined 
as weight ratio of sPS to continuous phase; 80 showed the volume fraction of dispersed 
glycerol phase which was fixed at 80 vol % in this study. And the concentration of SaPS 
was fixed at 2 w/v % in TCB for all samples. The recipes were shown in Table 5.1. As a 
typical sample, preparation of sPS-10-80, which contains 10 w/v % sPS in the continuous 
TCB phase and 80 vol % glycerol to all volume, was described in detail. Firstly, the sPS 
was dissolved in TCB at 140 °C at a solid concentration of 10 w/v %. After the 
temperature has been reduced to 120 °C and the solution has been bubbled with nitrogen 
for 30 min, 2 w/v % SaPS was added into the solution. To make sure sPS and SaPS were 
thoroughly blended, the solution was continuously stirred for 12 h under nitrogen. 




120 °C and the solution was bubbled with nitrogen at least 30 min. Then, the hot glycerol 
solution was carefully dropped into the TCB solution under mechanical stirring at 1200 
rpm. Until the volume ratio of glycerol reached to 80 vol %, a glycerol-in-TCB HIPE was 
formed. And the HIPE was stirred for another 15 min at 1200 rpm to make it homogenized. 
The as-obtained HIPEs were named as sPS-X-80-HIPE. Then the sPS-8-80-HIPE was 
casted into molds. The HIPE was gelated by cooling to room temperature and standing 
overnight. The resultant organogels were extracted with boiling acetone at least 12 h, then 
solvent exchanged with water. Freeze-drying was applied to remove the water, and then 
the obtained aerogel was vacuum dried at 80 °C until mass conservation. 
Moreover, corresponding sPS aerogel with the same constitution but without 
dispersed glycerol phase were also prepared as references, and noted as Bulk-X, where X 
was the concentration of sPS to continuous phase. 
 
Table 5.1 Recipes for sPS-X-80. 
 sPS-6-80 sPS-8-80 sPS-10-80 
TCB continuous phase (wt %) 
TCB 22.12 22.05 21.98 
sPS 0.91 1.21 1.51 
SaPS 0.30 0.30 0.30 
Total 23.33 23.57 23.80 
Glycerol dispersed phase (wt %) 
Glycerol 76.06 75.83 75.60 
NaCl 0.61 0.61 0.60 





5.3.4 Characterization of HIPEs 
The glycerol droplets size in sPS-X-80-HIPEs was measured before gelation at 
120 °C by an Olympus DP71 optical microscope which was equipped with Linkam hot-
stage. The average droplet size (dd) was obtained from the analysis of the optical images 
using the ImageJ software. In each case, more than 200 droplets were considered. 
 
5.3.5 Characterization of aerogels 
Thermal stability. A TA Q50 thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was employed to 
determine the thermal stability of the aerogels in the temperature range from 30 °C to 
800 °C with an increase of 10 °C·min-1 under nitrogen. 
Crystallinity. Crystallization behavior and crystallinity of the aerogels were studied 
using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC, TA Q200). Dried aerogels with controlled 
thermal history were analyzed. The first DSC scan was recorded at heating rate 
20 °C·min-1. The enthalpy of melting endotherms (ΔHm) was integrated to calculate the 




× 100 %            (1) 
where xsPS is the mass fraction of sPS in as-obtained aerogels. 
Crystal form. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR, Bruker Vertex 70) and 
X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD, PANalytical X'Pert Powder) were applied to analyze 
the crystal forms of the aerogels. FTIR was obtained at a resolution of 4.0 cm-1 under 
transmission mode to verify crystal form of aerogels. 32 scans were signal averaged to 
reduce the noise. XRD experiments were performed with an X-rays wavelength of 1.54 
Å (Cu Kα). Samples were scanned from 5° to 35° 2θ at a 2θ scan step of 0.013° and 600 




Contact angle. A Contact Angle Meter (KSV Model CAM 101) equipped with a 
tilting base and automated dispensing system was applied to measure the contact angle of 
aerogels. In the static sessile drop method, a 3 μL drop of liquid was placed on the sample 
surface, and the image was captured. Five measurements were taken for each specimen 
to obtain reproducible data. 
Aerogel Morphology and Macrovoid Size Distribution. The morphology of the 
aerogel foams was studied using a scanning electron microscope (Zeiss Supra 55VP). The 
aerogel foams were fractured with liquid nitrogen, and a representative piece was 
mounted on an aluminum stub using carbon tape, followed by sputter coating with gold 
(Leica ACE600). The macrovoid size distribution was obtained from analysis of SEM 
images using ImageJ software. Typically, more than 150 macrovoids were considered for 
determining the macrovoid size distribution for each specimen, and the arithmetic average 
diameters were multiplied by 2/(31/2) to correct for the statistical nature of the section.[41] 
Porosities. The porosities of the reference aerogels, Bulk-X, (Pr) and the sPS-X-80 
(Pr), as well as the porosities contributed by the void structure within sPS-X-80 (PV), were 
calculated from the densities of the Bulk-X and the sPS-X-80 aerogels by Equations (2), 
(3) and (4). 
𝑃𝑟 = (1 −
𝜌𝑟
𝜌s
) × 100 %         (2) 
𝑃𝑎 = (1 −
𝜌𝑎
𝜌s
) × 100 %         (3) 
𝑃𝑉 = (1 −
𝜌𝑎
𝜌𝑟
) × 100 %         (4) 
where, ρr, ρa and ρs are the densities of the dry reference Bulk-X aerogels, the sPS-X-80 
aerogels, and the polymer skeleton, respectively. The skeletal densities were calculated 




BET Surface Area. The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area of the aerogels 
was obtained from N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms at 77 K using a Quantachrome 
Autosorb. 
Mechanical Property. The compressive stress-strain curves of the sPS-X-80 aerogels 
were measured using a universal testing machine (Instron 30 kN) equipped with a 100 N 
load cell at compression mode. The sPS-X-80 aerogels were cut into cubes (~ 10 × 10 × 
10 mm3), and they were compressed to 80 % of their original heights at a speed of 1 
mm·min-1. The compressive modulus, E, was calculated from the slope of the stress-strain 
curves within the elastic deformation region. 
 
5.3.6 Removal of VOC pollutants 
VOC pollutants (chloroform and toluene) adsorption test was referred to reported 
methods and carried with an electronic balance which equips with glass wind screen.[7, 
8] Before the test, four culture dishes with a diameter of 50 mm and height of 10 mm, of 
which each contains 20 mL of the solvent under test, were put in the four corners and left 
overnight to make sure the VOC full in the glass wind screen. A suitable monolith (~ 10 
× 10 × 10 mm3) was put on a wire netting, which was on the top of a 100 mm stanchion. 
It is believed that in this way the sample could be sufficiently surrounded by the VOC, 
and the weight increase of the sample under test could be monitored in situ and on time. 




 × 1000            (5) 
Where 𝑓m(𝑡) is the adsorption capacity (mg/g), mt is the weight of the monolith after 
adsorption (g), m0 is the initial weight of the monolith (g). 








            (6) 
where 𝑁m(𝑡) is the normalized adsorption capacity, 𝑓m(∞) is the equilibrium adsorption. 
The reusability of sPS-X-80 aerogels in VOCs pollutants removal was carried out by 
simple vacuum drying of a used aerogel, then reusing it for VOCs pollutants removal 
again. The recovery rate was calculated as 
𝑚𝑟𝑒−𝑚0
𝑚𝑒−𝑚0
× 100%, where mre is the weight of 
aerogel after the reusing for VOCs pollutants removal, me is the weight of aerogel after 
first removing of VOCs pollutants, m0 represents the initial weight of aerogels. 
 
5.4 Results and discussion 
5.4.1 Formation of glycerol-in-TCB nonaqueous HIPEs 
 
Figure 5.1 Optical micrograph of (a) sPS-6-80-HIPE, (b) sPS-8-80-HIPE and (c) sPS-
10-80-HIPE. 
 
The preparation of sPS-X-80 aerogels started with the dissolution of sPS granules 
and SaPS powders in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB). Then glycerol was slowly dropped 
into the TCB solution under mechanical stirring at 120 °C until homogeneous and stable 
HIPE formation. The morphologies of the sPS-X-80-HIPE was shown in Figure 5.1. 
Stable glycerol droplets were well dispersed in TCB phase filling-in the viewport of 
HIPEs. These polyhedral and polydispersed shapes are of typical shapes of dispersed 
phase within HIPEs.[42] The size of dispersed droplets was decreasing with the increase 




and 4.85 μm (Table 5.2), and its stability was very good in which no phase inversion was 
observed after being stored at room temperature for one month. This phenomenon might 
be the result the viscosity of TCB phase would be increasing with the increase of sPS 
concentration, and the increased viscosity of continuous phase could prevent the 
incorporation of the dispersed phase,[43] resulting with smaller dispersed droplet sizes. 
These HIPEs had superior flowability and long linear viscoelastic regime.[37] And they 
have been confirmed to cast into molds with various shapes from regular to irregular, for 
example, the HIPEs was casted into Robot shape. 
 
5.4.2 Preparation of sPS-X-80 aerogels within nonaqueous HIPEs 
Scheme 5.1 depicted the schematic representation of the procedures adopted for the 
preparation of sPS-X-80 aerogels. TCB which is isomorphous to the toluene was chosen 
as the solvent for sPS, since TCB has a high boiling temperature (221 °C) and is 
commonly transformed on heating between 120 and 150°C to another crystalline phase 
free from the guests, in which the polymer chains retain the helical structure.[44, 45] It 
had been generalized that the compounds could employed as solvent for sPS gels 
producing only when their molecular volume is in the range from 69 and 153 Å3 and the 
Fedors' solubility parameter value is between 8.8 and 12.3 (cal·cm-3)1/2.[46] In this work, 
the sPS to TCB concentrations were adjusted to 6 wt/v %, 8 wt/v % and 10 wt/v % to 









 sPS-6-80 sPS-8-80 sPS-10-80 
dd (μm) 4.85 4.41 3.96 
dv (μm) 4.05 3.89 3.60 
dw (μm) 0.993 0.934 0.903 
df (nm) 24.5 24.2 24.6 
ρ
a
 (g·cm-3) 0.0193 0.0220 0.0268 
ρ
r
 (g·cm-3) 0.084 0.101 0.126 
ρ
s
 (g·cm-3) 1.00 1.01 1.02 
Pr (%) 91.6 90.0 87.6 
Pa (%) 98.1 97.8 97.3 
Pv (%) 77.4 78.2 78.6 
Xc-sPS (%) 34.4 28.8 35.1 
σ70 (kPa) 60.6 94.6 183 
E (kPa) 118 324 539 
SBET-r (m
2·g-1) 248 227 201 
SBET-a (m
2·g-1) 325 295 273 
SBET based on the amount of N2 adsorbed at pressures 0.05 < P/P0 < 0.3. 
 
Moreover, with as low as 0.2 wt/v % concentration in continuous oil phase, this 
slightly sulfonated SaPS have been confirmed as high-efficiency surfactant for water-in-
oil HIPEs in our previous work.[37-39] The water phase could be replaced with 
glycerol,[38] and the oil phases could be toluene or phenylated monomer (styrene).[37, 




SaPS was dissolved in the continuous TCB phase. As shown in the schematic 
representation, the glycerol was slowly dropped into the sPS solution under vigorous 
stirring to produce HIPEs. After standing of the abovementioned irregular HIPEs (Robot 
shape) overnight, appreciably stable gels would be formed and easily demolded without 
breaking. Ultralight aerogels with Robot shape would be obtained after extraction with 
boiling acetone, following solvent exchanging with water, then freeze-drying. Manifestly, 
due to the physical cross-linkage of these aerogels, they exhibited high reproducibility 
via dissolving them in TCB and repeating the preparation. 
The sPS-X-80 aerogels possessed the lowest apparent density for about 0.0193 g·cm-
3 (sPS-6-80, listed in Table 5.2) when compared with those reported polyHIPEs so far. 
Their extra low densities were the result of their high porosities (98.1 % for sPS-6-80) 
which were contributed by emulsion-templated macroporosity, by amorphous 
meso/macroporosity of sPS aerogels, and by crystalline microporosity of sPS aerogels 
(shown in Scheme 5.1b). 
 
5.4.3 sPS-X-80 aerogels with physical crosslinkage  
As the sPS-based aerogels were crosslinked with helical conformation in the form 
of γ- and δ-crystalline phase,[31] hence, the crystallization behaviors were discussed 
firstly. The TGA curves of SaPS, sPS and sPS-X-80 were shown in Figure 5.2 to check if 
all the solvents have been removed or not during the preparation. There was no weight 
loss before 300 °C, meaning these aerogels have been totally dried. And one thermal 
degradation step was observed for all samples in the range from 300 °C to 450 °C. The 
SaPS exhibited higher thermal stability with the initial thermal degradation temperature 




thermal degradation of sPS-X-80 basically conformed to the changes of SaPS contents in 
the sPS-X-80. 
 
Figure 5.2 TGA curves of SaPS, sPS and sPS-X-80. 
 
 






The first heating and cooling DSC thermograms of SaPS, sPS and the sPS-X-80 were 
shown in Figure 5.3, their calculated thermal parameters were listed in Table 5.3. Several 
different sPS crystal forms, including γ- and δ-form which were in the s(2/1)2 helical 
conformation, have been reported, and δ-crystal could transform into γ-form in the 
temperature range 110 ~ 130 °C.[47] From the heating thermograms (Figure 5.3a), all 
sPS-X-80 exhibited complex thermal behaviors in the range from 100 to 150 °C; well 
defined specific heat variations for the glass transition of sPS located at nearly 100 °C; 
immediately following with a small exothermic peak nearly centered at nearly 125 °C, 
corresponding to a recrystallization of the emptied δ-form into γ-form; then γ→α crystal 
transition occurred in the temperature range between 180 and 220 °C. These 
transformations became more obvious, since the sPS contents were increasing with the X 
increasing from 6 to 10. 
 















SaPS 107.9  -- -- -- -- -- 
sPS 102.8  280.9 -32.2 232.4 28.1 39.0 
sPS-6-80 102.7 104.0 275.9 -28.4 236.1 20.9 34.4 
sPS-8-80 102.3 103.8 275.2 -28.8 233.0 19.8 34.9 
sPS-10-80 102.1 103.6 275.3 -29.0 235.3 20.2 35.1 
 
 
The DSC thermograms of pure SaPS and sPS were also provided in Figure 5.3, that 




SaPS chains.[48] As mentioned above, all aerogels exhibited a single Tg, showing a 










                  (7) 
where ωi and Tg-i are the weight fraction and Tg of component i (SaPS and sPS). The 
calculated Tg-cal could well be in line with the measured Tg, decreasing with the sPS 
content increase. 
The melting temperature of aerogels, Tm, slightly decreased with SaPS content as 
listed in Table 5.3. In general, the melting temperature of a crystalline polymer is affected 
by thermodynamic factors as well as morphological parameters, e.g., lamellar thickness, 
lc. On the basis of the Gibbs-Thomson equation, melting temperature is related to lc and 
T′m equation image as follows: 
𝑇m = 𝑇′m (1 −
2𝜎e
Δ𝐻f𝑙c
)                                         (8) 
where σe is the fold surface energy of the crystallites. Compared to those of neat sPS, ΔHf 
and σe are assumed to be unchanged in the blends since interlamellar segregation is 
excluded on the basis of morphological investigations. The lc would be reduced when the 
weight fraction of sPS decreased in a sPS-based blend.[50] Hence, the Tm would be 
increasing with the increasing of sPS content. To faithfully reveal the effect of SaPS on 
the sPS-X-80 crystallizability, the melting enthalpies, ΔHm, and crystallization enthalpies, 
ΔHc, were calcuated and normalized with the weight fraction of sPS. Both ΔHm and ΔHc 
were slightly increasing with the increasing of sPS content, while reported aPS/sPS 
blends showed invariable enthalpies.[50, 51] This difference should be the result of ionic 





Figure 5.4 (a) XRD profiles of SaPS, sPS and the sPS-X-80 and (b) FTIR spectra 
(1400~880 cm-1) of SaPS, sPS and the sPS-X-80 (X = 6, 8, 10, top-down). 
 
Table 5.4 Bragg angles 2θ (CuKa) and relative intensities 
a of the reflections observed in 
the X-ray powder diffraction spectra of sPS-X-80 and reported empty δ-form sPS. 
sPS sPS-6-80 sPS-8-80 sPS-10-80 Empty δ-form[47] γ-form[47] 
    8.4° s 9.2° s 
9.6° w 9.9° s 9.9° s 9.7° s 10.5° vw 10.3° m 
14.4° m 14.1° w 14.6° m 14.3° m 13.6° m 13.9° vw 
15.5° s 16.0° s 16.1° s 15.9° s  15,9° s 
    17.0° s  
19.7° s 19.5° s 20.1° s 20.1° s 20.6° s 19.8° s 
22.4° m 23.1° m 23.1° m 23.1° m 23.4° m  
27.8° vw 27.8° w 27.9° w 28.1° w 28.0° w 28.0° w 





The X-ray diffraction patterns of sPS-X-80 were reported in Figure 5.4a and their 
Bragg angles 2θ and relative intensities of the reflections were exhibited with reported 
data in Table 5.4. There was only a single peak in the low 2θ (CuKa) region, while two 
peaks would be exhibited in this region for most reported works. This phenomenon might 
because of the formation of mesomorphic phase during the vacuum drying at 80 °C. 
Although the transformation of emptied δ-form to γ-form would occur in 110 ~ 130 °C, 
it was worth noting that the transformation would happen at lower annealing temperature 
for longer time.[47] And the mobility of the sPS chains have been improved with the 
SaPS added, resulting this transformation more obvious. The following Bragg angles 2θ 
confirmed the existence of these mesomorphic forms, for example, sPS-X-80 presented a 
reflection at 2θ = 16° which was the typical reflection of γ-form, while there was also a 
reflection at 2θ = 23° which could only be found in emptied δ-form. 
Furthermore, FTIR spectra (800 ~ 1400 cm-1) were also has provided in Figure 5.4b. 
Firstly, the existence of SaPS in as-obtained sPS-X-80 aerogels could be confirmed with 
the two characteristic peaks of sulfonated aromatic rings at 1126 cm-1, which is the in-
plane vibrations of disubstituted aromatic rings, and 1006 cm-1 where the aromatic ring 
substituted with a sulfonic acid group occurs in-plane bending deformation.[52] Then, 
the different polymorphic forms for sPS could also be distinguished with FTIR 
spectroscopy.[53] For instance, there are significant differences between planar zigzag 
chains (α- and β-form) and s(2/1)2 helical chains (γ- and δ-form) in the absorption spectra. 
The planar zigzag chains exhibited the characteristic peaks at 1349, 1224, and 537 cm-1, 
while the characteristic bands of s(2/1)2 helical chains were at 943, 934, 572, and 502 
cm-1.[53] The FTIR spectra of sPS-X-80 aerogels were similar to each other, and 






5.4.4 Micrographs of the as-prepared sPS-X-80 aerogels 
 
Figure 5.5 SEM micrographs of the aerogels a) and d) sPS-6-80; b) and e) sPS-8-80; c) 
and f) sPS-10-80; g) Bulk-6; h) Bulk-8; and i) Bulk-10. 
 
Morphologies of the sPS-X-80 aerogels and the reference Bulk-X aerogels and were 
observed with a SEM (shown in Figure 5.5). All the sPS-X-80 aerogels exhibited 
emulsion-templated and highly interconnected macroporous structures (Figure 5.5a~c). 
Average void diameters ranged from 3.60 to 4.05 μm (Table 5.2), with emulsion-




decreased with the increase of sPS concentration in TCB phase, and the void sizes would 
be slightly smaller than the droplet sizes of the primary sPS-X-80-HIPE. This decrease in 
void sizes was the result of sPS scaffold shrinking, the shrinkage of these sPS-X-80 
aerogels could be estimated with the equation: 
% Shrinkage (%𝐷) = (1 −
𝑑v
𝑑𝑑
) × 100%      (9) 
where dv and dd were the diameters of sPS-X-80 voids and sPS-X-80-HIPE droplets. The 
sPS-6-80 exhibited the highest shrinkage of 16.5 %, while the shrinkage of sPS-10-80 
was about 9.1 %. The shrinkage was slightly higher than conventional sPS aerogels whose 
shrinkages was 7 ~ 8 %.[54] The additional shrinkage was from the shrinkage of the 
polyHIPEs scaffold due to density difference between the sPS and the precursor sPS 
solution and the rupture of the sPS scaffold during the dispersed phase extraction 
process.[55] These emulsion-templated voids were highly interconnected with open 
windows which average diameters (dw) were around 1μm and decreasing with the sPS 
content increase. 
 
Figure 5.6 Emulsion-templated void diameter distributions of sPS-X-80 (determined 





The magnified micrographs of sPS-X-80 aerogels were shown in Figure 5.5d~f. And 
the SEM micrographs of reference Bulk-X aerogels were afforded in the same 
magnification as well (Figure 5.5g~i). In this magnification, nano-fibrous structure was 
observed on the emulsion-templated pore walls with fiber diameters (df) around 24 nm 
(Table 5.2), and the fiber diameters exhibited little change statistically with the 
concentration of the sPS, which was similar as the reported nano-fibrous aerogels.[33, 34] 
And this fibrous network is typical feature for sPS gels that are generated though the 
formation of the “polymer-solvent compound” which prevents chain folding.[53] With 
the temperature cooling down, phase separation would be took place in the TCB solution, 
resulting in a polymer-rich phase and a polymer-lean phase. However, the fiber diameters 
of Bulk-X aerogels would be almost ten nanometers larger than the corresponding sPS-
X-80 aerogels. Bulk-X aerogels exhibit much higher polymer concentration to the whole 
volume (about 5 times) than sPS-X-80 aerogels, hence, many sPS fibers would be bound 
together resulting in lager average fiber diameters.[34] The fiber diameter distributions 
of sPS-X-80 and Bulk-X aerogels were show in Figure 5.7 and 5.8, respectively.  
 
Figure 5.7 Fibrous diameter distributions of sPS-X-80 (determined from SEM 






Figure 5.8 Fibrous diameter distributions of Bulk-X (determined from SEM micrographs): 
(a) Bulk-6, (b) Bulk-8 and (c) Bulk-10. 
 
5.4.5 Specific surface area of the as-prepared sPS-X-80 aerogels 
 
Figure 5.9 a) Nitrogen absorption–desorption isotherms of the sPS-X-80 aerogels; b) 
mesoscopic and microscopic pore sizes distribution obtained through the differential 
functional theory (DFT). 
 
The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area (SBET) of sPS-X-80 aerogels were 
determined from the nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms (shown in Figure 5.9a). N2 




Figure 5.10a as references. The adsorption curves for all samples exhibited typical Type 
II and Type IV adsorptions, which mean the wide porosity dispersion from macropores 
to mesopores and micropores.[56] Generally, N2 adsorption curves rose rapidly in the 
initial region (P/P0 < 0.05) where associated with micropores filling. The following slope 
region which was in the range from P/P0 ≈ 0.05 to near P/P0 = 0.8 indicated multilayer 
adsorption on external surfaces including mesopores and macropores.[57] A week 
hysteresis loop was observed in these N2 adsorption curves reflected capillary 
condensation of N2 in mesopores. These hysteresis loops belonged to the Type H3 loop 
which indicated to the slit-shaped pores.[56] The hysteresis loop of the sPS-6-80 was 
more remarkable than that of the sPS-10-80, confirming that less slit-shaped mesopores 
were observed with the increasing of sPS content (Figure 5.5d ~ f). These hysteresis loops 
were only be observed at higher pressure (P/P0 > 0.8) for Bulk-X aerogels (Figure 5.10a). 
The specific surface areas of both sPS-X-80 and Bulk-X aerogels were summarized with 
BET method in Table 5.2. As discussed above, the sPS crystalline structure has been 
determined as δ-form even some mesomorphic phase formatting when vacuum drying of 
these aerogels at 80 °C. And it has been confirmed in reported work that the N2 adsorption 
within δ-form sPS was the inclusion of guest molecule into the nanocavities of the δ-
crystalline phase.[58] There was an increase of N2 uptakes when increasing the aerogel 
porosity, due to the additional adsorption in amorphous pores.[59] Here, the specific 
surface areas of sPS-X-80 aerogels (SBET-a) were much larger than that of the 
corresponding Bulk-X aerogels (SBET-r), since their porosities have been greatly increased 
with the using of dispersed glycerol. And both SBET-a and SBET-r would be decreased with 
the increasing of sPS concentration. There were two opposite parameters, aerogel 
porosity and sPS content, to affect the result SBET of these aerogels. For example, the 




increased from 6 to 10 wt/v %. However, the ratio of sPS to SaPS would be increased at 
same time, resulting an increasing amount of empty δ-crystalline phase nanocavities 
(presented as the sPS crystallinity, Xc-sPS, in Table 5.3). The increased nanocavities would 
exhibit as a higher SBET. Obviously, the increasing of aerogel porosity would be the major 
influencing factor compared with sPS content in this case, since the SBET-a decreased to 
273 m2·g-1 for sPS-10-80 from 325 m2·g-1for sPS-6-80. 
 
Figure 5.10 a) Nitrogen absorption–desorption isotherms of the Bulk-X; b) mesoscopic 
and microscopic pore sizes distribution obtained through the differential functional theory 
(DFT). 
 
Furthermore, pore sizes distributions of sPS-X-80 and Bulk-X aerogels which were 
obtained from the density functional theory (DFT) method have been expressed in Figure 
5.9b and 5.10b, respectively. It was interesting that sPS-X-80 aerogels were depicting a 
multiple pore sizes distribution but two strong peaks which centered on 23 Å and 36 Å. 
These pores were a slightly larger than that of Bulk-X aerogels which centered on 15 Å 
and 32 Å, respectively, indicating that the emulsion-templated marcopores could also 
affect the intrinsic nanopores and mesopores of sPS aerogels. And there was a side peak 




residual mesoporosity which could move to lower half pore width with the increasing of 
sPS content in mesopores region. 
 
5.4.6 Surface properties of the as-prepared sPS-X-80 aerogels 
The surface properties of sPS-X-80 aerogels would been influenced by chemical 
composition and surface roughness.[57] Firstly, the influence of chemical composition 
was determined by measuring their water contact angle (WCA) on the compressed sPS-
X-80 aerogels (shown in Figure 5.11a). Smooth solid discs were obtained under the 
pressure of 1500 Psi for 30 min to remove the pores, and their densities were around 1 
g·cm-3 (listed in Table 5.2) which were thought as the skeletal densities of sPS-X-80 
aerogels. The WCAs increased substantially with the increase of sPS concentration, and 
at higher sPS content, the WCA would be quite close to that of sPS (Figure 5.11b). The 
tendency reflected the change of sPS-X-80 polarity, that the polarity would be decreasing 
with the decrease of the ionomer, SaPS, content. Furthermore, the effects of surface 
roughness or porosity would be dominant on the surface properties, since a large amount 
of air, which is superhydrophobic, is filled in the pores. The WCAs of bulk samples whose 
porosities were in the range from 87.6 % to 91.6 % were shown in Figure 5.11c. It was 
interesting that the WCA would be increasing with the increase of sPS concentration, 
while the porosity was decreasing at the same time. The WCA of pure low porosity sPS 
aerogel would be slightly smaller than that of pure high porosity sPS aerogel in reported 
work.[60] Here, there were synergistic effects on the surface properties of Bulk-X 
aerogels. The increasing of sPS content would increase its hydrophobicity, while the 
porosity was decreasing at the same time, resulting in lower WCA. The effect of chemical 





Figure 5.11 (a) WCAs of compressed sPS-X-80 at 1500 Psi for 30 min: (i) sPS-6-80, (ii) 
sPS-8-80, and (iii) sPS-10-80; (b) WCAs of compressed (i) SaPS and (ii) sPS at 1500 Psi 
for 30 min; (c) WCAs of Bulk-X: (i) Bulk-6, (ii) Bulk-8, and (iii) Bulk-10; (d) water 
repellency on the surface of sPS-8-80; (e) WCAs of sPS-X-80: (i) sPS-6-80, (ii) sPS-8-
80, and (iii) sPS-10-80; (f) the slip angle (SA) of water on the surface of sPS-8-80 (< 5°). 
 
The surface of sPS-X-80 aerogels were superhydrophobic, since it was hard to place 
a drop of water on the sPS-8-80 surface during the WCA measurements (Figure 5.11d). 
Although the water droplet was stretched due to the adhesive force between the water 
droplet and sPS-8-80 surface when the microsyringe was withdrawn, it would adhere on 
the needle and lift with sPS-8-80 surface. Fortunately, the existence of these adhesive 




touch the water droplet, then hauling down. The measured WCAs were shown in Figure 
5.11e. And the WCAs for sPS-6-80, sPS-8-80 and sPS-10-80 were 152.3°, 155.3° and 
156.1°, respectively. The huge increasing in WCAs were the result of the higher porosity 
and smaller nanofibrous diameter,[61] when sPS-X-80 aerogels were compared with the 
corresponding bulk samples. Similarly, the chemical composition would be the 
predominant influence during the parallel comparison of these sPS-X-80 aerogels. 
Interestingly, the water droplet could slip off from the surface fast by tilting the sPS-8-80 
with lower than 5° (Figure 5.11f), meaning the adhesive force was too weak to adhere the 
water droplet on the sPS-X-80 aerogels surface. To sum up, the high porosity made a 
remarkable difference in the superhydrophobic properties of sPS-X-80 aerogels, in 
addition, the contribution of aerogel compositions was hardly neglected. 
 
5.4.7 Mechanical properties of the as-prepared sPS-X-80 aerogels 
Compressive stress-strain curves for the sPS-X-80 aerogels presented in Figure 5.12, 
exhibiting with typical foam stress-strain curves: a linear region at low strains, followed 
a stress plateau region and ending with a rapid increase in stress at densification or 
crushing region.[42] These sPS-X-80 aerogels experienced non-reversible buckling at low 
stress and turned into dense solids even semitransparent discs at large compressive load. 
The Young’s moduli (E) and the stress at 70 % strain (σ70) increased with the increase of 
sPS content (Table 5.2). Normally, the mechanical properties of polyHIPEs and/or foams 
were determined by the density and the pore wall materials.[62] The density of sPS-X-80 
aerogels was increased with sPS content increasing, meaning less volumetric replacement 
of polymer matrix with air, hence, their mechanical properties would be improved. 
Moreover, the degree of physical crosslinkage (shown as the Xc-sPS in Table 5.3) was 





Figure 5.12 Compressive properties of the sPS-X-80. 
 
5.4.8 Airborne VOCs adsorption of the as-prepared sPS-X-80 aerogels 
 
Figure 5.13 (a) Toluene and chloroform vapor absorption capacities of the sPS-X-80 and 




for sPS-10-80; (c) repeated chloroform adsorption for sPS-10-80; and (d) normalized 
VOCs adsorption for the sPS-10-80 and Bulk-10. 
 
For a general understanding of the application of these hierarchical porous, 
nanofibrous sPS-X-80 aerogels in VOCs absorption, an aromatic (toluene), and a 
chlorinated compound (chloroform) was picked out as examples. The airborne VOCs 
absorption tests were conducted at room temperature and the results are exhibited in 
Figure 5.13a. The vapor capacities for toluene and chloroform were both increasing with 
the sPS content increase. Both crystalline and amorphous phases sPS fibers could achieve 
the VOCs adsorption.[63] The crystalline phases, especially empty δ-crystalline phase, 
would be the major factor in VOCs absorption through the clathration of nanocavities.[64] 
Amorphous sPS samples could translate into δ-form crystalline which is the clathrate with 
solvent compounds after suitable vapor adsorption.[65] And the amount of sPS and its 
crystalline degree would be increased with sPS content increasing (listed in Table 5.3), 
resulting as the toluene and chloroform adsorption of sPS-10-80 reached nearly 1050 
mg·g-1 and over 1170 mg·g-1, respectively. The VOCs absorption for Bulk-X aerogels 
were much lower than these for sPS-X-80 aerogels. As reported in previous work, the 
thinner sPS fibers would exhibit a higher VOCs adsorption compared with the thicker 
fibers.[63] Furthermore, the higher porosity of sPS-X-80 aerogels would make them more 
efficient when monolith samples (~ 10 × 10 × 10 mm3) were employed in the adsorption 
tests. It was interesting that chloroform absorption for both sPS-X-80 and Bulk-X aerogels 
would be slightly higher than the corresponding toluene absorption, however, the 
chloroform mole absorptions were only about 90 % of toluene absorption. This might 
because of the stronger ability of toluene to transform amorphous sPS chains into TTGG 




30 % more of this transformation when δ-form sPS was exposed to toluene vapor 
compared with chloroform vapor.[65] Furthermore, the as-obtained sPS-X-80 aerogels 
could be reusable via simply vacuum drying at 80 °C overnight with a typical result 
showing in Figure 5.13b and 5.13c. The shape of sPS-10-80 could be almost maintained 
after 5 adsorption-vacuum drying cycles, both toluene and chloroform adsorption were 
recovered with a high rate over 90 %. 
The adsorption capacity of some typical porous monolith to either toluene or 
chloroform has been listed in Table 5.5 for comparison. The sPS-X-80 aerogels exhibited 
much higher VOCs adsorption compared with some typical porous materials, such as 
metal-organic framework (MOF),[66] chalcogenide aerogel,[67] activated carbon fiber 
monoliths (ACFMs),[68] calixarene-based organic zeolite,[69] and so on. And the high-
efficiency of sPS-X-80 aerogels has been confirmed in the comparison with Bulk-X 
aerogels as well as reported polystyrene-based adsorbents.[64, 70] Some adsorbents 
exhibited considerable VOCs adsorption, however, a long and consumptive process 
would be needed during the reusing of these adsorbents. For example, a polyHIPE-base 





Table 5.5 Comparison of the adsorption capacities (mg·g-1) of some typical adsorbents 
to VOCs reported in literatures to the results obtained from present work 





MOF 10 [66] 
SOMS 810 [71] 
SCCA/Zn 830 [72] 
Chalcogenide aerogel 856 [67] 
GNSs 125 [73] 
CNTs 220 [74] 
POFs 1060 [75] 
Conjugated Polycarbazole 1355 [76] 
Porous polymeric monoliths 900 [7] 
sPS Aerogel 1050 This work 
Adsorption 
(chloroform) 
ACFMs 600 [68] 
Electrospun polyurethane fibers 440 [77] 
FCMPS ~ 800 [78] 
Activated carbon 380 [79] 
Hypercross-linked polymers 250 [80] 
Organic Zeolite 280 [69] 
aPS film 12 [70] 
sPS film 65 [70] 
α-form sPS 460 [64] 
β-form sPS 380 [64] 
γ-form sPS 460 [64] 
Emptied δ-form sPS 540 [64] 
sPS Aerogel 1170 This work 
 
Generally, the transportation of low molecular weight molecules in polymer systems 
is governed by two synchronously driving forces.[64] The first one is the random motion 




which the adsorbed weight uptakes would increase linearly with square root of time, could 
describe the contribution of random motion. The second one is a relaxation phenomenon, 
and it would be named as “Case II”, penetrant uptake increases linearly with time, when 
the polymer relaxation is the only driving force for penetrant transport. 
VOCs adsorption kinetics for sPS-10-80 and Bulk-10 (cubes, ~ 10 × 10 × 10 mm3) 
were shown in Figure 5.13d, where was reported the normalized adsorption as a function 
of square root of time divided by cube thickness (1 cm). Hence, these obtained adsorption 
isotherm for these aerogels, which were in the form of cubes, were equal to that of 
adsorbents in the form of powder. These adsorption kinetic curves for sPS-10-80 and 
Bulk-10 were successfully fitted by means of Fick’s model. The constant diffusivities of 
sPS-10-80 were 3.1× 10-5 cm2·s-1 and 4.5× 10-5 cm2·s-1 for toluene adsorption and 
chloroform adsorption, respectively. As expected, the VOCs absorption of Bulk-10 was 
much slower with constant diffusivities equal to 1.4× 10-5 cm2·s-1 and 2.0× 10-5 cm2·s-1 
for toluene and chloroform, respectively, since the porosity and lipophilicity of Bulk-10 
were much lower than that of sPS-10-80.[7] Although toluene absorption capacities of 
both sPS-10-80 and Bulk-10 were higher than the chloroform adsorption capacities, the 
toluene adsorptions were slower compared with the corresponding chloroform 
adsorptions, showing as the smaller constant diffusivities. Firstly, the value of diffusivity 
strongly depended on the experimental VOCs activity level, i.e., it is a function of VOCs 
concentration, that chloroform concentration is higher due to its higher saturated vapor 
pressure and faster evaporation in this experiment condition.[64] As mentioned above, 
the amorphous chains would transform into TTGG helices with adsorption of toluene and 
chloroform, and this ability of toluene is stronger than that of chloroform.[65] Short 
TTGG helices would be formed in several seconds when chloroform was adsorbed in 




helices which proceeded slowly with toluene adsorption. The quite rapid, fairly high and 
muchly reusable VOCs adsorption showed these sPS-X-80 aerogels potential application 
in adsorption and removal of airborne pollutants. 
 
5.5 Conclusion 
Emulsion-templated, hierarchical porous sPS-X-80 aerogels with nanofibrous pore 
walls were successfully fabricated from syndiotactic polystyrene (sPS) within 
nonaqueous HIPEs. These glycerol-in-1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB) nonaqueous HIPEs 
were stabilized with a high-efficiency ionomer, namely sulfonated atactic polystyrene 
(SaPS), which could emulsify the HIPEs even in temperature as high as 120 °C. These 
hierarchical porous, nanofibrous sPS-X-80 aerogels were formed through the gelation of 
sPS, which was physical crosslinked by crystallization, in the continuous TCB phase. The 
physical cross-linkage provided high reproducibility of these sPS-X-80 aerogels, and 
these aerogels were casted as irregular shape which exhibited low size-changing and high 
shape stability even after the purification and drying process. These sPS-X-80 aerogels 
exhibited low densities ranging from 0.0193 to 0.0268 g·cm-3 due to their high porosities 
from 97.3 to 98.1 %. The as-obtained sPS-X-80 aerogels were superhydrophobic with 
water contact angle (WCA) up than 150° and could self-clean excellently. The sPS-X-80 
aerogels exhibited hierarchical porous structures, including emulsion-templated 
macropores with average diameter in the range from 3.60 to 4.05 μm, amorphous 
meso/macropores which were the result of thermally induced phase separation, and the 
intrinsic nanopores of δ-form sPS. Furthermore, these sPS-X-80 aerogels possessed nano-
fibrous pore walls in which the fiber diameter was constant, but the fiber density, porosity, 
emulsion-templated pore size, and pore interconnectivity could be controlled with sPS 




adsorptions in nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms. The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller 
(BET) surface area (SBET) of sPS-X-80 aerogels could be up to 325 m
2·g-1. Preliminary 
measurements proved that these as-obtained sPS-X-80 aerogels was excellent adsorbents 
of toluene and chloroform, which are a classical aromatic volatile organic compound 
(VOC) and a typical halogenous VOC, respectively. The saturated adsorption capacities 
of the aerogels could reach to nearly 1050 mg·g-1 and over 1170 mg·g-1 (sample sPS-10-
80) for toluene and chloroform, respectively. To be compared with other reported 
adsorbents, these sPS-X-80 aerogels exhibited either significantly higher VOC adsorption 
capacities, or easier re-generation process with direct vacuum drying. The absorption 
kinetics of sPS-X-80 aerogels was also investigated. It is believed that these easily 
fabricated aerogels with high reproducibility represent an authentic progress in the high-
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6 Superhydrophobic emulsion-templated syndiotactic 




A series of superhydrophobic, hierarchical porous sPS-X-Y aerogels with 
nanofibrous polymer walls have been fabricated within glycerol-in-1,2,4-
trichlorobenzene nonaqueous high internal phase emulsions (HIPEs), which were 
stabilized with lowly sulfonated syndiotactic polystyrene (SsPS). The as-obtained HIPEs 
revealed excellent stability at high temperature (120 °C). Constitutionally stable, 
irregularly shaped and ultralight sPS-X-Y aerogels would be formed via thermo-reversible 
physical crosslinkage with sPS helical conformations, which would form δ-form crystals 
with crystallinities of about 30 ~ 40 %. The as-prepared sPS-X-Y aerogels exhibited pores 
in three different scales, emulsion templated marcopores at nearly 10 μm with pore throats 
at around 1 μm, macropores (> 50 nm) among the nanofibrous networks, and the intrinsic 
nanopores (< 2 nm) within the crystalline phase. The specific surface area could be up to 
420 m2·g-1, and the Young’s moduli of the sPS-X-Y aerogels varied from 157.7 to 2638.0 
kPa. These sPS-X-Y aerogels also exhibited superhydrophobic surfaces with water contact 
angles (WCAs) greater than 145°. The as-prepared sPS-X-Y aerogels could absorb the 
spilled oil from water surface, from underwater, and even from O/W emulsion. They 
rapidly absorbed a large amount of organic solvents, edible oils, and fuel oils, for example, 
the equilibrium liquid uptakes for chloroform, olive oil, and diesel could be up to 81.3, 








Oily wastewater, which are produced from many industries, including mining, 
textiles, foods, petroleum, metal/steel industries, and ocean shipping, with massive 
volumes, have been and are being the main water pollution all over the world.[1, 2] 
Several strategies, consisting of physical separation,[3, 4] chemical method,[5, 6] electro-
chemical separation,[7, 8] and biological treatment,[9, 10] have been widely employed to 
clean up the oily wastewater. Nevertheless, these conventional methods still have some 
limitations in the actual oily wastewater cleanup, for example, there were still delayed 
and indirect impacts as long as the clean-up, including both chemical and physical 
methods, continues beyond a decade of the disastrous “Exxon Valdez” oil spill.[11] These 
long-term and disastrous ecosystem response of oil spill disaster put forward to develop 
more excellent methods for oil spill cleanup. 
Superhydrophobic/superoleophilic (SHBOI) porous materials, which can clean 
spilled oil or/and separate oil/water mixtures via filtration and adsorption, have been 
widely employed in both academic research and industrial application.[2] A series of 
porous materials can realize this target by designing with a SHBOI surface. For instance, 
hydrophobic graphene nanosheets have been coated to superhydrophilic melamine 
sponge (water contact angle, WCA, of 0°) to regulate superhydrophobic sponge (WCA 
of 162°), in which absorption capacities were up to 165 g·g-1.[12] Besides of the 
hydrophobic graphene nanosheets, some other substances, including titanium dioxide 
(TiO2),[13] reduced graphene oxide,[7] polydopamine,[14] and so on, were employed to 




Synthetic porous materials with superhydrophobic surface were more widely fabricated 
for the application of oil spill cleanup or/and oil/water separation. There were various 
inorganic aerogels, such as carbon fiber aerogel,[15] graphene aerogel,[16] and carbon 
nitride foams,[17] have been reported for the oily wastewater cleanup. Porous polymers, 
for example, conjugated microporous polymers,[18] polyurea aerogel,[19] and 
chitosan/cellulose aerogel,[20] were also the excellent candidates in the case. 
Among these porous polymers, polyHIPEs, a series of emulsion-templated 
macroporous polymers synthesized within high internal phase emulsions (HIPEs) which 
contain over 74 vol % dispersed internal phase,[21-23] have been gradually recognized 
their potential application in the oily wastewater cleanup. Generally, polyHIPEs possess 
high porosity and highly interconnecting pores, resulting as high absorption capacity and 
rapid material transfer during liquid uptakes. Moreover, the absorption capacity would be 
further increased with soft polyHIPEs scaffold which can be vastly swollen by the 
absorbed liquids. Several hydrophobic polyHIPEs have been report in spilled oils clean-
up.[24-29] Moreover, the polyHIPEs-based absorbents could realize amphiphilic 
uptake[30] and switchable absorption [31, 32] due to their outstanding designability. 
However, in practical application, the typical porosity of polyHIPEs is maximized 
with around 90 % internal phase contents.[33] It would amplify the benefits of polyHIPEs, 
if their porosity is enlarged to another level. The formation of three-dimensional (3D) 
fibrous networks within the polyHIPEs will be potential strategy, since fibrous networks 
usually exhibit mechanical integrity with very low material content, and, consequently, 
extremely high porosity, ultralight density, large pore volume, and large liquid 
absorption.[34] For example, constitutionally stable aerogels with nanofibrous networks 
which was derived from a crystalline polymer, syndiotactic polystyrene (sPS), could be 




These sPS aerogels were physically crosslinked by the δ-form sPS crystals which would 
support additional nanopores within their δ-crystals, resulting in relatively high specific 
surface area in polymeric aerogels. 
Herein, we will try to introduce the nanofibrous networks of sPS aerogel within 
emulsion-templated porous polymers. We successfully synthesized a low sulfonated 
syndiotactic polystyrene (SsPS) which could emulsify glycerol-in-1,2,4 trichlorobenzene 
(TCB) nonaqueous HIPEs in high temperature at 120 °C. Monolithic, complex-shaped 
and constitutionally stable aerogel would be prepared via the gelation of dissolved sPS in 
the continuous phase of HIPEs. As expected, the as-prepared sPS aerogels exhibited 
three-level pores, emulsion-templated macropores, amorphous meso/macropores among 
nanofibrous sPS networks, and the intrinsic nanopores in sPS crystalline phases. The 
specific surface area, mechanical property, and surface physicochemical property of the 
as-prepared sPS aerogels were characterized. Moreover, the as-prepared sPS aerogels 
were attempted to clean the spilled oil from water surface, from underwater, and from oil-
in-water (O/W) emulsion. 
 
Scheme 6.1 Schematic representation of the procedures adopted for the preparation of 






6.3 Materials and methods 
6.3.1 Materials 
Syndiotactic polystyrene (sPS, Mw ~ 300,000) was kindly supplied by Idemitsu 
Kosan Co., Ltd. (Japan), with very high tacticity (greater than 96 %) from the supplier-
furnished data. Other solvents and reagents were purchased from Aldrich and used 
without further purification. 
 
6.3.2 Sulfonation of syndiotactic polystyrene 
Sulfonated syndiotactic polystyrene (SsPS) was prepared from sPS according to a 
reported method.[36] The sulfonation degree of SsPS was determined by titration to be 
1.67 mol %. 
 
6.3.3 Fabrication of non-aqueous HIPEs templated aerogel 
According the highly efficient emulsification of sulfonated atactic polystyrene 
(SaPS) in our previous work,[37, 38] SsPS stabilized glycerol-in-1,2,4-trichlorobenzene 
(TCB) non-aqueous HIPEs were employed as the emulsion templating. Moreover, the 
continuous TCB phase would dissolve with different amounts of sPS. These SsPS and 
sPS could form three-dimensional networks in TCB due to their helical conformation and 
crystallinity which acted as crosslinking points.[39] Hence, hierarchical aerogels, 
containing emulsion-templated micron pores and sPS-derived nanoscale pores, would be 
obtained after removal of glycerol droplets and TCB solvent. 
In the following, sPS aerogel have been abbreviated sPS-X-Y where X was defined 
as weight ratio of sPS to continuous phase; Y showed the volume fraction of dispersed 
glycerol phase. And the concentration of SsPS was fixed at 2 w/v % in TCB for all samples. 




which contains 10 w/v % sPS in the continuous TCB phase and 80 vol % glycerol to all 
volume, was described in detail. Firstly, 2 w/v % SsPS and 10 w/v % sPS were dissolved 
in a nitrogen bubbled TCB at 160 °C. To make sure SsPS and sPS thorough blended, the 
solution was continuously stirring for 2 h under nitrogen. Meanwhile, the glycerol 
solution was prepared by dissolving 1 w/v % sodium chloride at 120 °C and the solution 
was bubbled with nitrogen at least 30 min. Then, the hot glycerol solution was carefully 
dropped into the TCB solution under mechanical stirring at 1200 rpm. Until the volume 
ratio of glycerol reached to 80 vol %, a glycerol-in-TCB HIPE was formed. And the HIPE 
was stirred for another 15 min at 1200 rpm to make it homogenized. Then the obtained 
HIPE was casted into molds. The HIPE was gelated by cooling to room temperature and 
standing for 24 h. The resultant organogels were Soxhlet extracted with ethanol for 24 h, 
then solvent exchanged with water for 5 times. Freeze-drying was applied to remove the 
water, and then the obtained aerogels were vacuum dried at 80 °C until mass conservation. 
 
Table 6.1 Recipes for sPS-X-Y aerogels. 
 sPS-4-80 sPS-6-80 sPS-8-80 sPS-10-80 sPS-8-75 sPS-8-85 
TCB continuous phase (wt %) 
TCB 22.18 22.12 22.05 21.98 27.26 16.72 
sPS 0.61 0.91 1.21 1.51 1.50 0.92 
SsPS 0.31 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.37 0.23 
Total 23.10 23.33 23.57 23.80 29.13 17.87 
Glycerol dispersed phase (wt %) 
Glycerol 76.29 76.06 75.83 75.60 70.30 81.47 
NaCl 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.60 0.56 0.65 





Moreover, corresponding sPS aerogel with the same constitution but without 
dispersed glycerol phase were also prepared as references, and noted as sPS-X-bulk, 
where X was the concentration of sPS to continuous phase. 
 
6.3.4 Characterization of aerogels 
Porosities. The porosities of the reference aerogels, sPS-X-bulk, (Pr) and the sPS-X-
Y (Pr), as well as the porosities contributed by the void structure within sPS-X-Y (PV), 
were calculated from the densities of the reference aerogels and the sPS-X-Y by Equations 
(1), (2) and (3). 
𝑃𝑟 = (1 −
𝜌𝑟
𝜌s
) × 100 %          (1) 
𝑃𝑎 = (1 −
𝜌𝑎
𝜌s
) × 100 %          (2) 
𝑃𝑉 = (1 −
𝜌𝑎
𝜌𝑟
) × 100 %          (3) 
where, ρr, ρa and ρs are the densities of the dry reference aerogels, the sPS-X-Y, and the 
polymer skeleton, respectively. The bulk densities, ρr and ρa, were evaluated from the 
physical dimension and weight of the corresponding samples. The skeletal densities, ρs, 
were calculated from the samples which were compressed at 1500 Psi for 30 min. 
Crystallinity. Crystallization behavior and crystallinity of the aerogels were studied 
using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC, TA Q200). Dried aerogels with controlled 
thermal history were analyzed. The first DSC scan was recorded at heating rate 
20 °C·min-1. The enthalpy of melting endotherms (ΔHm) was integrated to calculate the 
overall degree of crystallinity, Xc, with a known ΔHm° (82.6 J/g[40]), and the ΔHm° of 
SsPS was also simplified as 82.6 J/g due to the extremely low sulfonation degree. Hence, 







× 100 %            (4) 
Crystal form. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR, Bruker Vertex 70) and 
X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD, PANalytical X'Pert Powder) were applied to analyze 
the crystal forms of the aerogels. FTIR was obtained at a resolution of 4.0 cm-1 under 
transmission mode to verify crystal form of aerogels. 32 scans were signal averaged to 
reduce the noise. XRD experiments were performed with an X-rays wavelength of 1.54 
Å (Cu Kα). Samples were scanned from 5° to 35° 2θ at a 2θ scan step of 0.013° and 600 
s dwelling time. 
Aerogel Morphology and Macrovoid Size Distribution. The morphology of the 
aerogel foams was studied using a scanning electron microscope (Zeiss Supra 55VP). The 
aerogel foams were fractured with liquid nitrogen, and a representative piece was 
mounted on an aluminum stub using carbon tape, followed by sputter coating with gold 
(Leica ACE600). The macrovoid size distribution was obtained from analysis of SEM 
images using ImageJ software. Typically, more than 150 macrovoids were considered for 
determining the macrovoid size distribution for each specimen, and the arithmetic average 
diameters were multiplied by 2/(31/2) to correct for the statistical nature of the section.[41] 
BET Surface Area. The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area of the aerogels 
was obtained from N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms at 77 K using a Quantachrome 
Autosorb. 
Mechanical Property. The compressive stress-strain curves of the sPS-X-Y aerogels 
were measured using a universal testing machine (Instron 30 kN) equipped with a 1 kN 
load cell at compression mode. The sPS-X-Y aerogels were cut into cubes (~ 10 × 10 × 
10 mm3), and they were compressed to 80 % of their original heights at a speed of 1 
mm·min-1. The compressive modulus, E, was calculated from the slope of the stress-strain 




Contact angle. A Contact Angle Meter (KSV Model CAM 101) equipped with a 
tilting base and automated dispensing system was applied to measure the contact angle of 
aerogels. In the static sessile drop method, a 3 μL drop of liquid was placed on the sample 
surface, and the image was captured. Five measurements in different positions were taken 
for each specimen to obtain reproducible data. The optical images and movies were 
obtained using a digital SLR camera (Nikon, D7200). 
 
6.3.5 Oil absorption experiment 
Oil absorption capacities of the aerogels were carried out according to the previous 
methods.[25] In brief, about 30 mg of dry sPS-X-Y (𝑚0) was put in 20 mL of different 
organic solvents (chloroform, 1,2-dichloroethane, toluene, hexane, vegetable oil, olive oil, 
petrol and diesel), and the samples were picked out with a tweezer at different time t. The 
mass (𝑚t) after removal of surface oil with a filter paper was recorded until reaching to 
anequilibrium uptake (𝑚∞). The average value from at least three results was reported. 
The mass uptake as a function of time (𝑓m(𝑡)) was calculated from Equation (5), and the 
equilibrium mass uptake was denoted 𝑓m∞ . Volume uptakes, 𝑓v∞  was obtained using 
𝑓m∞to divide the density of the corresponding liquid. Normalized uptake, 𝑁m(𝑡), was 








× 100%                              (6) 
The reusability of sPS-X-Y aerogels in oil uptakes was carried out by the 
centrifugation of a used aerogel, then reusing it for oil absorption again. The recovery rate 
was calculated as 
𝑚𝑟𝑒−𝑚0
𝑚𝑒−𝑚0




me is the weight of aerogel after first time of oil absorption, m0 represents the initial weight 
of aerogels. 
 
6.4 Results and discussion 
6.4.1 Preparation of sPS-X-Y aerogels 
 
Table 6.2 Properties for sPS-X-Y aerogels. 
 sPS-4-80 sPS-6-80 sPS-8-80 sPS-10-80 sPS-8-75 sPS-8-85 
dE (μm) 8.34 9.03 10.10 10.78 8.75 11.10 
ρ
a
 (g·cm-3) 0.015 0.018 0.022 0.027 0.026 0.018 
ρ
r
 (g·cm-3) 0.065 0.084 0.104 0.126 0.104 0.104 
ρ
s
 (g·cm-3) 1.003 1.008 1.007 1.007 1.006 1.005 
Pr (%) 93.5 91.7 90.0 87.5 90.0 90.0 
Pa (%) 98.5 98.2 97.8 97.4 97.4 98.2 
PV (%) 76.9 78.6 78.8 79.4 75.0 82.7 
WCA (°) 148.6 151.5 152.4 153.3 148.3 149.7 
σ70 (kPa) 176.4 301.8 409.7 675.8 662.3 231.1 
E (kPa) 157.7 444.2 1370.9 2197.3 2638.0 341.9 
SBET-r 
(m2·g-1) 
200 148 116 101 116 116 
SBET-a 
(m2·g-1) 
420 379 294 254 224 365 





The preparation of sPS-X-Y aerogels was exhibited as the schematic representation 
in Scheme 6.1. The sPS granules and home-made SsPS aggregates were fully dissolved 
in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB) at 160 °C, following the recipes listed in Table 6.1. Then 
glycerol was slowly dropped into the TCB solution under mechanical stirring at 120 °C 
until homogeneous and stable HIPE formation. In early works, it has been proved that 
solution-grown crystallization and subsequent gelation of sPS would occurred from sPS 
solution in which the concentration greater than ca. 2 w/v % when the temperature drop 
to 70 °C.[42] The lowest concentration of sPS was 4 w/v % in TCB of the present work, 
moreover, the 2 w/v % SsPS with low sulfonation degree could form gels in solution as 
well.[43, 44] Hence, to avoid the gelation during fabrication of HIPEs, the sPS solution 
was kept at 120 °C. This unusual high temperature in preparing HIPEs would assert two 
claims: the employed solvents must have high boiling point at atmospheric pressure; and 
the emulsifying capacity of the emulsifier must be strong enough to form stable HIPEs at 
the operating temperature. The first challenge could be achieved with the application of 
TCB (b.p. 214 °C(lit.)), which is isomorphous to the toluene with good solubility to sPS, 
as the continuous phase, and glycerol (b.p. 182 °C/20 mm Hg (lit.)), whose polarity is 
near to water, as the dispersed phase. The star emulsifier, slightly sulfonated atactic 
polystyrene (SaPS), have been confirmed as high-efficiency surfactant for water-in-oil 
(W/O) HIPEs with only 0.2 w/v % in the continuous oil phase in the previous works of 
our group.[37, 38, 45] The water phase could be replaced with glycerol,[38] and the oil 
phases could be toluene[37] or phenylated monomer (styrene)[45] with good stability 
during the free radical polymerization at 60 °C for 24 h. Hence, a SsPS with similar 
sulfonation degree was a potential emulsifier for glycerol-in-TCB nonaqueous HIPEs in 
the current work. However, the emulsification of the HIPEs at high temperature was still 




the emulsion stability would be reduced with the temperature increasing.[33] Herein, to 
make sure the as-prepared HIPEs stability during the preparation, 2 w/v % SsPS was 
dissolved in the continuous TCB phase as the emulsifiers. Fortunately, as shown in the 
digital photograph (Scheme 6.1), homogeneous HIPEs without phase separation would 
be formed and maintained even after the casting process. 
After standing overnight, appreciably stable gels would be formed and easily 
demolded from the irregular mold without breaking. Ultralight aerogels with cat face 
shape would be obtained after extraction with boiling acetone, following solvent 
exchanging with water, then freeze-drying. This method could avoid the breakage of lager 
monolith samples compared with conventional method with supercritical carbon dioxide. 
Moreover, this freeze-drying strategy has been confirmed without effect in final 
morphology of the as-prepared sPS-based aerogels.[46] Manifestly, these aerogels 
exhibited high reproducibility like thermoplastic via dissolving them in TCB and 
repeating the process due to the physical cross-linkage, which would form stable polymer 
networks via crystalline junctions of sPS chains.[47] The density of the as-prepared sPS-
X-Y aerogels possessed in the range from 0.015 to 0.027 g·cm-3 (listed in Table 6.2), while 
typical polyHIPE densities are around 0.1 g·cm-3.[33] And the sPS-X-Y aerogels densities 
were still higher than those estimated from the recipes, reflecting some shrinkage during 
preparation.[30] The low densities were the result of their high porosities, for example, 
the largest porosity of sPS-4-80 was Pa = 98.5 %, which were contributed by HIPE-
templated macroporosity and the intrinsic porosities of sPS-based aerogels. As widely 
known, typical polyHIPEs exhibited significantly larger macropores, which were usually 
in the range from several to hundreds micrometres, than those of conventionally porous 
polymer, for example, phase separation during polymerization in the presence of 




micropores of diameter (d) < 2 nm within the δ-form crystalline junctions and macropores 
(d > 50 nm) formed by nanofibrous polymer strands of diameters in the range of 30 ~ 200 
nm.[35] Hence, there were at least three levels of pores in the as-prepared sPS-X-Y 
aerogels, HIPE-templated macropores in millimetres, macropores (d > 50 nm) among 
nanofibrous sPS networks, and micropores (d < 2 nm) within δ-form sPS crystalline. 
 
6.4.2 Solvent-induced crystallization during sPS-X-Y preparation  
 
Figure 6.1 DSC thermograms of the first heating for (a) sPS-X-80 and (b) sPS-8-Y 
aerogels. 
 
The thermal behaviors of sPS-X-Y aerogels could be gleaned from the DSC 
thermograms exhibited in Figure 6.1, and the corresponding thermal behaviors of sPS and 
SsPS were exhibited in Figure 6.2a. The aerogels were heated to 300 °C at a scan rate of 
20 °C·min-1 record the heating curves. The calculated thermal parameters from these 
curves were listed in Table 6.3. As a consistent result from early study on sPS 




planar zig-zag form which was existed in α- and β-crystals, and a s(2/1)2 helical 
conformation which would form γ- and δ-form crystals.[48] In addition, these crystal 
forms could transform into each other forms, for example, the δ-form crystal could be 
transformed into γ-form by heating in the temperature range 110 ~ 130 °C;[49] and the 
γ→α transition would be occurred close to 180 °C.[50] All sPS-X-Y aerogels exhibited 
complex behaviors from the first heating DSC thermograms: well defined specific heat 
variations at nearly 100 °C, attributing to the glass transition of amorphous amorphous 
sPS; immediately following with a small exothermic peak nearly centered at nearly 
125 °C, corresponding to the transformation of the emptied δ-form into γ-form; then γ→α 
crystals transition would occur at around 190 °C; and the curves would be ended with the 
melting of the α form as lagre endothermic peak at approximately 280 °C. 
 
Figure 6.2 (a) DSC thermograms and (b) XRD pattern of the pure sPS and SsPS. 
 
The glass transition temperature (Tg) of SsPS was nearly 20 °C higher than that of 
sPS, since the ionic aggregation of sulfonic acid groups reduced the mobility of polymer 
chains (Table 6.3).[43] Hence, the Tg of sPS-X-80 aerogels would be decreasing with the 




were even a bit higher than that of neat SsPS, which might because of the increasing of 
the rigid amorphous fraction in aerogels under the HIPE interfacial tension. The rigid 
amorphous fraction is the hardly or/and none mobile amorphous chain segment which is 
strongly restricted via the fixation of the polymer chain to the crystalline lamella.[51] It 
would explain the Tg increasing of sPS-8-Y aerogels with the increase of dispersed phase 
content (Y), that the sPS chains were stretched more with more dispersed glycerol added 
in HIPEs, resulting as more rigid amorphous fraction. 
 
Table 6.3 Tg, Tm, ΔHm, and Xc of the sPS-X-Y aerogels. 
 Tg (°C) Tm (°C) ΔHm (J·g
-1) Xc-DSC (wt %) Xc-XRD (wt %) 
sPS 102.8 280.9 -32.2 39.0 46.1 
SsPS 120.7 273.8 -22.8 27.6 31.0 
sPS-4-80 125.8 266.6 278.1 -23.1 28.0 33.9 
sPS-6-80 122.7 270.4 278.7 -24.4 29.5 34.4 
sPS-8-80 116.7 269.8 279.0 -25.3 30.6 39.5 
sPS-10-80 114.9 270.9 279.4 -29.5 35.7 43.4 
sPS-8-75 106.8 268.9 277.2 -24.1 29.2 32.5 
sPS-8-85 121.5 271.4 279.8 -25.6 31.0 42.7 
 
The melting temperature (Tm) and the degree of crystallinity (Xc, determined by both 
DSC thermograms and XRD patterns) were listed in Table 6.3 as well. For neat SsPS, the 
Tm was 273.8 °C, somewhat lower than that of sPS (280.9 °C), meanwhile, both DSC and 
XRD determined Xc were also lower than that of sPS. This reduction of Tm and Xc values 
in sulfonated sPS have been widely recognized,[42, 43, 52] due to the disruptive effect of 




resulting as smaller sPS crystallites. The trend in Tm and Xc values of sPS-X-80 aerogels 
would follow this law that these values were increasing with the increase of sPS content 
(X). Meanwhile, there were two melting peaks, in particular, during the heating of sPS-4-
80 and sPS-6-80. The mobility of polymer chains was restricted due to the ionic 
aggregates.[52] This restriction would be even more remarkable at low sPS content, 
resulting of the abovementioned crystal form transformation was inadequacy in the DSC 
test condition. For sPS-8-Y aerogels, the Tm and Xc values would increase with the 
increasing in the dispersed phase content (Y) as well. The interface between continuous 
TCB phase and dispersed glycerol phase would be larger with more glycerol employed 
in the preparation of the sPS-X-Y aerogels, in other words, the TCB phase which was 
dissolved with sPS would be tensioned. Amorphous polymer chains could fold and form 
lamellae around the initial crystals when the polymer solution or polymer melt was 
extended. In an appropriate range, more amorphous chains would form lamellae and lead 
to the increase of crystallinity under greater extention.[53] 
 






Figure 6.4 FTIR spectra (1400 ~ 880 cm-1) of sPS, SsPS and (a) sPS-X-80 aerogels (X = 
4, 6, 8, 10, top-down) and (b) sPS-8-Y aerogels (Y = 75, 80, 85, top-down). 
 
The X-ray diffraction patterns of sPS-X-Y aerogels were reported in Figure 6.3. 
There was only a single peak in the low 2θ (CuKa) region, while two peaks would be 
exhibited in this region for most reported works.[49, 54] This difference might be the 
result of mesomorphic phase has been formed during the preparation of sPS-X-Y aerogels 
(vacuum drying at 80 °C until mass conservation). Moreover, the removal of solvent was 
quite difficult from the nanocage in δ-form sPS, normally, days were needed to 
completely dry the samples. Although the transformation of emptied δ-form to γ-form 
would occur in 110 ~ 130 °C, it was worth noting that the transformation would happen 
at lower annealing temperature for longer time.[49] The following Bragg angles 2θ 
confirmed the existence of these mesomorphic forms, for example, sPS-X-80 presented a 
reflection at 2θ = 16° which was the typical reflection of γ-form, while there was also a 
reflection at 2θ = 23° which could only be found in emptied δ-form. The trend in the 




with that Xc data from DSC thermograms. Furthermore, FTIR spectra (1400 ~ 800 cm
-1) 
were also has provided in Figure 6.4. The existence of SsPS in the sPS-X-Y aerogels have 
been confirmed from the characteristic peaks at 1180 cm-1, 1124 cm-1 and 1093 cm-1.[42, 
43, 52] The FTIR spectra of sPS-X-Y aerogels were similar to each other, and 
characteristic doublet peaks appeared at 977 cm-1 and 966 cm-1, confirming s(2/1)2 helical 
forms.[55] 
 
6.4.3 Morphology of the as-prepared sPS-X-Y aerogels 
 
Figure 6.5 SEM micrographs of the sPS-X-80 aerogels a) and e) sPS-4-80; b) and f) sPS-
6-80; c) and g) sPS-8-80; d) and h) sPS-10-80. 
 
The morphologies of sPS-X-80 and sPS-8-Y aerogels were observed by SEM and the 
micrographs were shown in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6, respectively. The diameter 
distributions of emulsion-templated void for sPS-X-Y aerogels were calculated with 
ImageJ and shown in Figure 6.7. With reference to the Figure 6.5, it could be seen that 
sPS content (X) displayed a great effect on both the structure of emulsion-templated 




average emulsion-templated macropores diameters were in the range from 8.34 to 10.78 
μm (Table 6.2), which would increase with the sPS content (X) increasing, and emulsion-
templated macropore diameter distributions with narrow dispersity were exhibited in 
Figure 6.7. The shapes of these emulsion-templated macropores were not well-defined 
polydisperse sphere or/and polyhedron, showing some wrinkle within the pore walls. It 
reflected the shrinkage during sPS-X-Y aerogels preparation, which would be smaller with 
the sPS content (X) increasing. Furthermore, the typical pore throats (around 1 μm), which 
are termed as holes, interconnects, or windows as well, could be observed within these 
emulsion-templated macropores. The pore throats often develop at the thinnest points of 
the external phase envelope surrounding the internal phase,[21] hence, there was less pore 
throats within the sPS-10-80 which contained the highest sPS content (X) and exhibit 
highest cohesion on the interface to prevent the rupture of pore walls. This conclusion 
could also be drawn from the magnified micrographs of the sPS-X-80 aerogels. The 
emulsion-templated pore walls were constituted with nanofibrous sPS strands which 
would be denser with higher sPS concentration, while the nanofiber diameters of a few 
tens of nanometers exhibited little change statistically. To better understand the 
nanofibrous network of sPS-X-Y aerogels, the micrographs of sPS-X-bulk aerogels were 
exhibited in Figure 6.8 as reference. The as-obtained sPS-X-bulk aerogels revealed quite 
similar nanofibrous structures of the supercritical carbon dioxide dried sPS-based 
aerogels.[56] Although the nanofibrous network structure exists for all sPS-X-bulk 
aerogels,  a more aggregated structure was obtained from sPS-10-bulk, confirming the 
denser nanofibrous polymer walls in sPS-10-80. 
As expected, the dispersed glycerol contents (Y) have distinct influence in the final 
porous structures of the as-prepared sPS-8-Y aerogels (Figure 6.6). Specifically, the 




phase content increasing, the average diameters would be increasing from 8.75 to 11.10 
μm with the dispersed phase content (Y) increased from 75 to 85 vol %. The degree of 
shrinkage in macropore walls and number of pore throats increased along with increasing 
glycerol content (Y) as well. It might be the result that the continuous TCB phase would 
be thinner and thinner when more glycerol was dropped into the TCB phase during the 
preparation, and this would make the continuous phase more assailable to be ruptured, 
resulting in more throats within the emulsion-templated macropores. It should be noted 
that, with the disperse phase content (Y) increasing, the nanofibrous sPS strands would be 
more well-aligned, that the sPS fibers would diverge on the bottom of emulsion-templated 
macropores to their edges. As discussed in the Section 6.4.2, the TCB phase would be 
stretched with the glycerol added in, and the crystallization of sPS would grow along the 
expansion of TCB phase which could be regarded as two-dimensional thin film.[57] This 
effect would be more remarkable when the continuous TCB phase was stretched to be 
larger and thinner. 
 
Figure 6.6 SEM micrographs of the sPS-8-Y aerogels a) and d) sPS-8-75; b) and e) sPS-






Figure 6.7 Emulsion-templated macropores diameter distributions of sPS-X-Y aerogels 
(determined from SEM micrographs): a) sPS-4-80; b) sPS-6-80; c) sPS-8-80; d) sPS-10-
80; e) sPS-8-75; and f) sPS-8-85. 
 
 
Figure 6.8 SEM micrographs of the sPS-X-bulk: a) sPS-4-bulk, b) sPS-6-bulk, c) sPS-8-






6.4.4 Special surface area of the as-prepared sPS-X-Y aerogels 
 
Figure 6.9 Nitrogen absorption-desorption isotherms of the a) sPS-4-80; b) sPS-6-80; c) 
sPS-8-80; d) sPS-10-80; e) sPS-8-75; and f) sPS-8-85. 
 
The Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) special surface area (SBET-a) of sPS-X-Y 
aerogels were determined from the nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms at 77 K 
(shown in Figure 6.9). Moreover, the N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of the 
corresponding sPS-X-bulk aerogels (SBET-r) were also provided in Figure 6.10 as the 
references. All sPS-X-Y and sPS-X-bulk aerogels exhibited similar adsorption curves with 
reported works,[43, 46, 58] which were a typical combination of Type II and Type IV 
adsorptions according to IUPAC classification for the porous materials containing 
micropore, mesopore, and macropore.[59] The initial region in the curve (P/P0 < 0.05) 
was due to the most energetic regions of the solid surfaces where N2 rapidly filled into 
micropores. The following low slope region in the middle of adsorption (0.05 < P/P0 < 
0.8) reflected to the multilayer adsorption on external surface of mesopores and 




condensation of nitrogen in mesopores, at the end of the adsorption (P/P0 > 0.8). It was 
interesting that the hysteresis loop could be observed earlier in sPS-X-Y aerogels, 
especially, the sPS-4-80 and sPS-8-85 which possessed the highest porosity in sPS-X-80 
and sPS-8-Y aerogels, respectively. And these hysteresis loop could be classified as the 
Type H3 loop which indicated to the slit-shaped pores.[59] This BET isotherms could 
well confirm the result of SEM micrographs in which sPS-4-80 and sPS-8-85 could be 
observed with the most slit-shaped mesopores.  
 
Figure 6.10 Nitrogen absorption-desorption isotherms of the sPS-X-bulk: a) sPS-4-bulk, 
b) sPS-6-bulk, c) sPS-8-bulk, and d) sPS-10-bulk. 
 
The BET surface area for each sample was listed in Table 6.2. The surface area of 
the as-prepared sPS-X-Y aerogels (SBET-a) was much higher than that of conventional 
polyHIPEs which exhibit only modest surface areas, around 5 ~ 20 m2·g-1.[33] In 
particular, the SBET-a for sPS-X-80 aerogels was 420, 379, 294 and 254 m
2·g-1 when X = 
4, 6, 8 and 10, respectively, while the SBET-a would increase from 224 to 365 m
2·g-1 with 
the dispersed phase content (Y) increasing from 75 to 85 vol % for sPS-8-Y aerogels. The 
increase in surface area was due to the sPS δ-crystalline phase, which was characterized 




area for sPS-X-bulk aerogels (SBET-r) was similar as the reported work, that the value of 
SBET-r would increase with the porosity increasing due to the additional adsorption in the 
amorphous phase.[61] Hence, it could be accepted that the SBET-a of sPS-X-80 aerogels 
was much higher than the SBET-r of the corresponding sPS-X-bulk aerogels, and the SBET-
a of sPS-8-Y aerogels increased with more dispersed glycerol employed in the preparation. 
 
6.4.5 Mechanical property of the as-prepared sPS-X-Y aerogels 
 
Figure 6.11 Compressive properties of (a) sPS-X-80 and (b) sPS-8-Y aerogels. 
 
The compressive stress-strain curves for the sPS-X-Y aerogels presented in Figure 
6.11, exhibiting with typical foam stress-strain curves: a linear region at low strains, 
followed a stress plateau region and ending with a rapid increase in stress at densification 
or crushing region.[33] The compressive deformations of these sPS-X-Y aerogels were 
non-reversible due to the rigid networks which were physically crosslinked by the TTGG 
helical conformation. Surprisingly, there was no failure in these rigid sPS-X-Y aerogels 




be obtained through the compression at 1500 Psi for 30 min when all porosity was thought 
to be removed in the following surface physicochemical tests. The Young’s moduli (E), 
ranged from 157.7 to 2638.0 kPa, and the stress at 70 % strain (σ70), ranged from 176.4 
to 176.4 kPa, increased with the decreasing the dispersed phase content (Y) and with the 
increase of sPS content (X) (Table 6.2). The trends in mechanical properties of the sPS-
X-Y aerogels could roughly agree with that of their densities, imaging the volumetric 
replacement of polymer matrix by air, as well as the modulus of the wall material.[33] 
For the sPS-X-80 aerogels, maximum compressive modulus value would be achieved 
when sPS content was at a maximum (Figure 6.11a). As expected, the densities of sPS-
8-Y aerogels were successively decreasing with the dispersed glycerol droplet added in, 
resulting in the decreasing of mechanical properties (Figure 6.11b).  
 
6.4.6 Surface property of the as-prepared sPS-X-Y aerogels 
The hydrophobicity and oleophilicity of the as-prepared sPS-X-Y aerogels were 
determined by their wetting characteristics with water contact angle (WCA) measurement. 
As shown in Figure 6.12a, several water droplets (dyed with methylene blue) stably kept 
on the cross section of the sPS-8-80 aerogel (WCA = 152.4°, shown in Figure 6.13) with 
intact sphere, possessing excellent superhydrophobicity of sPS-X-Y aerogels, while the 
toluene droplet (dyed with oil red O) was absorbed once it touched the sPS-8-80 aerogel, 
showing perfect oleophilicity. This high WCA could be ascribed to the surface roughness 
of aerogels, i.e., a Cassie-Baxter wetting regime, since their intrinsic wetting 
characteristics have been confirmed by the WCA on compressed sPS-X-Y aerogels (WCA 
≈ 90°, shown in Figure 6.14). The hierarchical pore structures and nanofibrous pore walls 
would not only increase the surface roughness, but also increase the amount of air pockets 





Figure 6.12 (a) Water droplets as quasi-spheres and toluene (dyed with oil red O) trace 
on the surface of the sPS-8-80; (b) photograph of sPS-8-80 from placing on water, 
immersing in water by an external force to releasing the force; (c) water repellency of 
sPS-8-80; (d) sliding angle of sPS-8-80 (< 5°); and (e) self-cleaning characteristic of sPS-
8-80. 
 
The superhydrophobicity of the aerogel is further confirmed via water repellency 
experiments.[16, 64] The sPS-8-80 was firstly immersed in water by an external force, 
then withdrawn (Figure 6.12b). A mirror like surface would be observed once the sPS-8-
80 was immersed, due to an air cushion with several air bubbles on the surface of the 
aerogel. After the external force was released, the aerogel would float without any 




immersion in water, figuring there was no aborbed water. These results verified the 
characteristics, superhydrophobicity, water repellency, and low density, of the as-
prepared sPS-X-Y aerogels. Furthermore, the details of water repellency could also be 
recorded with a high-speed camera system during WCA measurments (Figure 6.12c). The 
water droplet was hardly placed on the sPS-8-80 surface with conventional WCA 
measurements, and it would adhere on the needle and leave from sPS-8-80 surface when 
the microsyringe was withdrawn. It was interesting that the water droplet was stretched 
during this withdrawing process due to the adhesive force which was attributed to static 
electricity and van der Waals’ force between the water and polymer chains (SsPS and 
sPS). Fortunately, the existence of these adhesive forces could make the WCA 
measurements possible by carefully rising the aerogels to touch the water droplet, then 
slowly hauling down. These adhesive forces were extremely week, resulting as water 
droplets spontaneously rolled down on sPS-8-80 surface, and its sliding angle was less 
than 5° (Figure 6.12d). Additionally, a flow of water from a syringe could bounce off the 
surface of sPS-8-80, which was tilted to a certain angle, without any trace water remaining 
due to these extremely week interaction between aerogel surface and water (Figure 6.12e). 
All the results made reference to the superhydrophobicity of the sPS-X-Y aerogels. 
Consequently, such superhydrophobic aerogels were proved perfect water repellency but 







Figure 6.13 WCA for sPS-X-Y aerogels a) sPS-4-80; b) sPS-6-80; c) sPS-8-80; d) sPS-
10-80; e) sPS-8-75; and f) sPS-8-85. 
 
 
Figure 6.14 WCA for compressed sPS-X-Y aerogels a) sPS-4-80; b) sPS-6-80; c) sPS-8-







6.4.7 Oil spill cleanup with the as-prepared sPS-X-Y aerogels 
 
Figure 6.15 Absorption of oil from (a) water surface (toluene dyed with oil red O) (b) 
underwater (chloroform dyed with oil red O) and (c) o/w emulsion with sPS-8-80. 
 
The sPS-X-Y aerogels were considered as a potential candidate for oil-water 
separation and oil absorption due to their superhydrophobicity, superoleophilicity, 
ultrahigh porosity, ultralow density, and large specific surface. The spill oil cleanup 
performance of sPS-X-Y aerogels was evaluated through floating oils cleanup, heavy oils 
cleanup, and emulsified oils cleanup. Toluene which was dyed with oil red O was chosen 
as the example of floating oils (Figure 6.15a). The sPS-8-80 rapidly absorbed the toluene 
once a small piece of sPS-8-80 contacted with the floating oil, and clean up all spilled 
toluence without any residua in few seconds. In contrast, the chloroform (dyed with oil 




X-Y aerogels to clean up underwater heavy oils (Figure 6.15b). The chloroform would be 
immediately sucked into the sPS-8-80 when the aerogel was immersed into water with 
external forces and contacted with the chloroform droplet. It should be noticed that a lot 
of air bubbles would escape from the sPS-8-80 during the absorption of underwater 
chloroform, meaning the absorbed oil replaced the air in the pore volume of aerogels. 
And the pore volume of aerogels plays as the crucial role in absorbing process.[14] 
Furthermore, the sPS-8-80, which was saturated with either light oil or heavy oil, could 
float up to water surface due to its hydrophobicity and ultralow density, and this property 
made the collecting and recycling the aerogel in practical application much more 
convenience. These sPS-X-Y aerogels demonstrated excellent and efficient water-
immiscible spilled oils cleanup with conveniencely collecting and deposing the 
absorbents. 
The absorption of oils from oil-in-water (O/W) emulsion was further accomplished 
to highlight the huge challenge of emulsified oils cleanup with these superoleophilicity 
sPS-X-Y aerogels (Figure 6.15c). Stable o/w emulsion was prepared with the volume ratio 
of water and toluene at 10 :1 with 0.1 g/L Tween 80 as emulsifier. The emulsion was 
observed with optical microscope measurements, revealing the droplet sizes of prepared 
emulsion in the range of 10 ~ 80 μm (Figure 6.15c1’). A piece of sPS-8-80 was placed 
on the surface of the emulsion, and slowly stirred with magnetic stirring. The 
semitransparent emulsion (Figure 6.15c1) would become clear (Figure 6.15c2) without 
any dispersed oil droplets observed from optical microscope image (Figure 6.15c2’) after 
2 hours stirring. The ability of as-prepared sPS-X-Y aerogels in absorption of emulsified 
oils was contributed by their nanofibrous scaffolds as well as their superhydrophobicity 
and superoleophilicity. These results implied the sPS-X-Y aerogels exhibit excellent and 




Table 6.4 Comparison of the liquid uptakes (g·g-1) of some typical PolyHIPE-based 
absorbents reported in literatures to the results obtained from the present work. 
Absorbents a Absorbed solvents and the corresponding equilibrium 
mass uptakes (g·g-1) 
Ref. 
HIPE xerogels Hexane (19.8), toluene (22.3), dichloroethane (22.6), 
chloroform (32.2), vegetable oil (24.2), petrol (21.2), 
diesel (23.8), engine oil (31.5) and crude oil (15.1) 
[28] 
PBA polyHIPEs Toluene (~ 28), dichloroethane (~ 32), chloroform (~ 38), 









Hexane (20.0), petrol (16.1), and kerosene (10.6) [66] 
Switchable 
polyHIPEs 
Hexane (~ 6), toluene (~ 10), chloroform (~ 18), edible oil 




Hexane (~ 16), chloroform (~ 35), mineral oil (~ 19), 
paraffin oil (~ 21) and silicon oil (~ 22) 
[67] 
Silica polyHIPE Crude oil (18) [29] 
PLA/PCL 
polyHIPE 
Gasoline (~ 2.5), diesel (~ 2.6) and vegetable oil (~ 2.2) [68] 
PS polyHIPEs Hexane (26.2), chloroform (62.0), toluene (37.4), diesel 




Chloroform (81.3), dichloroethane (66.0), toluene (52.8), 
hexane (33.9), vegetable oil (45.0), olive oil (44.4), petrol 






a Abbreviation: PBA, poly(butyl acrylate); PBMA, poly(tertiary butylmethacrylate); PCL, 
Poly(ε-caprolactone); PLA, Poly(ι‑lactide); PS, polystyrene. 
 
 
Figure 6.16 Equilibrium uptakes of various liquids within the (a) sPS-X-80 aerogels and 
(b) sPS-8-Y aerogels; (c) normalized uptakes of chloroform and diesel within sPS-8-80 
and sPS-8-bulk as a function of time; (d) uptake capacity and recovery rate of sPS-8-80 
to diesel as a function of uptake-centrifugation cycle number (insert 1: dried; insert 2: 







Figure 6.17 Equilibrium uptakes of various liquids within the sPS-X-bulk. 
 
 
Figure 6.18 Equilibrium uptakes of various organic solvents within sPS-8-80 (baseline: 
the standard uptakes when 60 %, 80 % and 100 % of pore volume are filled in). 
 
To evaluate the ability of the spilled oils cleanup, the oil uptakes, absorption kinetics 
and reusability of sPS-X-Y aerogels were exhibited in Figure 6.16. These sPS-X-Y 




liquid uptake within the sPS-X-80 increased with decreasing the sPS content, with sPS-
4-80 exhibiting the highest uptakes at 81.3, 66.0, 52.8, 33.9, 45.0, 44.4, 35.7 and 41.9 g·g-
1 for chloroform, DCE, toluene, hexane, vegetable oil, olive oil, petrol, and diesel, 
respectively (shown in Figure 6.16a). Absorption capacities of sPS-8-Y samples increased 
with increasing the internal phase content, and sPS-8-85 exhibited the highest uptakes 
(66.7, 54.4, 45.2, 28.0, 37.4, 36.6, 29.2 and 32.9 g·g-1 of chloroform, DCE, toluene, 
hexane, vegetable oil, olive oil, petrol, and diesel, respectively) (shown in Figure 6.16b). 
The variation tendency of liquid uptakes was basically conformed to the changes in the 
porosity of the as-prepared sPS-X-Y aerogels. The absorption capacities of reference sPS-
X-bulk aerogels were much lower than the corresponding sPS-X-Y aerogels due to the 
lower porosity (Figure 6.17). The  liquid uptakes of polyHIPE-based absorbents have 
been ascribed to the storage in original voids and extra void expansions generated by gel-
swollen-induced void expansion.[30, 69] Herein, to explore the oil absorption mechanism 
of sPS-X-Y aerogels, the organic liquid uptake as a function of the liquid density was 
shown in Figure 6.18. Only approximately 80 % to 95 % of the pore volume has been 
enabled to withhold the organic organic liquids. As mentioned above, these sPS-X-Y 
aerogels were crosslinked by the TTGG helical conformation upon δ-form crystallization, 
which degree of crystallinity (Xc) have been calculated from DSC thermograms at around 
30 %. Moreover, a certain extent sPS amorphous segments would be transformed to δ-
form nanocavities containing the solvents molecules when sPS aerogels absorb the 
solvent, resulting as a higher Xc.[70] Hence, the pore volumes were hardly to be expanded, 
but what was far worse that residual air bubble in aerogels, the losed and evaporated 
slovents during the experiment caused losses in the liquid uptakes.[14] Some typical 
polyHIPE-based absorbents have been listed in Table 6.4 for comparison. Although there 




higher liquid uptakes compared with other polyHIPE-based absorbents due to their 
exceptionally high porosity which was contributed by emulsion-templated macro-
porosity, by amorphous meso-/macro-porosity within sPS aerogel, and the intrinsic nano-
porosity of sPS δ-form crystalline phase. For example, in our previous work, the liquid 
uptakes for hexane, toluene, chloroform, DCE, vegetable oil, petrol and diesel of a 
polypropylenimine/sulfonated polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene-ran-butylene)-block-
polystyrene (PPI/SSEBS) based HIPE xerogel were 19.8, 22.3, 32.2, 22.6, 24.2, 21.2 and 
23.8 g·g-1, respectively.[28] To best of our knowledge, in the field of polyHIPE-based 
absorbents, the highest absorption capacities of these methioned organic slovents, hexane, 
chloroform, toluene, diesel and edible oil, were 26.2, 62.0, 37.4, 36.4 and 42.1 g·g-1, 
respectively, for a poly(styrene-divinylbenzene), P(S-DVB), based polyHIPEs in which 
the internal phase was up to 97 % in volume.[24] 
The normalized uptakes of chloroform and diesel for sPS-8-80 exhibited in Figure 
6.16c. Both chloroform and diesel uptakes were quite rapid, climbing to their half 
equilibrium uptakes within 2 min and their 90 % equilibrium uptakes at around 15 min. 
These rapid chloroform uptakes could be explained by superhydrophobicity and 
superoleophilicity of sPS-X-Y aerogels and the presence of exceptionally high porosity 
and interconnected hierarchical porous structures with in sPS-X-Y aerogels. Nevertheless, 
the diesel uptake was a bit slower than chloroform uptake in the earlier absorption process, 
since the solubleness of amorphous PS in chloroform was higher than diesel. Hence, the 
material transfer of chloroform was faster than that of diesel. Moreover, the uptake rates 
for bulk sample (sPS-8-bulk) were much slower, reaching the half equilibrium uptake at 
approximately 4 and 15 min for chloroform and diesel, respectively, since both the 




The sPS-X-Y aerogels possessed a relative high reusability for oil absorption for at 
least 5 times of uptake-centrifugation cycle (Figure 6.16d). The diesel uptakes were still 
maintained around 90 % after 5 times reusing. The high recovery rates were contributed 
by the low/no swelling of the gel walls during oil absorption, and the absorbed oils were 
almost stored within the original hierarchical porosity. The original shape of sPS-8-80 
has been well maintained during the uptake-centrifugation cycles (shown in inserted 
digital photographs of Figure 6.16d). The quite rapid and fairly high oils uptake showed 
the sPS-X-Y aerogels were excellent candidates in the application of oil/water separation 
and oil spill cleanup. 
 
6.5 Conclusions 
Superhydrophobic, emulsion-templated, hierarchical porous sPS-X-Y aerogels with 
nanofibrous polymer walls were successfully fabricated the sPS and lowly sulfonated sPS, 
SsPS, within glycerol-in-TCB nonaqueous HIPEs. These sPS-X-Y aerogels were formed 
with thermo-reversible physical crosslinkage, in which the sPS helical conformations, δ-
form crystals, acted as the crosslinking points. The as-prepared sPS-X-Y aerogels proved 
much lower densities, which were in the range from 0.015 to 0.027 g·cm-3, compared 
with the conventional emulsion-templated porous polymers. The sPS-X-Y aerogels were 
semicrystalline with crystallinities of about 30 ~ 40 %, which would increase with the 
increasing of sPS content (X) and dispersed phase content (Y). These crystalline phases 
were the crosslinking pionts within sPS-X-Y aerogels. The as-prepared aerogels exhibited 
pores in three different scales, emulsion templated marcopores at nearly 10 μm with pore 
throats at around 1 μm, macropores (> 50 nm) among the nanofibrous sPS stands, and the 
intrinsic nanopores (< 2 nm) within the δ-form sPS crystals. These sPS-X-Y aerogels 




nanopores within δ-form crystals, which volume are ca. 115 Å3, and the high porosity, 
which could be up to 98.5 %. 
The Young’s moduli of the sPS-X-Y aerogels varied from 157.7 to 2638.0 kPa, 
mainly dependent on their densities and the moduli of the pore wall materials. The as-
prepared sPS-X-Y aerogels were superhydrophobic and superoleophilic with the WCA at 
152.4° for sPS-8-80 and immediately oil absorption, due to the their rough surface. The 
as-prepared sPS-X-Y aerogels could absorb the light spilled oil from water surface, heavy 
oil from underwater, and even emulsified oil from O/W emulsion. The equilibrium liquid 
uptakes of the sPS-X-Y aerogels could be up to 81.3, 66.0, 52.8, 33.9, 45.0, 44.4, 35.7 and 
41.9 g·g-1 for chloroform, DCE, toluene, hexane, vegetable oil, olive oil, petrol, and diesel, 
respectively. And the liquid uptakes were quite rapid, with half equilibrium uptake 
reached within 2 min. Moreover, the sPS-X-Y aerogels maintained a relative high liquid 
uptakes and stable shapes after 5 times of uptake-centrifugation cycle. These sPS-X-Y 
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7 Conclusions and perspective for future work 
 
7.1 General conclusions 
This research has synthesized a series of polyHIPEs, including close-cell hydrogel 
polyHIPEs, microphase-separated PU polyHIPEs, and nanofibrous sPS polyHIPEs, 
within Pickering HIPEs, reactive BCP stabilized HIPEs and ionomers stabilized HIPEs, 
respectively. Different crosslinking strategies, for example, light-induced interfacially 
initiated radical polymerization, step-growth polymerization, and physical crosslinkage, 
have been employed in the preparation of these polyHIPEs. The porous structures and 
final properties of the as-prepared polyHIPEs could be tuned by several factors, such as 
the dispersed phase content, the dosage of the stabilizer or/and emulsifier, the 
polymerization kinetics, material mass, and so on. These as-prepared polyHIPEs were 
mainly attempted in environmentally beneficial applications. The general conclusions of 
this research are described below. 
a) O/W Pickering HIPEs were prepared with the stabilization of solvent-
driven assembled P4VP-b-PEG-b-P4VP colloids. Closed-cell hydrogel polyHIPEs 
(HG-PHs) were synthesized via light-induced interfacially initiated radical 
polymerization within the continuous phase of the HIPEs. By tuning the BCP 
colloids concentration and the type of initiators, HG-PHs with closed-cell 
structures were obtained. These Closed-cell HG-PHs were firstly fabricated for 
latent heat storage by encapsulation of PCM within the dispersed phase. And the 
as-obtained HG-PHs, which contained OD, showed high heat enthalpy and 
reusability in thermal energy storage applications. 
b)  A reactive X-shaped BCP, T1107, was employed to stabilize paraffin oil-in-




polyHIPEs were fabricated via step-growth polymerization between T1107 and polyMDI. 
The porous structures of the PU polyHIPEs were tuned by moisture content in DMSO, 
the T1107 concentration in DMSO and the dispersed paraffin oil content. The as-prepared 
PU polyHIPEs exhibited voids in two different scales, emulsion-templated smaller voids 
and carbon dioxide foamed larger voids. And their polymer walls were microphase 
separated and crystalline. These as-prepared PU polyHIPEs showed excellent mechanical 
properties and preferential halogenated solvents uptakes which could rapidly absorb a 
large amount of chloroform and DCE, reflecting their potential application in absorption 
and removal of toxic halogenated liquids. 
c)  An ionomer, sulfonated atactic polystyrene (SaPS), was applied to stabilied 
glycerol-in-1,2,4-trichlorobenzene (TCB) nonaqueous HIPEs. Highly porosity, 
hierarchical porous, nanofibrous and reproducible syndiotactic polystyrene (sPS) 
aerogels was fabricated with physical crosslinkage, δ-form crystalline phase, within the 
continuous TCB phase. The as-obtained sPS aerogels could be employed as excellent 
adsorbents for airborne VOC pollutant due to their high specific surface area and intrinsic 
nanoporous within δ-form sPS. 
d)  A simliar ionomer, lowly sulfonated syndiotactic polystyrene (SsPS), could 
stabilize glycerol-in-TCB nonaqueous HIPEs at high temperature of 120 °C. 
Superhydrophobic, utralight, hierarchical porous, nanofibrous and reproducible sPS 
aerogels were successfully fabricated via thermo-reversible physical crosslinkage of δ-
form sPS crystals. The density of these SsPS stabilized sPS aerogels could be lower than 
that of SaPS stabilized ones, since lower sPS content and higher dispersed glycerol 
content could be utilized in this case. The mechanical properties of these SsPS stabilized 
sPS aerogels would be better than the corresponding SaPS stabilized ones. These 




stabilized sPS aerogels were excellent candidates in the application of oil/water 
separation and oil spill cleanup, since they could rapidly absorb the light spilled oil from 
water surface, heavy oil from underwater, and even emulsified oil from O/W emulsion.. 
In conclusion, polyHIPEs with different porous structures and properties were 
successfully synthesized from different types of HIPEs via chemical crosslinkage or 
physical crosslinkage. The as-prepared polyHIPEs were developed in environmentally 
beneficial applications, including leak-tightness latent heat storage, oil spill cleanup, 
oil/water separation and airborne VOCs adsorption. 
 
7.2 Perspective for future work 
PolyHIPE-based porous polymers have been prepared via different strategies to tune 
suitable porous structures and properties in environmentally beneficial applications in this 
the thesis. Moreover polyHIPE-based porous polymers have been designed and prepared 
during my PhD studying for some other applications, for example, porous carbon has 
been prepared from the carbonization of hypercrosslinked SsPS stabilized sPS aerogels. 
As a concise and topic-focused thesis is expected, the polyHIPEs for environmentally 
beneficial applications have been picked out. In addition to these results, following works 
can be carried out in future to continue this research in this area: 
a) Open-cell hydrogel polyHIPEs with electronegative polymer walls can absorb 
heavy metal ions from water. 
b) Closed-cell hydrophobic polyHIPEs, containing polyols, can expand the types of 
polyHIPEs encapsulated PCMs and widen their service temperatures. 
c) Polysaccharide, such as starch and cellulose, can be introduced to the PU 
polyHIPEs system. And the as-prepared polyHIPEs are potential candidates for the 




d) Highly sulfonated stabilized or carbon tube loaded sPS polyHIPEs are thought as 
potential candidates in electromagnetic shielding. 
 
 
